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Abstract
Recently a considerable amount of research interest has been focused on the
fatigue performance of cantilevered sign structures. NCHRP Report 412 and
extensive fatigue testing performed at the University of Texas are examples of this
recent focus on the fatigue of cantilevered sign structures, and were dictated by the
fatigue related problems facing many state departments of transportation and urban
municipalities (Kaczinski, Dexter, Van Dien 1998) (Koenigs 2003). Field
investigations performed by Lehigh University determined that the flexibility of the
baseplate has a very drastic effect on the stress behavior in the pole adjacent to the
socket welded connection (Connor and Hodgson 2004).
This study investigates the effect baseplate flexibility has on the stress
behavior and hence fatigue performance of welded socket connections in cantilevered
sign structures. The results of a three specimen static load testing program and
extensive finite element analysis, calibration, and parametric study are discussed. The
study found that baseplate flexibility, primarily baseplate thickness, has a drastic
influence on the stress behavior in the pole tubewall adjacent to the socket welded
connection. Increasing baseplate thickness is shown to drastically reduce stresses at
the fatigue critical vertical weld toe. Based on this trend, a simple procedure that
incorporates the influence of baseplate flexibility into the nominal stress approach to
fatigue design is proposed.
Section 1.1: Executive Summary
Recently a considerable amount of research interest has been focused on the
fatigue perfonnance of cantilevered sign structures. NCHRP Report 412 and
extensive fatigue testing perfonned at the University of Texas are examples of this
recent focus on the fatigue of cantilevered sign structures, and were dictated by the
fatigue related problems facing many state departments of transportation and urban
municipalities (Kaczinski, Dexter, Van Dien 1998) (Koenigs 2003). The results of a
field testing investigation perfonned by the Lehigh University Infrastructure
Monitoring Program made critical observations regarding the behavior of socket
welded connections in cantilevered sign structures. The field research observed that
stress behavior adjacent to the baseplate socket welded connection does not follow
nominally calculated simple beam theory distribution. Field testing showed that
stresses in line with the anchor rods had the maximum outer stress, as compared to the
stresses at locations parallel with the mast-arm axis. The researchers correctly
explained this unusual stress behavior to be induced by the flexibility of the baseplate
(Connor and Hodgson 2004). The effects of baseplate flexibility were not fully
understood and not included in major research or the AASHTO specifications
(AASHTO 2001).
To better understand the influence of baseplate flexibility on the fatigue
performance of welded socket connections in cantilevered sign structures, extensive
finite element study and experimental. testing of three different baseplate specimens
was perfonned. The data provided from the experimental testing program was used to
.,
calibrate the finite element modeling techniques used (Chapter 3). Given the
experimental data and the analytical results of the calibrated finite element models,
.
trends in baseplate flexibility were observed (Chapter 4). These trends were then
expanded in a finite element parametric study, which allowed for fatigue design
recommendations to be made (Chapter 5).
The results ofthe research show that increasing baseplate flexibility drastically
alters the stress behavior in the tubewall adjacent to the baseplate, increasing
maximum stresses and altering the stress distribution such that the maximum stress in
the pole occurs in line with the anchor rods. The results of the calibration study show
that relatively simple finite element modeling techniques are able to provide
reasonable results, when compared to experimental data. The parametric study shows
that baseplate thickness is the most efficient parameter of the baseplate geometry to
alter in order to improve the fatigue performance of the welded socket connection.
Given the benefits in stress reduction due to increasing baseplate thickness, a simple
ratio method utilizing the infinite life design requirement of the nominal stress
approach to fatigue design is proposed to incorporate the effects of baseplate
flexibility.
Section 1.2 Background
Introduction
The focus of the research is to investigate the influence of baseplate flexibility
on the fatigue perfonnance of socket welded connections in cantilevered sign
structures. Cantile\'er signs structures. are just one of many different types of sign
3
structures and are commonly used at intersections to support traffic signals.
Historically speaking cantilevered sign structures have been in use for over a half
century. Union Metal claims to have supplied the first traffic mast arm pole in 1923
(Union Metal Website 2004). As roadways and safety clearance distances increase, so
have the lengths of mast-arms, and thus the size of cantilevered sign structures. Some
state departments of transportation allow cantilevered sign structures to extend up to
85 feet. Recently due to several fatigue failures, there has been additional research
and testing on the subject (Kaczinski, Dexter, and Van Dien 1998) (Koenigs 2003).
Very little work, however has been done to understand the influence of baseplate
flexibility on the tubewall stresses, and hence fatigue performance of the structures.
Sign structures in general can be divided into three categories based on
member geometry and configuration. Span wire sign structures utilize two tubular
poles to suspend a wire or pair of wires, from which traffic signals and signs are
suspended. Bridge sign structures, which may utilize vertical tubular poles or trusses
to support a horizontal truss are also used to support traffic signals. Cantilevered sign
structures, the subject of this research, are often the most appealing type of sign
structure. Typically the structures are considered to be the most aesthetically pleasing
and are by far the most common. There single pole design limits the crash hazard to
motori&ts as well as reduces the number of poles blocking visibility. Both of which,
are very important at busy intersections. In addition they are typically a very
inexpen~ive solution, with minimal impacts on traffic dUri~lg installation. The
common theme of these three different types of structures is that they provide a long
and light weight span-as dictated by their function, to put the signals within the view
of motorists,
Sign structures, especially cantilever sign structures are very unique structures,
in purpose and their structural characteristics. Their main purpose, to allow for the
orderly flow of traffic at busy intersections, is not absolutely necessary to travel. For a
structure which influences daily life and has the potential to be dangerous,
cantilevered sign structures are often unnoticed. Structurally their unique purpose, to
cover large spans results in the necessity that their dead weight be minimized. This
minimized deadweight requires very thin tubewall cross-sections, which are very
flexible. This flexibility combined with the fact that the structure possesses little
natural damping causes fatigue problems, as the structure has a very short natural
period. Thus an excitation to the structure may produce many stress cycles in a short
period of time (Kaczinski, Dexter, Van Dien 1998).
Basic Cantilevered Sign Structure Features
Figure 1.1.1 shows a typical cantilevered sign structure. Though designs vary
from state to state and different connection details were used at different periods of
time, all cantilevered sign structures have a tubular vertical pole member and
horizontal tubular member. Sign structure nomenclature is fairly broad, but for the
purpose of this rescarch the vertical member will be referred to as the "polc", and thc
horizontal member as the "mast-arm", Thc base of the pole is almost always
connected to a plat~ which is supported by leveling nuts, Under the scope of this
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project "socketed" welded connections are to be studied. This type of connection is
----../
commonly used to connect the pole to the baseplate, as will be discussed shortly.
Different connections are used--to connect the mast-arm to the pole. One of the
more common connection methods utilizes a similar welded socket connection, in
which the mast-arm essentially takes the form of a pole, with longer and reduced
diameter tubular member sizes. The plate welded to the mast-arm is then described as
an endplate, and is bolted onto the pole as will be discussed below. This type of a
connection is referred to as a built-up-box detail.
The term socket refers to the way that the baseplate is cut-out to allow the pole
to fit inside of it. Two fillet welds connect the baseplate to the pole. The first and
most structurally significant is applied at the top of the baseplate. Several different
fillet weld leg geometries are used, though typically an unequal leg fillet weld is used.
The second fillet weld is applied inside the cut-out of the baseplate, between the
bottom surface of the pole the sides of the cut-out in the baseplate. This weld is much
smaller, and in general much more irregular. The lower weld serves a significantly
lesser structural role and primarily serves to prevent corrosive materials from entering
the gap between the tubewall and the baseplate cut-out hole. Figure 1.1.2 shows a
schematic diagram of this welded connection, and Figure 1.1.3 shows a photograph of
a typical baseplate to pole welded socket connection. The remainder of this section
lists the common geometric features of a cantilevered sign structure, giving
descriptions. typical dimensions.. photographs, as well as the specific nomenclature
used in this project.
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• Hand access hole: The hand access hole allows access to the electrical wiring
of the lights. A typical hand access hole is shown in Figure 1.1.4. Typical
dimensions are approximately 12" by 4" and are located about one foot above
the top of the baseplate. The hand access hole is reinforced with a rounded
cornered rectangular tube, usually of a similar thickness as the pole tubewall.
The reinforcement tube is connected to pole by a continuous wrap around fillet
weld on the outside.
• Leveling nuts and anchor rQds: Typically a four anchor rod pattern is used to
secure the structure to the concrete foundation below. Several different sizes,
grades of steel, and arrangements of anchor rods are used depending on the
size of the structure. Pairs of leveling nuts (an upper and lower leveling nut)
are used to support and connect the baseplate to the anchor rods. In addition
some structures have a grout pad below the baseplate, hiding the anchor rods.
A typical anchor rod and leveling nut assembly is shown in Figure 1.1.5.
• Built-up box and flange plate: As discussed the built-up box, flange plate style
mast-arm to pole connection is not always used, but is one of the most
common connections. As shown in Figure 1.1.6, the built-up box is
constructed by welding thinner plates onto the sides of the pole. A thicker
flange plate is then welded onto these side plates. The endplate of the mast-
arm is then bolted to the flange plate.
Section 1.3 "'ind Loading
7
(
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Mast-ann cantilevered sign structures are primarily designed for wind loading
and dead load. The fatigue design requirements of cantilevered sign structures almost
always controls the design. Design wind loading, as it relates to cantilevered sign
structures has been fairly well researched. One of the primary sources regarding wind
loading for fatigue design of cantilevered sign structures is NCHRP Report 412
(Kaczinski, Dexter, and Van Dien 1998). Wind loading as it relates to the fatigue
design of cantilevered sign structures can be broken into four specific types. These
four wind loading phenomena are galloping, vortex shedding, natural wind gusts, and
truck induced wind gusts. The following section briefly discusses these four wind
phenomena and their relation to the fatigue design of cantilevered structures.
Galloping and vortex shedding are the two predominant wind phenomena
which affect cantilevered sign structures. They can be described as the condition of
large vertical resonant oscillation caused by constant wind flow normal to the axis of
the mast-ann. Truck induced wind gusts and natural wind gusts have a lesser effect on
cantilevered sign structures. As their names imply, in both wind phenomena a gust of
wind causes the oscillation, similar to a pulse loading.
Galloping, also known as Den Hartog instability, is a wind phenomenon which
causes oscillation in flexible and lightly damped structures with non symmetric cross
sections. Galloping is typically the leading cause of wind induced vibration in
cantilevered sign structures. A key component in galloping, is a periodic variation in
tl~e angle of attack that the wind takes against the structu~e. The Den Hartog stability
criterion highly simplified. reduces to, galloping occurs when the negative
s
aerodynamic damping of the structures is greater than the actual mechanical damping.
Galloping in cantilevered sign structures is characterized by a sudden onset of large
amplitude oscillation under a wind flow running perpendicular to the mast-arm axis.
This oscillation increases with increasing wind velocity and is at the natural frequency
of the structure. Thus in a short period of time many stress cycles occur as the natural
period of cantilever sign structures typically is about a single second. As mentioned
"
-'
above galloping only occurs in structures with non-symmetric cross-sections, thus the
presence of signal lights and signs are necessary for galloping to occur. Wind tunnel
test confirm this, and showed that certain sign configurations are more susceptible to
galloping (Kaczinski, Dexter, and Van Dien 1998).
Vortex shedding is a wind phenomenon similar to galloping. Like galloping
vortex shedding induced vibration commonly occurs in flexible and lightly damped
structures. It occurs during steady and unifonn wind flow and produces resonant
vibration in the plane normal to the wind flow. Vortex shedding induced oscillation is
caused by a regular alternating pattern of vortice shedding and occurs in structures
with symmetric cross-section, especially those that are round and smooth. Vortex
shedding commonly occurs in un-tapered structural members, which may prevent it
from occurring in many sign structures. The Strouhal relation governs vortex
shedding, where fs is the frequency at which vortices are shed, S is the Strouhal
number a unit less variable, V is the wind velocity, rind D is the dimension of the cross
section perpe~dicular to the direction of the wind.
fs = SVID
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When the frequency in which the vortices are shed at reaches the natural frequency
(fn) of the structure resonant vibrations occur, this condition is known as "lock-in".
The corresponding critical wind velocity (Vcr) is then simply equal to the natural
frequency of the structure times the ratio of the cross-section dimension D divided by
the Strouhal number, S. Resonant vibration of the structure then occurs for a range of
increasing wind velocity, until the amplitude of the vibration becomes great enough to
disrupt the alternating pattern of vortice shedding. Typically for cantilevered sign
structures the range of wind speed in which vortice shedding induced vibration can
occur is 10 to 35 mph.
Mitigation of galloping and vortice shedding follows two different approaches:
Altering the aerodynamic properties of the structure and sign attachments to create
additional positive aerodynamic damping. The second approach to mitigation is
altering the mechanical vibration properties of the structure to better resist vibration,
and improve the damping to reduce the number of stress cycles produced under wind
loading events.
Natural wind gust induced oscillations involve wind phenomena absent of
steady wind conditions, as the name would imply. As wind speeds increase and
decrease pressure applied to the cantilever sign structure fluctuates resulting in
vibration. Unlike vortex shedding and galloping, the displacement response of the
structure includes many different excitation frequencies, but is dominated by the
resonant frequency of the. structure. In addition the amplitude of oscillation du~ to
natural \vind gusts is much more irregular than the case of galloping and vortex
10
shedding. Thus, stress ranges due to minor natural wind gust excitation often only
reach a critical level on an infrequent basis as opposed to galloping and vortex
shedding in which wind induced vibration,. can produce many repeated critical stress
ranges in a short period of time. However structures that are exposed to large natural
wind gusts, such as structures in open areas, can acquire many critical stress cycles per
severe wind event as the structure has very little damping and a high natural
frequency.
Truck induced wind gusts, the last wind phenomena to be discussed, has the
least effect on cantilevered sign stru~tures. Truck induced wind gusts apply a pressure
to cantilevered sign structures which is much less than natural wind gusts. Truck
induced wind gusts primarily is more of a concern for highway signs and in particular
variable message signs, which have a large horizontal surface area. The uplift
pressures, and hence forces on the bottom face of variable message signs has been
shown to be greater than forces due to galloping at times. But for cantilevered sign
structures truck induced wind gusts cause lesser vibration than natural wind gusts
(Kaczinski, Dexter, and Van Dien 1998).
Section 1.4 Overview of Fatigue
As discussed previously in Chapter I the design of cantilevered sign structures
is typically controlled by fatigue. In NCHRP Report 412 the authors clearly indicate
that cantilevered sign structures perforn1 well under intense wind events as result of
AASHTO's conservative gust factor.. Fatigue is the only likely cause of failure in
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cantilevered sign structures. The following section provides an overview of fatigue as
it relates to cantilevered sign structures (Kaczinski, Dexter, and Van Dien 1998).
Fatigue is a general term describing the process of repetitive damage and the
fonnation of a crack due to a fluctuating tensile stress, most commonly associated
with welded steel structures. The problem of fatigue occurs separately from the
design for ultimate strength ofthe structure. Fatigue only occurs in locations of highly
localized plastic deformation. However even structures that have been sufficiently
designed to remain elastic under fluctuating load have locations where stress raisers
increase the nominal stress above the elastic limit of the material. The higher the
stress concentration and hence the local stresses, the faster the growth of fatigue
cracks. Welded structures which, typically have high tensile residual stresses and
some initial weld flaws, are especially susceptible to fatigue cracking. Residual
stresses due to the rapid contraction of hot weld metal, typically reach the tensile yield
limit of the material. Considering these high residual stresses fatigue damage can
occur with the application of even compressive stresses. In addition to high residual
stresses, welding also unavoidably produces flaws which further intensifies the
formation of fatigue crack growth. These flaws are typically the result of incomplete
penetration of weld metal into the root of fillet welded connections and lack of fusion
between weld and base metal. These flaws typically have the most undesirable
possible geometry, as they typically fonn a sharp tip, just like the tip of a crack. The
sharp tips of these flaws become locations of veI)' high stress and become initiation
points for the fonllation of fatigue cracks.
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Typically in the fatigue design of bridges, fatigue is considered a serviceability
limit state as fatigue of one member in such a highly redundant system does not cause
failure. In the case of cantilevered sign structures in particular, the welded
connections have no redundancy. Any visible sign of a fatigue crack noted during
inspection requires the immediate replacement of the structure.
Fatigue can be broken down into three stages, initiation, propagation, and
fracture. The first stage marks the initiation of a fatigue crack and the corresponding
number of cycles is noted as Ni. In the propagation stage, the total number of cycles
required for the crack to increase in size to a critical size is Np. Thus the total fatigue
life is the sum the initiation and propagation cycles, Nt=Ni+Np. The end of the
fatigue life marks the beginning of fracture. Fracture is the rapid extension of the
crack in tension causing collapse or excessive defonnation. The most important factor
affecting fatigue is the magnitude of the fluctuating local stress at the stress raiser.
The most effective way to lessen the rate of fatigue damage and to increase the design
life of a structure is to decrease the magnitude of the localized stress. There are two
different approaches to reducing the localized stress. Most commonly the localized
stress can be decreased by decreasing the nominal stress. Also it can be reduced by
decreasing the severity of the stress concentration, by improving the weld quality in
order to minimize flaws, or the geometry of the detail.
The other factors that influence fatigue can be divided into those related to the
stress ~attem, the physical attributes of the structure, and t.he environment. The
loading pattem primarily the number of cycles, N applied to the weld detail affects
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fatigue. Several important quantities are typically used to describe the fluctuating
stress load pattern. Fatigue loading can be first be divided into two categories,
constant amplitude fatigue loading and variable amplitude fatigue loading. Constant
amplitude loading is typically how fatigue test specimens are loaded and is typically
mathematically equivalent to the cosine function. Variable amplitude loading as the
name implies is a random sequence of stress typical of wind or truck loading. Several
parameters are commonly used to quantify the magnitude of these two loading types
and directly affect the fatigue performance of a structure: The maximum and
minimum stresses and the range between the two values of stress. As well as the
stress ratio R, the ratio of the minimum stress to the maximum stress. The physical
attributes of the structure also influence fatigue performance. These physical
attributes include the nominal stress, the geometry of the stress raiser causing the
stress concentration, the adjacent stress field, and the metallurgical properties of the
particular material. Finally the environment, both temperature and the presence of
corrosive substances also affects fatigue performance (Barsom and Rolfe 1987).
As discussed in NCHRP Report 412, the fatigue resistance of welded details
primarily depends on the nominal stress range and the notch severity. By this
description notch severity broadly includes all of the effects for the practical range of
structure configuration and welded geometry of the particular detail. Nominal stress
refers to the calculated stress at the structural level using simple bending and axial
stress relationship.s and neglecting the presence of geometrical stress c~ncentration
and welds. The long accepted approach to fatigue design in the United States. as
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governed by AASHTO specifications utilizes this concept of nominal stress range and
notch severity. Over time AASHTO has established a series of seven weld detail
.categories through fatigue testing. These categories, known by the alphabetical letters
A through E and E' (in alphabetical order with decreasing fatigue resistance)
individually represent the safe performance of many different types of welded
connections. The process of categorizing a new weld detail begins with fatigue testing
of the particular detail. The results of the fatigue testing are statistically analyzed to
provide a 95 percent confidence limit of excedence over the newly assigned category.
It is important to note that due to the high cost of performing a fatigue test, sometimes
it is not possible to test all of the different possible geometries of a weld detail
(AASHTO 200 I). In fatigue testing it is critical to mimic as closely as possible the
actual geometries and boundary conditions of the weld detail found in service.
(Boundary conditions will be discussed shortly.) In the nominal stress approach
several different factors that affect the fatigue performance of a particular welded
detail are lumped together. Thus it is important to ensure the geometrical limits
imposed upon the designer in the specifications and the geometry of the specimens in
the fatigue test program are in agreement.
Section 1.5: Design
The design of cantilevered signal structures follows the AASHTO Standard
Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires and Traffic
Signals (AASHTO 200 1). Tilc dcsign procedure for sign structures is identical to that
for highway bridgcs. both using a nominal stress approach for fatigue design.
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AASHTO's 4th edition in 2001 for sign structures, is the most recent specification and
included additional and more stringent fatigue design requirements. As a result of this
new edition the fatigue design began to control the design of the structures. Much of
the new specification is based on research conducted as part of NCHRP report 412,
which was discussed previously in Section 1.2. The following section will discuss
several of the key issues related to the design of cantilevered signal structures,
especially the design for fatigue. The section will first briefly discuss the state of the
industry, discussing some of the issues faced by municipalities regarding the design
and maintenance of cantilevered structures. Next the non-fatigue design specifications
of cantilevered structures will be briefly discussed, followed by an in-depth discussion
of fatigue design.
Fatigue design
The 4th edition of AASHTO's Standard Specification for Highway Signs,
Luminaires and Traffic Signals (2001) addresses the fatigue design of sign structures
according to the research ofNCHRP Report 412. The specification sets fatigue design
requirements for overhead cantilever sign and signal structures as well as high-level
lighting. Not included in the specifications are fatigue design requirements for
common overhead lighting poles and regular highway signs, as no fatigue design is
required for these structures. AASHTO's highway sign, luminaire, and traffic signal
specifications for fatigue design are based on an infinite life nominal stress fatigue
design approach. This approach follow~ a typical design philosophy incorporating
importance factors. specified limit state wind loading, and ma.ximul11 allowable stress
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ranges for the various weld details. AASHTO's fatigue design provisions can be
broken down into three main components or design steps: The first component of the
specification is the importance factor table which detennines the appropriate
importance factor to be applied to the different wind loading cases. The second
component outlined in the specification is the required equivalent static wind loading
for each of the various types of wind loading discussed in Section 1.2. The final
component is a listing of the fatigue categories of the various weld details commonly
found on sign structures (AASHTO 2001).
The 4th edition highway sign, luminaire, and traffic signal specifications
includes a table which lists the respective fatigue categories of all various sign
structure details, both welded and non-welded. The table is broken down into the
different types of construction used and the particular structure type of the particular
detail. The specification also includes example figures for all of the details.
AASHTO requires that sign structures (excluding sign structures deemed non fatigue
sensitive) be designed for infinite life, requiring that nominal stresses at fatigue details
be less than the respective constant amplitude fatigue limits. AASHTO's sign
structure specifications require an infinite life design approach due to the
unpredictability of wind loading. Thus in the iterative process of fatigue design, the
designer must first establish what types of fatigue details will be used and their
respective CAFL. After calculating nominal stresses that are above the CAFL at these
locations based on the AASHTO specified wind load.ing limit states and importance
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factors the designer can revise the design with either more fatigue resistant details or
by increasing the cross section (AASHTO 2001).
The 4th edition AASHTO highway sign, luminaire, and traffic signal
specifications gives fatigue importance factors (Ir's) in tabular fonnat. These
importance factors are similar to those found in seismic design and relate the severity
of the consequences of a fatigue failure to a percentage of the design loading. Fatigue
importance factor category I, which corresponds to the whole percentage of the wind
loading (IFl.O), applies to cantilevered sign and signal structures as well as high level
lighting poles adjacent to major highways in which the vehicle speed is great enough
to cause severe danger in the case of a failure. Fatigue importance factor category I is
also intended for those structures with large cantilevers and high level lighting poles
exceeding 30 meters as well as variable message sign structures. Fatigue importance
factors for Category II and III structures are less than one, thus the structures are
designed to resist lesser factored fatigue wind loads (AASHTO 2001). Structures in
Category II and III are not considered to receive lesser fatigue wind loading, but are
expected to experience fatigue damage. Fatigue importance factor II corresponds to
the previous AASHTO edition's most stringent fatigue loading. By the
recommendation of NCHRP report 412, fatigue design loading was increased in the
fourth edition specification. Under typical design conditions structures designed with
the 3rd edition code correspond to the 4th edition's fatigue importance factor II
(Kaczin~ki, Dexter, and Van Dicn 1998).
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AASHTO's 4th edition sign structure specification prescribes equivalent static
loads, to be applied to the structure along with the appropriate importance factor. The
.~
basis for these prescribed static loadings is the experimental research conducted in
NCHRP Report 412 (discussed in Section 1.2). Four different types of wind loading
are considered, galloping, vortex shedding, natural wind gusts, and truck induced wind
gusts. Note that as discussed in Section 1.2, several of these wind phenomena do not
apply to certain structures. Thus the effects of the particular wind phenomena do not
have to be considered in the fatigue design, essentially the particular importance factor
is equal to zero. An example of this is that galloping induced vibration doesn't occur
in high-mast lighting poles, this is indicated in the importance factor table and would
not be included in the design. These four limit state wind loads are intended to
produce the stress ranges that the structure would experience in the occurrence of the
respective wind loading phenomena. The designer must analyze the structure,
calculating stresses due to the wind loading phenomena that apply to the structure,
which are clearly indicated in the importance factor chart. The stresses calculated
conservatively represent the stress ranges that the actual structure would experience in
the field, and can be calculated by simple beam theory. The designer then must apply
the appropriate importance factors to these nominal stresses and verify that these
various factored stress ranges are all below the CAFL. The prescribed loadings of the
four wind loading limit states specified by AASHTO are omitted (AASHTO 200 I).
General Design
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As discussed in the introductory remarks, cantilever sign structures are very
unique structures both in their purpose and structural geometry. Another unique
aspect of the structures is the absence of structural engineering inspection throughout
much of the structures lifecycle. Initial design and possibly inspection are typically
the only two times in which an engineer with a structural background is involved with
the structures. For example in the process of obtaining experimental specimens, the
author was able to witness a small cross section of the industry, gaining insight to the
sign structure management departments of two medium sized municipalities. While
this information is not the result of large scale survey, it is likely to be reasonably
representative of the industry as a whole. Although the information is very much
secondary in the scope and objectives of the project, it is felt that it is worthy of
inclusion, as it provides a background for the type of construction imperfection
loading which may adversely affect delicate weld treatments, as will be discussed later
in Section 2.2.
Even in fairly large municipalities, it is common that the responsibility of
managing sign structures to fall under the town head electrician or utility expert.
These individual managing sign structures often have very little or no background in
structures. Funding for sign structure maintenance is typically not abundant, so it is
unlikely that the management of the structures would be outsourced to an actual
structural engineer. In addition to other duties, it is the job of the town electrician to
purchase new structures an.d to make important decisions regarding the replacem~nt
and maintenance of the structures. Prior to fabrication a professional engmeer
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develops design specifications for several different mast-ann lengths based on wind
loading values specific to a certain region. Thus the town electrician must only know
what mast-ann length is required, and the appropriately designed structure will be
shipped to the maintenance facility.
Cantilevered sign structures are very frequently "nudged" by large trucks,
making wide turns in intersections. The problem of a limited budget for sign
structures is made worse when in the case of a minor collision, in which the truck
driver does not report the accident. Thus, no insurance claim is able to be made, and
the municipality must bear the cost of the replacement. For this reason it is fairly
common for municipalities to save older structures that have been replaced due to the
widening of a road or "lightly" damaged structures. Thus in the case that funding for a
replacement structure is not available, an out of service structure may be used as a
temporary replacement.
In addition to maintenance Issues the supervision of a structures engmeer
would also be beneficial in the erection process. There are a several potential problem
areas that a trained engineer could quickly check to ensure that needless construction
imperfection induced stresses are not being applied to the critical fatigue details.
Common construction imperfections such as bolts that have been loosened, visible
signs of out of straightness in the baseplate, or signs that anchor rods had been bent to
fit into the baseplate anchor rod holes. Fortunately the sign structures can be erected
fairly safely without the supervision. or inspection of an engineer. TypicalIy any
construction imperfection induced problem is most likely the result of severely
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negligent practice. However as will be discussed in Section 2.2 delicate weld /
treatments may in the future, be used to improve fatigue details. In this case it is
important to understand the conditions of sign structure erection and management.
The true cost of complex solutions should also include additional funds for
implementation.
Section 1.6: Related Research
In the last ten years several national and state agencies have conducted
research on the fatigue performance of cantilevered sign structures. The following
section briefly discusses a few of the most relevant research related to the fatigue
behavior of cantilevered sign structures.
One of the first major research studies on the fatigue of sign structures was
conducted at Lehigh University in the late 70's, by Dr. John Fisher for the California
Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration. This work
provided the first fatigue test data for the socket welded details used in cantilever
signal structures, a fatigue category. The primary result of Fisher's research was that
though there was some variation in the fatigue results especially over the slight
differences in specimens tested, the fillet'weld connection detail overall failed in
correspondence with an E to E' fatigue category. The socket welded connection was
recommended to be a Category E' detail. The number of test specimens was
somewhat limited, especially considering that there were some small inconsistencies
between the specimens. Fatigue cracking occ~rred at almost all mast-arm and pole
socket welded connections of the specimens tested. All fatigue cracks formed at the
fillet weld toe adjacent to the tube wall and not on the baseplate or endplate side
(Fisher, Slutter, and Miki 1981).
Several failures and fatigue related problems triggered additional studies.
NCHRP Report 412, published in 1998, which updated the AASHTO Standard
Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, and Traffic
Signals, increasing fatigue loading. The results of the research primarily pertain to
wind loading and the fatigue design process, and have been discussed in Section 1.3
and Section 1.5 of this report (Kaczinski, Dexter, and Van Dien 1998).
Recently an extensive cantilevered sign structure fatigue testing program was
conducted at the University of Texas, and presented in Mark Koenigs' Masters'
Thesis. A total of 55 mast-arm specimens were tested. Ultrasonic Impact Treatment
(UIT) and various welded stiffener details were the primary focus of research.
Comparing the fatigue resistance of welded socket connections with different
baseplate flexibilities was not the main concern and only two specimens were tested
with thicker endplate specimens. The results of the fatigue testing again showed that
fatigue cracks always form at the vertical weld toe above the endplate (or baseplate) of
the socket connection, as was shown in Fisher's research. The results of the two
specimens with 2" thick endplates showed very considerable improvements in fatigue
resistance, compared to the standard 1.5" cndplate thickness specimens. Table 1.6.1
shows Kocnigs' fatiguc test results for thc 2" cndplatc thickncss specimcn comparcd
to tl~c avcrage data for thc 1.5" thick cndplatc weldcd soc~et spccimen. Thc drastic
improvcmcnt in fatiguc rcsistance will latcr bc discussed in Chapter 5 (Kocnigs 2003).
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In New York State Department of Transportation Special Report 131 Hag-
Elsafi, Alampalli, and Owens discuss a new analysis method for baseplate design. This
report is one of several published works by the New York State Department of
Transportation. For the purpose of this limited literature review, a brief discussion of
the authors' method will follow. Later in Chapter 5 in the discussion ofthe parametric
study a similar concept will be applied. The work primarily focuses on the baseplate
stresses, primarily for the purpose of design. Which is opposite of this research study
which primarily focuses on the tubewall stresses. However in the process of
determining an improved design method, the authors do use the concept of baseplate
flexibility, specifically treating the baseplate as a beam. To summarize the procedure
developed for the New York State Department of Transportation, the authors using
past experimental and analytical data, develop a method which would allow a designer
to effectively treat the design of a baseplate (including thickness, side length, and pole
outer diameter), as the design of a beam. The procedure begins by determining the
forces in the anchor rods. Given these forces applied to the baseplate, several different
design cases must be checked. One design case is bending, which would correspond
to the uplift side of the baseplate. Given their experimental and analytical data the
authors develop equations to determine the maximum stress of a particular baseplate
geometry and loading, based on a simple bending equation (Hag-Elsafi, AlanlpalIi,
and Owens 1999).
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Endplate Specimen Number of Stress FatigueThickness Range A A average Category
finl Name
Cycles
rksil averaqe
1.5 VALNu 5.46 E'(average)
2 VALNu 2A 5,144,528 11.9 86.69 57.17 C
2 VALNu 2A 1,683,127 11.8 27.65
Table 1.6.1: University of Texas Fatigue Test Results for Baseplate Thickness
Courtesy of Mark Koenigs (Koenigs 2003)
Where A=
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Figure 1.1.1: Typical Cantilevered Sign Structure
Baseplate Lower Fillet Weld
Vertical
Fillet Weld
Toe
Figure 1.1.2. Schematic Cross Section Through Socket Welded Connection
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INTENTIONAL SECOND E)tPOSURE
Figure 1.1.1: Typical Cantilevered Sign Structure
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Figure 1.1.2. Schematic Cross Section Through Socket Welded Connection
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Figure 1.1.3: Close-up of Welded Socket Connection
Figure 1.1.4:
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Figure 1.1.5: Typical Anchor Rod and Leveling Nut Geometry. Note bottom leveling
nuts can not be seen in this view.
Figure 1.1.6: Typical Built-up Box and Endplate Geometry.
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Section 2.1: Description of Specimens
In order to investigate the influence of baseplate flexibility on the fatigue
perfonnance of cantilevered sign structures, three pole specimens were obtained.
Each pole specimen had a different baseplate thickness. The three pole specimens and
a 44' long mast-ann were manufactured by Valmont Industries of Valley, Nebraska.
The baseplate geometry, including baseplate thickness of the first specimen was
selected based on PennDot standards for the 44' long mast arm considering typical
.
signal weights and distribution. PennDot's standards require a 1 112" thick baseplate
for this particular geometry. The baseplate thicknesses of the remaining two
specimens were chosen to represent the two opposite extremes in baseplate thickness
and thus baseplate flexibility. The second specimen's baseplate thickness was W',
representing an extremely flexible baseplate. The third specimen had a baseplate
thickness of 3", representing an extremely stiff baseplate. The other dimensions of
the three pole specimens were identical, with the exception of slight differences in the
weld geometries. There was some minor variation of the size of fillet welds between
the baseplate and the tube wall between the three different baseplate specimens. The
difference in the weld geometries of the three pole specimens was not prevalent
enough to affect the intended comparison of baseplate flexibility, and was consistent
with nomlal fabrication tolerance.
Figure 2.1.1 shows the measured dimensions of the three pole specimens and
the mast aml. The mast-aml length w~ measured as 44'-0" from the mast-ann tip to
the endplate. The three pole specimens measured 11'-6" from the baseplate to the
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centerline of the mast-arm. The square baseplate of all of the three pole specimens,
measured between a range of 17" and 16 15/16". Note that as shown in the plan
approximately an inch by one inch isosceles triangle was cut out at the comers. The
anchor rod holes of the three baseplates consistently measured 1 W'. The anchor rod
hole spacing was measured at a range of 14 W' to 14 3/16", centerline to centerline.
Outer diameter pole dimensions were measured at several different locations along the
length, thus providing an outer diameter dimension above the weld toe and tube taper.
The resulting pole diameters and tapers are presented in Table 2.1.1.
The weld geometry was the geometric feature that varied the most between the
three pole specimens. Typical values for the outer fillet weld of the three specimens
were: The vertical fillet weld leg was approximately Y2" and the horizontal filet weld
leg was approximately 3/8". The inner fillet weld was slightly less regular than the
outer fillet weld. Dimensions were taken as closely as possible and averaged at
several locations if necessary. All of the welded geometries possessed some minor
variability as different locations had different lengths of vertical and horizontal fillet
weld legs. In addition there was some variability in the shape ofthe fillet weld, as the
fillet weld was made with multiple passes of the weld metal. Valmont industries uses
a mechanical rotation device to apply a very consistent weld around the pole base, but
there is still some small variability in the weld profile. The vertical and horizontal
fillet weld leg lengths are also presented in Table 2.1.1 for each of the three baseplate
thickness specimens.
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The most difficult geometric property of the three pole specimens to measure
was the tube wall thickness. Tube wall thickness measurements could not be made
near the pole base with a regular digital caliper, because the baseplate would get in the
way. The only location where the tube wall could be measured was at the top of the
pole. Due to the rolling process used to fabricate the pole tubes the actual thickness
near the base of the pole could be different than that at the top of the pole. This small
difference could make a very considerable difference in the stresses local to the
baseplate. Due to the high degree of stress concentration and high stress gradient
small differences in the tube wall thickness local to the baseplate could make a severe
difference in the finite element stress data. In order to measure these critical tubewall
thicknesses an ultrasonic thickness meter was used and the tubewall thicknesses were
measured fairly consistently at a thickness of 0.23".
Section 2.2: Test Set-up
The objective of the experimental test fixture is only to provide a static
constraint for the mast-arm sign structure. In the field the structures are typically
supported by a reinforced concrete foundation which extends below ground. The
stiffuess of the soil has little e"ffect on the static response to the structure in the field,
but plays a more significant role in the dynan1ic properties of the structure. Since the
experimental investigation was not directly concerned with the dynamic properties of
the structures, it was sufficient to neglect the soil interactions and create a concrete
found?tion that would bear directly on the concrete lab. floor. Another option
considered was to mount the cantilevered sign structure by the anchor rods directly to
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a stiff steel plate fixture. However the concrete foundation bearing pad had the
advantage that it would provide the most realistic boundary conditions. The high
degree of variability in the concrete to anchor rod interaction is influenced by many
factors including: air voids, the placement of large aggregate, uneven concrete heights,
shrinkage, and creep.
The concrete foundation bearing pad was designed to prevent overturning in all
directions, considering experimental static loads, construction loads including forces
from ladders and tightening mast-arm bolts. Since overturning along the direction of
the mast-arm drastically controlled the design a non rectangular "L" shape was used to
reduce the amount of materials needed. The designed foundation provided very
conservative factors of safety for overturning, while being relatively inexpensive in
material costs. The length of the bearing pad foundation measured approximately 10'
long by 4' wide, with 42" of depth adjacent to the anchor rods. Number 4 rebar was
used to prevent cracking and to allow for the concrete foundation to be moved by
crane.
Because all three pole specimens had the same baseplate geometry only one
anchor rod spacing configuration was needed. As discussed in Section 2.1, the anchor
rod hole diameter was 1.5" and the nominal diameter of the anchor rods was 1.25".
Due to this small margin, care was taken to ensure that the spacing of the anchor rods
matched the spacing of the anchor rod holes. Care was also taking to ensure that the
anchor rods rem<:ined in place and perfectly vertical during the pou.ring of the
foundation. The concrete was allowed to cure for approximately one month before the
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first pole specimen was erected. Laboratory technicians erected all the pole specimens
and the mast arm using an overhead crane. All baseplate leveling nuts and mast-ann
bolts were hand tightened using pipe wrenches, except for the mast-ann static load
tests in which an air hammer gun was used. The particular air hammer gun provided a
sufficient torque to provide full preload for the mast-arm 1" diameter bolt. All
leveling of baseplate was measured with a simple levels, which had some limitation,
especially when compared to more sophisticated equipment available in a laboratory
setting. The leveling of the baseplate as well as the tightening of the leveling nuts was
accomplished using a three and a half foot long pipe wrench, which also had its
limitations in delivering the torque required to fully tighten the leveling nut. This
simple approach was justified as it is typical of the erection procedures of the structure
used in the field.
Loading was accomplished by simply hanging a series of different weights
from the tip of the mast-ann. This loading type was chosen as it was very simple to
perform in the laboratory. The decision as to which manner the test specimens were
loaded was actually arbitrary for the scope of the investigation. Because the study was
only concerned with the elastic behavior of the structure, the theory of superposition
can convert the findings for a cantilever end load to other desired loading conditions.
Section 2.3 discusses how elastic loading and behavior can be related to the fatigue
perfornlance of the cantilevered sign structures. A steel cable was secured to a hook
located just inside th~ tip and on the bottom of the mast ann. The hook w.as likely
installed and used at some point during the fabrication process. Initially a load cell
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was mounted on the steel wire to measure the load being applied to the structure.
However, the load cell was later removed as the end loads used were repeated.
Two different types of displacement sensors were used in order to provide
additional data to calibrate the experimental results with the finite element analysis. A
string pot was installed 8" away from the tip of the mast-ann. The mast-ann tip
deflection was measured 8" away to provide clearance for hanging weights.
Unfortunately late in the experimental testing, the string pot was damaged while
changing the position of the mast-ann, and a replacement string pot had to be used for
the remainder of the mast-ann testing. Care was taken in checking the calibration of
the new string pot and the data for corresponding tests of the two different string pots
were carefully checked.
A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) was used to measure the
baseplate deflection on the compression (down lift) side. The LVDT bracket was
mounted to powerful magnet which attached to a steel plate anchored to the top of the
foundation. Thus the LVDT could measure the baseplate deflection anywhere on the
downlift side with some limitations due to clearance. In some static load tests
baseplate deflection data was taken at a series of locations, providing a plot of the
deflected shape of the baseplate. The standard position that the LVDT measured the
displacement was on the mast-ann centerline one inch in from the edge of the
baseplate.
The main feature of the .experimental test set-up was the extensive amount of
strain gages used. A total of 202 gages were used on the three pole specimens and
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mast-arm specimen. This large number of gages provides valuable experimental stress
data which as mentioned previously is somewhat incomplete in other related research.
Whenever possible, strain gages were applied in pairs, on both the outside and inside
of the tube wall (or top and bottom of the baseplate). These pairs of gages measured
the inner and outer axial stress, from which the local bending and mid-plane stress can
be calculated. Experimental values for bending are significant because there is no
simple way to accurately predict the different stress components in the tube wall near
the socket joint. Obtaining experimental values of the stress components are also
important as an un-calibrated finite element model can be somewhat unreliable in
predicting what the actual values of stress are, especially near an area of concentrated
stress. A discussion on the selection of gage locations follows.
Section 2.3: Gage Locations
Prior to developing a gage plan extensive finite element analysis was
conducted. The finite element results were used to determine the number and location
of gages needed to adequately capture the behavior of the structure. The behavior of
socket welded joints in cantilevered sign structures is not fully discussed in many
major fatigue testing oriented sign structure research. Thus the finite element analysis
was the only data available to be used in the detemlination of a gage plan. As
discussed in Section 1.1 the results of a previous field investigation also indicated that
the distribution of stress adjacent to the socket connection, would need to be carefully
monitored experimentally.
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The results of finite element analysis showed two major trends in the stress
distribution local to the fillet-welded socket joint between the pole and baseplate. The
discussion of these two trends in stress distribution is only for the purpose ofjustifying
the number of and placement of strain gages. The complex local behavior will be
discussed in Chapter 4. The two trends in stress observed in the finite element
analysis are shown in Figures 2.3.1 and Figure 2.3.2. Note that neither the vertical nor
radial distribution of stress is consistent with the stress distributions assumed in
design.
Figure 2.3.1 shows a typical vertical stress distribution. The distribution plot
shows the various stress components: outer and inner stress, bending stress, mid-plane
stress, and Simple Beam Theory outer stress verse the height above the baseplate.
Many factors influence the distribution, especially the radial location the distribution
is taken at, baseplate and weld geometry. It was noted that the vertical stress
distribution profile always followed a similar pattern. Stresses were extremely high
just above the tubewall connection to the baseplate. The stresses then decreased with
increasing height above the baseplate until they reached a local maximum or
mInImum. Further increasing height above the baseplate resulted in bending stresses
decreasing to zero, and the outer, inner, and mid-plane stresses eventually converge to
Simple Beam Theory.
Figure 2.3.2 shows a typical radial plot of the absolute value of stresses in the
tubewall Y2" above the tubewall to baseplate con~ection. Again a more detailed
explanation of the radial plot will follow in section 3.2. The radial distribution of the
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stresses in the tube wall is dependent on several factors especially the height above the
connection that the profile is taken at, the baseplate and weld geometry. However
finite element analysis results showed that all radial stress profiles followed the same
typical pattern. Figure 2.3.2 shows that all stresses are substantially higher than
Simple Beam Theory derived stresses, as would be expected for such a high stress
concentration. Contrary to the assumptions used in design, the outer stress is at a
maximum value when roughly in line with the anchor rods, not when at a maximum
distance away from the neutral axis.
Using the knowledge gained from finite element analysis a gage plan for each
of the three pole specimens and mast-arm specimen was developed. The objective in
determining the gage plan was not just to provide the most experimental data possible,
but to provide the most useful experimental data possible. The number of strain gages
used was obviously limited, by factors such as cost, labor time, and by equipment
capabilities. Thus the challenge became measuring the complex three dimensional
stress behavior, illustrated in the previous distribution plots by a minimum number of
gages. It also was very important due to the many sources of error and variation, to
provide duplicate experimental stress data when possible. Also the order that the three
different specimens were tested also dictated the number of gages used on each
specimen. As the experimental data of the first specimen agreed reasonably well with
preliminary finite clement analysis, fewer gages could be used on the later specimen.
A. total of 202 strain gages were installed on the three po!e specimens and one
mast-aml specimen as shO\\1l in Table 2.3.1. The 1 W' thick baseplate pole specimen
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was the first of the specimens to be tested, followed by the testing of the %" thick
baseplate specimen. The final specimens tested were the 3" thick baseplate specimen
tested concurrently with the mast-arm specimen. The number of total gages per pole
specimen was decreased after every pole specimen tested. Upon analyzing the data
from the first specimen, several gages on the baseplate were eliminated from future
tests. The gage plan for the mast-arm specimen was different than the first three pole
specimens in that the gages on the mast-arm specimen were only on the outer surface
of the tube wall and endplate. No interior gages were used on the mast-arm specimen
as it would have been difficult to run wires to the data logger. Thus the mast-arm
specimen utilized a similar gage plan as the 1 Y2" and %" thick baseplate specimens,
without having interior gages. It was estimated that due to the slightly more complex
contact condition between the endplate and the flange plate, the stress distribution
could be different from that of the baseplate in the pole specimens.
Baseplate and Endplate gages:
Strain gages on the pole and mast-arm specimen were subdivided into two
groups: gages on the pole or mast-arm tubewall and those on the baseplate or endplate.
The decision as to the number and location of the gages on the baseplate was fairly
simple. Because one of the primary objectives in the investigation is to determine the
extent baseplate flexibility plays on the stress local to the socket joint it was
imperative to measure the amount of baseplate bending. Baseplate bending is at a
maximum in the c.cnterline locations, directly in between the two compre~sion anchor
rods. and the two tension rods, as shown in Figure 2.3.3. In these areas, uplift occurs
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on the tension side of the pole and down-lift occurs on the compression side. The
maximum bending, top, and bottom stresses occur in a direction perpendicular to the
mast-arm axis. Since the LVDT was mounted on the down-lift portion of the
baseplate it was only possible to measure strain at the uplift regions of the baseplate.
In all three pole specimens tests, the uplift stresses at both the top and bottom
of the baseplate were measured perpendicular to the mast-arm axis. The gage
numbers are 66 and 67 (top and bottom) for the 1 12" specimen, 28 and 29 for the %"
specimen, and 32 and 33 for the 3" specimen. Because there was no LVDT on the
endplate, the mast-arm specimen had both its uplift and down-lift stresses measured,
but only on the top surface as discussed previously. The gage numbers for the uplift
and down-lift stress were 56 and 57 respectively.
Tubewall gages:
The primary concern In determining the location of the gages along the
tubewall was to provide enough gages along the height above the baseplate to
accurately capture the stress profile discussed previously. The complex shape and
curvature of the profile and the stress behavior local to the socket joint obviously can
not be described by a single gage. Obtaining experimental values throughout the
whole profile allows for an improved calibration with the finite element model data.
This is very important because finite element data can be extremely sensitive to mesh
size adjacent to the weld toe, and therefore will provide inconclusive results.
Minimally it is important ~o obtain enough experimental data to define the lin~ar
portion of the vertical stress profile directly above the socket joint. Thus at least two
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gages are necessary, one above the weld toe and the other approximately an inch
away. As mentioned earlier, it also important to provide duplicate gages and data at
locations directly above the weld toe, as the large stress gradient can be greatly
magnified by human error.
In order to capture the vertical and radial stress profile in the tubewall local to
the socket joint, while minimizing the number of gages and maintaining an orderly
system of gage locations that could be repeated on all specimens tested, a series of
three gage configurations were used at prescribed radial locations. Gage numbers
were always numbered from the outside of the tubewall to the inside, and pairs of
gages were numbered with decreasing height above the baseplate or endplate. The
first gage configuration was a series of 10 gages, 5 gages on the outside of the
tubewall and 5 gages on the inside of the tubewall. The pairs of gages were at heights
of 8", 5", 3", 2", and %" above the top of the baseplate. This first gage configuration
provides an extensive discretization of the vertical stress profile. The second gage
configuration used 6 gages in total with pairs of gages at heights of 5", 2", and %"
above the top of the baseplate. With a reduction in the number of gages, the second
gage configuration still allows experimental data describing the stress and stress
gradient near the socket joint and a point in the valley of stress above the peak. In
addition to the two gage configurations, single pairs of gages were applied at %"
above the top of the baseplate. These single pairs were used to verify duplicate or
Sy111metric stress data. Using only ~vo gage configurations allowed for easy
comparison of the experimental stress data between different specimens and finite
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element models. The two gage configurations were placed at various radial locations
on the specimens with additional pairs of gages when needed. The radial locations
were primarily at multiples of45° away from the mast arm axis.
Prior to discussing particular gage locations of the specimens tested, it is
necessary to first discuss the gage location notation. It was necessary to have a
standard gage location notation for the tubewall gages that would indicate: whether the
gage was applied to the inner or outer tubewall surface, the radial location, and the
height. The simplified gage location notation will be seen in future tables in the
following chapters.
The radial location is described first by either Tension, Compression, or
Neutral Axis according to simple beam theory. The radial location is next described
by the angle of skew, measured from the gage location to the nearest side of the mast-
arm axis, such that skew angle will never exceed 90 degrees. The last part of the
radial location notation is the 1eft or Right, as in the left or right hand side while
standing facing the pole and looking towards the mast-arm cantilever tip. For
example a gage location on the outside of the pole, 5" above the baseplate, in line with
the left compression anchor rod would be notated as C 45 L, and would be indicated
by 0 four outside and 5 for 5" above the baseplate.
Section 2.4 Testing Procedure
The objective of the research is to study the fatigue perfomlance of socket
welded connection of cantilevered sign structures. The fatigue perfonnance was
illYcstigated utilizing extensive finite element analysis and experimental data. As
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briefly discussed in the discussion of the data collection system, the experimental
testing program was only concerned with elastic static displacement and elastic static
strain data. As related to the testing procedure used, the term static refers to the
physical condition when the applied load has no acceleration. There was some
difficulty in applying the load with out causing the flexible structure to oscillate, and
hence accelerate the load. Thus true static loads were measured when the natural
damping in the cantilevered sign structure had damped out all ofthe motion induced in
the application of the load. Using a linear elastic fracture mechanics approach fatigue
resistance can be compared and be determined according to the elastic stresses applied
in the tubewall adjacent to the weld. Thus fatigue performance can be determined
with static experimental data, without performing an actual fatigue test.
The static load testing performed can be broken down into two primary tests.
The first and most important static testing was the static cantilever load tests. The
other major static testing conducted, the baseplate leveling tests involved examining
the effects of forcing the baseplate to be out of level. These leveling conditions were
used to examine the role of construction imperfections, in the leveling process. In
addition to these two major tests, similar static cantilever testing was performed on the
mast-arm. Also various other tests were perfomled with different leveling nuts
missing to simulate the effects of a fractured anchor rod. The following section
discusses the procedure used in and justification for these different static tests. Also
include~ in the discussion is the simple numeric procedure th~t was used to convert
the collected time history data into static stress values.
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Cantilever Load Testing
Cantilever load testing was one of the most critical components of the study.
The experimental results provided a basis for finite element calibration. The
calibrated finite element models then in tum can be used to investigate a wider range
of geometric variable influencing the fatigue performance of welded baseplate socket
joints. Static cantilever load testing was performed on all three pole specimens. (And
as will be discussed later, on the mast-ann specimen as well) In general all three
specimens were tested with three different cantilever end loads, 99 pounds, 149
pounds, and 193 poundS. By testing with three different cantilever weights it was
possible to determine whether the structures response was linear. The experimental
program was conducted the same way, as to examine the effect of different stand-off
lengths. Though by the end of the testing program the 3" thick baseplate specimen
was only tested at the base 1 5/8" stand-off length. Initially the first specimen, the 1
Yz" thick baseplate specimen was tested at stand-off lengths of 1 5/8", 1 %", 2", and 2
1'2". However the experimental results showed no considerable difference in stress
data. The %" thick baseplate specimen was only tested at stand-off lengths of 1 5/8"
and 2 Yz", and again there was no considerable difference in stress between the two
fixity conditions.
The general procedure used for the static cantilever end load tests was quite
simple. The cantilever end load was accomplished by hanging weights from a stcel
cable that was attacl~ed to the tip of the mast-arm. In general the proccdur~ involved
slowly applying the weight to the structurc. allowing the structure and weight to come
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to rest, and slowly removing the weight. Data collection began prior to application of
the weight and continued until after the weight had been removed, and the structure
had come to rest. Prior to applying the weight the real-time stress and deflection was
checked for errors and malfunction gages. The real time data also was very useful in
determining just when the structure had come to rest, and the acceleration was zero.
Baseplate Leveling Tests
The particular objective in performing baseplate leveling tests was to examine
how much construction erection imperfections affect tubewall stresses. Construction
loading stresses applied to the tubewall are of very little consequence to the ultimate
strength and fatigue design oCthe structure. However recently there has been an
increased interest in the use of weld treatment to increase the fatigue resistance of
welded socket joints. Ultrasonic impact treatments, UIT, is a newer technology,
involving a plastically deforming the surface welded regions, to induce a compression
field on weld defects within. The treatments have shown considerable gains in the
fatigue lives of steel girders, with welded attachments. These treatments are very
sensitive to the order in which loading and treatment is applied. For example, the
treatment must be applied after the galvanization process, as it has been shown that the
galvanization process diminishes the benefits of the weld treatment. Also the
treatment must be applied with the structure under its' in-service dead load (Koenigs
2003). As it has also been shown that the treatment loses some of its effectiveness if
not perfomlcd with the struct,-!rcs dead load applied. Thus the proposed method for.
treatment. is to apply treatment after the galvanization process. at the fabrication site
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with the structure supporting its' deadweight. Then to transport the treated structures
to their customers, where the structures mayor may not be installed immediately
(Koenigs 2003).
In the field erection process, it is very difficult to position all four bottom
leveling nuts exactly level. Especially using simple tools, it is very likely that the top
of the bottom leveling nut plane will not be perfectly level, and that one of the leveling
nuts may be out of plane. As only three leveling nuts are required to establish this
plane, the final leveling nut will likely be lower than this plane. Using simple leveling
equipment, it was noted that it is possible to have as much as a 1/16" difference in
height, between leveling nuts that would appear to be level. If the structure is erected
without care towards these possible differences in leveling nut heights, essentially a
condition of enforced baseplate displacement loading is applied to the structure.
These stresses induced in the tubewall due to construction imperfection may negate
the effectiveness of UIT. In the same way that the application of additional dead load
after UIT, decreases the effectiveness of the treatment, the addition of construction
imperfection induced stresses may also decrease the effectiveness.
In order to examine the magnitude of construction imperfection induced
stresses a simple testing procedure was developed. Essentially the procedure began
with the specimen initially at rest with the baseplate leveled. Then the one of the
anchor rod leveling nut pairs was loosened. The upper (or lower) leveling nut was
first raised (or lowered) away from the ~aseplate. Then the opposing leveling nut was
raised (or lowered) forcing the baseplate. which was still restrained by the three other
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anchor rods, to deflect. All leveling nut tightening was done using a 42" pipe wrench.
Measuring from in line with the anchor rod adjacent to the baseplate deflection, the
baseplate was forced to move 1/16" and then an additional 1/32". Data collection
began with the structure at rest, and gave sufficient time for the structure to come to
rest after both movements. Data collection continued as the baseplate was moved
back to its' original position, and again the structure was allowed to come to rest.
Mast-Arm Testing
Mast-Arm static load testing is the final major static load testing performed,
and was just a continuation of the cantilever end static load testing. The mast-arm was
first tested with three different cantilever end loads, just as in the initial cantilever end
load testing on the three baseplate specimens. One major difference between the
mast-arm and pole static testing was that an air hammer wrench was used to
sufficiently develop the preload tension force in the endplate bolts. At the time the
primary motivation for developing the full preload in the bolts (And not in the anchor
rod connection) was because it was believed the contact between the endplate and
flange plate would influence stresses in the mast-arm tubewall, and thus it was
important to ensure that this contact pressure was consistent. In addition, the mast-
arm was also tested with washers separating the endplate and flange plate surfaces, as
to allow for the study of the influence the contact has on mast-aml tubewall stresses.
Thus for both of these tests, the air hammer allow~d for consistency. In addition to
these two mast-aml tests. the mast-arm was also tested with the absence of a tension
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endplate bolt. Several tests were performed measuring the stresses induced when
either the left or right tension endplate bolt was removed. Static cantilever end load
tests were also performed with the tension bolt removed also.
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Average Measured Fillet Pole Outer PoleBaseplate Thickness Weld Leg Lengths [in] Base TaperSpecimen [in] Diameter [in] [in/ft]Horiz. Vert.
3/4" 0.441 0.43 13 -0.132
1 1/2" 0.422 0.559 13.1 -0.144
3" 0.41 0.602 13.1 -0.141
Finite Element 0.375 0.5 13.1 -0.144
"BASE"
Table 2.1.1: Measured Pole and Fillet Weld Geometry Per Pole Specimens
Specimen # of GaQes
1 1/2" Thick Baseplate Specimen 79
3/4" Thick Baseplate Specimen 50
3" Thick Baseplate Specimen 33
Mast-Arm Specimen 24
Anchor Rods 16
Total: 202
Table 2.3.1: Number of Gages used per Specimen
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Figure 2.1.1: Typical Dimensions of Mast-arm and Pole Specimens
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Typical Vertical Stress Distribution Plot
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Figure 2.3.1: Typical Vertical Stress Distribution in Pole Tube Wall **
** Detailed description of behavior can be found in Chapter 4
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Typical Radial Stress Profile Diagram
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Figure 2.3.2: Typical Radial Stress Distribution in Pole Tube Wall **
** Detailed description of behavior can be found in Chapter 4
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Figure 2.3.3: Deflected Shape of Baseplate Under Gravity Load
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Chapter 3
Chapter 3 presents the results of the finite element modeling of the socket
welded connections in cantilevered sign structures. A substantial effort was made to
understand the relationship between the behavior of the actual test specimen structures
(according to experimental data) and the analytical finite element models. This
.>
chapter documents the task of determining this relationship. Ultimately it was
determined that it may not be possible to perfectly model the complicated structural
detail, especially using relatively simple modeling techniques. Though agreement
overall is good, the actual behavior of the structure is very difficult to simulate in a
finite element model.
Chapter 3 first discusses the issues and specific structural aspects of the welded
socket connection that the finite element model must be able to replicate, followed by
a summary of the basic finite element modeling method, which was used for the
BASE model (Section 3. I). Section 3.2 provides a quick discussion of the stresses
that the study will be discussing. This section defines specifically how the finite
element and experimental strain data were converted into stress data. Section 3.3 then
discusses the problems seen in the comparison between the experimental data and the
BASE series of finite element models. Section 3.4 then discusses the results of the
calibration study, comparing the results to the BASE model results when helpful.
Chapter 4 will begin after performing this calibration study, the new analytical
~esults will be quickly compared to the experimental dat.a prior to the discussion of the
structural behavior of the connection. In addition the problems with the data
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agreement and the results of the calibration study will very briefly be summarized,
early in Chapter 4, as to provide a complete summary of the finite element studies.
Section 3.1: Modeling Issues and Techniques
Section 3.1.1: Modeling Issues
The techniques used and issues related to the finite element modeling of
cantilevered sign structures are very similar to that of the modeling of any typical
structure. Upon initial inspection, the simple geometry of cantilevered sign structures
appears to lend itself to simple finite element modeling techniques, using a fine mesh
of solid elements to mathematically represent the structure's geometry. However
there are several issues that complicate this simplified method, these issues are very
similar to those encountered in modeling a typical structure, for example a multi-
girder composite bridge. These primary issues, which influence the structural
behavior of sign structures involve load path and flexibility, contact and friction, and
stress concentrations. As with typical structures, it is extremely difficult to accurately
model the effects of theses issues. The following section discusses these issues and
then discusses the method used to model the basic geometry of the specimens, and
finally dis~sses what steps were taken to correct and better understand the behavior
related to these issues.
Issues affecting modeling
Load path and flexibility. The load path or mid-plane stress effect in tubewall stress
distribution ~s dictated by the flexibility of the baseplate, just as di~phragms and the
bridge deck distribute load anlOngst girders. To summarize the influence of baseplate
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flexibility, it is helpful to remember that load is attracted towards the stiffest regions.
The distribution of stress and load in cantilevered sign structures is primarily a
function of baseplate flexibility, as the axial load in the tubewall is attracted to the
stiffer connection at the anchor rods. This behavior will be discussed later in Section
4.2.1 and it will be shown that the greatest mid plane stresses are located in line with
the anchor rods and dramatically decreases towards the locations of the expected
maximum and minimum stress. Base plate flexibility also influences the distribution
of stress through the tubewall as will also be discussed in Section 4.2.1. Due to local
deformation in the baseplate, local deformations occur in the tubewall, thus creating a
condition of local bending stress. Local bending stress increases with baseplate
flexibility, and reaches a maximum at the radial locations directly in line with the
anchor rods.
From the perspective of finite element modeling, flexibility is a senous
concern. Given the simple exercise of modeling a cantilever beam with solid
elements, it is evident that the number of (mesh refinement) and type of elements used
is critical in accurately representing the flexibility of the beam. Also it is critical to be
able reach a level of mesh refinement resulting in convergence of the solution, in
which the further increase of mesh refinement produces consistent results. As shown
by the simple example of the importance of mesh refinement, the mesh refinement and
flexibility of the modeled structure must be carefully considered.
Contact and friction. The manner in which contact and friction is modeled in
cantilevered sign structures is very significant to the results and difficult to quantify.
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To continue the parallel, the difficulty in modeling the contact and friction in sign
structures is similar to that of the shear interaction between the concrete deck and the
girders. The areas of the structure that are sensitive to contact and friction in finite
element modeling are primarily the two different bolted connections, which exist in
the cantilevered sign structure. These two locations are the anchor rod, leveling nut to
baseplate connection and the bolted endplate to built-up box flange plate connection.
As discussed previously the scope of this project focuses primarily on the behavior of
the baseplate connection, and only examines the mast-arm contact behavior through
experimental data. The distribution of reactionary forces applied to the anchor rods by
the concrete foundation is very much unknown. Contact and friction also determine
the baseplate fixity due to the leveling nut connection to the baseplate. This fixity
condition involves contact and friction and depends on the tightness of the leveling
nuts and alters the baseplate flexibility and hence the deflected shape of the structure.
Determining the level of fixity imposed by the contact and friction between
incompletely tightened leveling nuts, anchor rods, and baseplate is very difficult, and
is highly variable depending on local geometric imperfections. Though with the large
amount of experimental data it was possible to verify different finite element modeling
approaches to the issue of contact and friction.
Stress Concentration. As previously discussed in the section on fatigue design
the most critical fatigue crack locations are located at points at the highest stress
concentration. As discussed earlier~ this approach combines many different factors
that influence local stress. including the stress concentration at the tip of the weld
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defect and the stress concentration due to the structure geometry. The first stress
concentration or stress raiser relates to the microscopic local plastic stress at the tip of
a crack or a weld defect. Under the scope of the project no experimental or finite
element study will examine fatigue crack growth. The second stress concentration
used in a general sense, is very applicable to the scope of the project. It relates to the
way that a sharp discontinuity in the structure influences stress distribution. Primarily
the stress concentration influence of the upper fillet weld on local tubewall stresses
will be studied. Stress concentration is another issue that influences the modeling of
cantilevered sign structures. Stress concentration with regards to modeling technique
is a slightly different idea than the microscopic type of stress concentration (stress
intensity) discussed earlier in Chapter 1. Stress concentrations at sharp comers and
weld geometry are very important in finite element modeling, as the stress
concentration can be greater than in the actual structure. Stress concentrations may be
greater in finite element models as even very fine meshes are unable to geometrically
model the minute curvature between welds, and comers.
Approach to issues
The individual effects of the issues discussed above, load path and flexibility,
contact and friction, and stress concentration are difficult to quantify separately as the
issues are strongly inter-related. For example, decreasing the vertical leg of the fillet
weld between the outside of the tube wall and top of the baseplate would alter the
stress concentration properties at the tubewall as .well as the baseplate flexibility and
load path. Both of these effects would alter hotspot stresses critical in detemlining
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fatigue resistance. Also the manner in which contact and friction is modeled in the
leveling nuts to baseplate connection also has a big influence on baseplate flexibility.
Thus in order to study the behavior of the structure, the approach must be to
individually examine how particular modeling alterations influence the finite element
stress data. Six major modeling alterations/calibrations were studied including: Tube
wall thickness adjustments, leveling nut simplifications, weld profile alterations,
standoff length adjustments, hand access hole reinforcing, and mesh refinement. All
of these individual finite element studies were based on a single finite element model
as will be discussed shortly. In each of these calibration studies in Section 3.4, this
model, referred to as the BASE model, was altered allowing for comparison. This
BASE model allowed for a constant comparison of the different modeled geometries.
In each individual study a different aspect of the modeled geometry was altered. Thus
the BASE model allows these effects of the variable modeled geometries to be isolated
and compared.
Section 3.1.2: General Modeling Techniques Used in BASE Model
The BASE finite element model is shown in Figure 3.1.2.1. The BASE model
can be subdivided into 3 portions which conveniently correspond to different element
types. In every aspect of the BASE model the finite element model is based on the
geometry measured in the 1 Yl" thick baseplate test specimen. As shown, Portion 1
makes up the mast-arm and the upper pole. Portion 1 is composed of beam elements
beginn.ing at a vertical height of Y= 108" and extends to the. centerline to centerlinc
intersection of thc mast-arm and the polc at Y=210". Portion 2 consists entirely of
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parabolic 8-noded shell elements, and begins at a height ofY=II" to Y=I08". Portion
2 also contains the shell element hand access hole. Portion 3 consists of the anchor
rods, baseplate, weld profile, and lower tubewall, and is entirely modeled with
parabolic solid elements, 20-noded elements. Portion 3 begins at Y=-20" and extends
to Y=II". The nodal constraints (boundary conditions) are entirely contained within
Portion 3. As stated in the scope of the project, the main area of concern is the
tubewall stresses adjacent to the fillet weld. In this critical region, both mesh
refinement and sophistication of elements increases. The following section will
discuss all aspects of the modeled geometry of the BASE model, and will be broken
down by these three portions. The fourth section will discuss the rigid connections
used to transition from one type of an element to another.
Portion1
The portion of the BASE model made up of beam elements, earlier referred to
as Portion I, is shown in Figure 3.1.2.2. As can be seen in the figure the tapered tube
sections are made up of stepped element sections. The main purpose of this portion of
the BASE Model is to provide the global geometry of the cantilevered signal support
structure. The state of stress in the tubewall is very unique to the loading, as there is
very little axial load or PIA type load. But due to the long mast-arm there are still
large amounts of stress, due the large moment arm. Thus the primary purpose of the
beam elements is to provide this moment arm geometry, while not requiring very
much computation~l effort. Since not studying the local stresses in the ~ast-arm or
upper pole is not part of the scope of the project, the use of beam elements is justified.
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The procedure used to create the finite element mesh in the beam element
portion of the BASE model began with measuring outer circumferences at various
locations evenly spaced over the length of both the mast-arm and pole of the test
specimens. Converting these circumferences to either outer diameters or radiuses, and
plotting over the global X or Y coordinates allows for the precision of measurements
to be verified. The pole circumference measurem~nts of the I W' thick baseplate pole
specimen and the mast-arm measurements both showed good linear distribution as
they should for tapered members. This linear distribution of the measurements
verifies the precision and likely suggests the measurements are accurate. Using
spreadsheet implementation and substituting the linear data with a linear curve outer
radius values can be calculated at the mid element of each beam element. The upper
portion of the pole is subdivided into (4) 25.5" long beam elements, and the mast-arm
is subdivided into (6) 88" long beam elements. Since beam elements "B31" capture
the exact static shear forces for cantilever end loading, the number of elements used to
subdivide the mast-arm and pole only serve to capture the deflection of the mast-arm.
The more subdivisions will provide a model that is a better approximation of the
actual tapered structure. However, for cantilever concentrated end loading accurate
deflection results are obtained with very few subdivisions. Certainly increasing the
number of beam elements in the mast-arm above six elements can not be justified
since using a more accurate tubewall thickness would have a much greater influence.
The gain in accuracy from refi~ing the beam element mesh is small in comparison to
improving the accuracy of the measured thickness for such a large cantilever. The
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tubewall thickness of the BASE finite element models was taken as 0.21875"
according to measurements taken on the 1 W' thick baseplate specimen. The accuracy
of this value will later be discussed in Section 3.2. Another assumption made, of less
consequence, was the angle of inclination of the mast-arm. The angle between the
mast-arm and the horizontal was assumed to be 5 degrees thus giving the horizontal
projection of the 528"mast-arm as 526" and vertical projection of 46". The
spreadsheet implementation of this process, including pole and mast-arm
measurements and beam element section properties can be seen in Figures 3.1.2.3 and
4.
Portion 2
The shell element portion ofthe BASE model is shown in Figure 3.1.2.5. Note
the shell element portion begins at Y=11" (11" above the top of the baseplate) and
extends to a height ofY=108". The portion consists of most of the lower halfofthe
pole, and the hand access hole, all modeled with parabolic shell elements. The
primary purpose of the portion is to properly distribute the moment loading applied by
the beam elements to the solid elements below. The shell element portion must also
model the load path altering effects of the hand access hole. The parabolic shell
elements, though much more computationally strenuous than the beam elements
discussed above, provide accurate stress results with less effort than solid elements. In
addition to distributing stress to the critical solid elements below, the shell element
mesh also serves another lesser purpose. Th~ shell element portion is also very useful
in providing stress results away from the baseplate. In order to illustrate the
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comparison to Simple Beam Theory analysis results it is helpful to plot vertical stress
profiles. These vertical stress profiles show that often the finite element stresses do
not completely converge to the anticipated stresses until several feet above the
baseplate, much past the limit of solid elements. Thus the shell elements must be able
to capture theses stresses accurately, including at the location of mesh transitions. In
discussing the shell element portion of the BASE model it must be noted that the
refinement and the number of shell elements used may be excessive, especially at
locations far away from the baseplate. As will be discussed, experience dictated the
appropriate mesh refinement. However it certainly may have been appropriate to
decrease the number of shell elements by replacing some of the length of the pole with
beam elements.
As shown in Figure 3.1.2.5, only three different shell element sizes were used,
(not considering the effects of the gradual pole taper). The size of the shell elements
were increased with in increasing distance away from the critical tubewall to baseplate
connection. The region utilizing the smallest element size was found at the bottom of
the shell element portion at Y=II" extending to Y=27". The vertical element height
was 0.25", with 160 elements around the circumference of the pole. At a height of 11"
above the top of the baseplate this provides a radial element length of 0.25". As the
pole diameter slowly decreases, with increasing height, this radial element length
decreases slightly. The next element size region, from Y=27" to Y=54" increased the
el.ement height from 0.25" to 0.50". The number of clements around the
circumference of the pole remained the same. Thus, a special element transition was
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not needed between the two differently sized element regions. The final element size
region from Y=54" to Y=108" consisted of elements with a vertical height of 1.00"
and 80 elements around the pole circumference. The method used to transition
between the two different sized element size regions was a simple incompatible node
type transition. The other option in creating a geometric mesh transition would be to
manually create mesh consisting of irregular quadrilateral and triangular elements,
connecting the differently sized regions of elements. In addition to triangular and
irregular shell elements this would also create modeled indentations in the tubewall, as
maintaining a perfectly circular mesh would be very difficult. These indentations
would locally increase bending stress through the P-Delta effect, and would produce a
small spike in stress in the vertical stress profile plots discussed above. By experience
it was found that it is very acceptable to transition the two differently sized elements
by neglecting the mid-side nodes of the finer (lower) element size region, as shown in
Figure 3.1.2.6. Note the incompatible nodes indicated in the inset view, are not shared
by the larger element above. The effect of these incompatible nodes is minimal and
can be justified by the exaggerated refinement of the mesh, even four and half feet
away from the top of the baseplate.
Constructing the shell element portion of the base model begins with same
steps in creating the beam element mesh. Referring back to Figures 3.1.2.4, the
dimensions of the finite element model of the pole have been determined. Primarily
the dimension. of concern is the mid-thickness radius. Using some ~f the advanced
capabilities of the pre and post processing software. and given the mid radius
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dimensions at the top and bottom of the shell element portion the mesh can be created
quickly and easily. Using plot only beam elements spaced with end nodes as desired,
FeMap is able to revolve them into the pole geometry. The number of elements per
circumference, and the element properties (including element thickness) are chosen
and the pole shell element mesh is ready. The most difficult aspect of the shell
element mesh creation was constructing the hand access hole mesh. Several of the
modeling discussions pertaining to the shape, stiffuess, element type, etc. of the hand
access hole will be discussed in Section 3.2, as well as a comparison of the results of
several different modeled hand access hole geometries. At the present time however,
it suffices to say that the hand access hole will be modeled using a simple shell
element to shell element nodal connection. The hand access hole reinforcement
(thickness and depth) will be modeled strictly based on measurements taken. And the
shape of the round hand access hole will be simplified as shown. The first step was to
remove the existing whole shell elements, in the simplified hand access hole shape.
The whole elements that were removed in the diagonal corners fornled a stair case
type pattern, and triangular shell elements were used to create the diagonal. A
combination of different FeMap capabilities and manual determination were used to
create the tricky hand access hole to tubewall connection. The resulting mesh is
shown in mUltiple views in Figure 3.1.2.7.
Portion3
Portion 3, the soli~ element portion of the BASE finite element mode} is
shmvn in Figure 3.1.2.8. The portion contains the most critical region of the model, as
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the study of the tubewall stresses at the weld toe, as stated in the scope, are the main
objective of the project. This critical region of the model, thus dictates the most
refined mesh, and the most geometrically sophisticated elements, to model the
physical behavior of the complex connection between the baseplate and the tubewall.
Parabolic solid elements were selected to model the extreme lower section ofpole, the
baseplate, the fillet welded connection, the anchor rods and nuts. The element type
selection decision was easily made based on the geometry of the structure. Simple
two (shell) and one dimensional (beam) elements would not give reliable results for
such a complicated geometry. Solid elements were extended up from the critical
welded connection up the bottom of the tubewall as high as possible. The solid
elements were extended in order to provide as much distance between the critical
welded connection and the solid to shell element transition. Again this decision was
also based on the creation of vertical stress profile plots. It is extremely difficult to
create a mesh transition that does not locally raise bending stress. Thus the transition
was positioned as far away from the critical weld toe as possible to minimize this
effect.
The solid portion of the BASE finite element model is based on the exact
measured geometry where possible. Baseplate dimensions for the most part appeared
to be consistent with nominal values, though a small tolerance of about 1I32nd of an
inch was allowed, and baseplate side lengths and thicknesses were modeled as exactly
17" and 3/4", 1 W', and 3". Weld rrofiles were simplified to be triangular with
straight lines connecting the vertical and horizontal fillet weld legs. Anchor rods were
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modeled by the root mean diameter as gIven by AISC, and leveling nuts were
simplified to be circular.
As indicated in Figure 3.1.2.8, the solid portion of the model can be broken
down into four subgroups including the anchor rods and nuts, the baseplate, the inner
weld section, and the solid element tube wall section. The solid element portion of the
BASE finite element model is most conveniently understood by examining the
procedure used to create the solid mesh. Without the use of a fairly sophisticated pre
and post processor the creation of the solid element portion of the BASE model may
not have been possible. The capabilities of FeMap significantly decreased the time
and difficulty in creating the large numbers of different models required in this
project. In particular there were two mesh creation tools that were invaluable in
creating the BASE finite element model. The first, the revolve function has already
been described in the previous section. Previously it was used to create the shell
element pole. The same function can be used with two dimensional plot only elements
to revolve a series of concentric, solid elements, with a common axis of revolution.
The second meshing tool used was an extrude function and is similar in concept. The
function works the same exact way as the revolve function, but creates solid or shell
elements by extruding plot only shell and bean1 elements. Between these two mesh
creation function and with some careful planning prior to meshing, the BASE finite
element model could be constructed with relative ease.
Figure 3.1.2.9 shows the two extrusion and r~volution templates. Note that the
different sub groups of the solid model as ShO\'>11 in Figure 3.1.2.8 are simply the result
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of revolving or extruding different two dimensional elements. The solid element
tubewall and the weld profile section are created by revolving the template shown in
Figure 3.1.2.11. The baseplate, anchor rod, and anchor nuts are simply created by
extruding the horizontal two dimensional element template shown in Figure 3.1.2.10.
When using these two different techniques to build the separate sections of the model
care must be taken to make sure that the end nodes and mid nodes of the different sub
solid models align. In addition to modeling the complicated structural geometry these
two solid meshing functions provided another benefit. It is well known that brick
elements produced by the two techniques are much more desirable than tetrahedral
solid elements created in automatic mesh generators. Using these two methods the
user can control the element geometry and mesh refinement. It is also well known that
solid brick elements are more reliable than similarly refined tetrahedral solid elements
(Cook and others 2002).
A closer examination of the horizontal plane extrusion template in Figure
3.1.2.10, shows several significant features of the BASE model. First all elements are
kept as close to a quarter inch cubic brick elements as possible. The mesh template is
primarily constructed manually, and as can be seen it is not always possible to
maintain perfect cubic elements. At some locations triangular and irregularly shaped
elements are unavoidable. Also at some locations element size is larger or smaller
than the intended element size. Symmetry was used about the diagonal plane, through
the cent~r of the pole to the center of the anchor rod, and ab?ut the mast-arm and
perpendicular axis. A closer look at the revolved vertical template in Figure 3.1.2.11
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shows several other critical features of the solid element portion of the BASE model.
First the solid element tubewall portion of the model had only one element through the
thickness, and subdivided the straight triangular upper fillet weld into 3 four sided
(tapered bricks) elements. The lower fillet weld was simplified by clipping the comer
of the lowest tubewall element. A gap was also modeled in all three specimen
thicknesses, to capture the lack of fusion between the baseplate cut-out hole and the
pole tubewall between the upper and lower fillet weld.
Another aspect of the solid model that needed to be simplified was the shape of
the leveling nuts. It would not have been possible to record and model the exact
orientation of the six sided leveling nuts, thus they were approximated by the average
radius. The edge to edge distance of the leveling nuts was 2", and through geometry
the average of the maximum and minimum radiuses was determined to be 2.16". The
threaded anchor rods were modeled using the root minimum diameter by AISC as
1.08", which was verified. These and other pertinent leveling nut dimensions are
shown in Figure 3.1.2.12. Figure 3.1.2.13 shows the anchor rod surface reactions.
Note that the nodal reactions are located on the vertical surfaces of the anchor rods,
providing reactionary forces in the horizontal plane. The nodal reactions on the
bottom surfaces of the anchor rods provided a vertical reaction force. Stand off
length is shown as the distance from the bottom of the leveling nut to the top line of
applied reactions. Note also that the length of the anchor rods was maintained at 17"
from the bottom of .the lower leveling nut to bottom of anchor rod for all three
specimens. The BASE model also used 1 5/8" for the stand-off length.
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In Section 3.2, many different aspects of the solid model will be discussed in
greater detail. Of the six modeling studies, only the hand access hole does not involve
changes to the solid element finite element model. The other five modeling studies
involve adjustments to the solid element portion of the BASE model, including: tube
wall thickness adjustments, leveling nut simplifications, weld profile alterations,
standoff length adjustments, and mesh refinement. The discussion of these studies
follows in Section 3.2.
Portion 4 (Rigid Elements)
Providing continuity between solid and shell or shell and beam elements at the
respective interfaces required rigid elements to be employed. Rigid Beam or
"
specifically Abaqus's "MPC Beam" elements were used. These elements were able to
transfer Axial, shear, and bending between the two elements, thus preventing
discontinuities. At both interfaces in a time consuming manner, the rigid beam
elements were applied at both comer and mid-side nodes. Figure 3.1.2.14 shows the
solid element to shell element interface. Note the MPC beam elements create
continuity between the lower solid element and shell element above it. A similar
connection was made at the shell element to beam element interface using MPC beam
rigid elements.
Section 3.2: Discussion of Experimental and Finite Element Stress
Prior to beginning the main objective of Chapter 3, to study and compare the
experimental and finite element s~udy results, the stress values and the methods used
to deternline these values must be discussed. This section briefly explains how the
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experimental and finite element stresses that will be discussed, are determined, in
addition to the assumptions made in determining these values. This section does not
serve as a thorough discussion of experimental or finite element stress analysis. More
advanced discussion on these topics can be found in Hetenyi's "Handbook of
Experimental Stress Analysis" and the ABAQUS users' manual, as listed in the
reference section (Hetenyi 1950) (Abaqus/Standard Users' Manual 2000).
Experimentally measured "stresses", don't refer to actual stresses directly
measured by the gage. Rather, strains are measured and then converted into stress by
Hook's Law. As mentioned in the Set-up section. Due to the moderate amount of
hoop stress as determined in preliminary finite element models, the transverse
sensitivity capabilities of the particular uni-axial strain gages are acceptable. Thus
strain perpendicular to the primary gage axis will contribute negligible strain to the
primary gage axis, as would be expected by Poisson's Law. Poisson's Law applies a
strain to the primary gage axis equal to the negative of the perpendicular strain
multiplied by the Poisson's ratio. Thus the tubewall gages which are positioned
vertically on the inner and outer surfaces measure a pure axial strain. Considering the
law of cosines, a small angular difference between the gage primary axis and true
vertical will cause insignificant effect on the global Y or vertical strain measured.
Using Hooke's Law these global vertical strains are converted into stress by
multiplying by Young's Modulus, E. The stress units used in the study were ksi,
unless noted otherwise.
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Finite element stresses were obtained in a very similar manner. Nodal values
of global Y or vertical strains were recorded and multiplied by Young's modulus E to
obtain Normal Y stresses.
Section 3.3: Experimental and BASE Finite Element Results Comparison
Overall finite element data were in good agreement with experimental data.
Considering the several factors that can affect the accuracy of the experimental data,
the stresses calculated from the strains measured on the tube wall of the pole were
quite good. Figure 3.3.1 illustrates the difficulties in the calibration and comparison of
finite element data to experimental data. Experimental error can be broken down into
two types. First experimental error is caused by variability in applying gages precisely
to the intended gage location. In addition to this slight variation due to human error,
the fact that the weld profile is constantly changing around the pole may also have
some considerable effect on the data agreement. These two variations are magnified
because the strains are measured in such severe strain gradients and thus a very high
degree of precision is required. The second type of experimental error involves
outlying data points, most likely the result of an improperly working gage. For
example this type of experimental error could be caused by problems bonding the
gages to the structure. Due to insufficient bond, the gage may measure the strain
incompletely, but react as expected to the application and the removal of load. Given
the number of gages used in the experimental test setup, there is a small chance that
there will be some outlying experimental stress measurements. These outlying values
though rare, may be considerably different than the expected values.
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In addition to experimental error, similarly there is a level of modeling error
that must be accepted. General modeling error may be result of something as simple
as not modeling the structure with correct element types, insufficient mesh
refinements, or using a modeled geometry that is not exactly the same as the
dimensions of the actual structure. The other problem is that capturing the true
behavior of the structure may be dependent on variable structure geometry (such as the
slightly un-equal stand-off lengths of the anchor rods due to the roughness of the
concrete), or complex contact and friction fixities. Modeling error also includes
modeling these complex issues and random geometry with a simplified model. If the
structural behavior is dependent on these complex and random conditions it may not
be possible to simulate the exact behavior of the structure.
Due to experimental and modeling error it is unlikely to be able to have perfect
data agreement. The objective of comparing the BASE finite element and
experimental data is to better understand the insufficiencies of the model to improve
the FINAL model comparison, and to better understand the structure behavior.
Finite element and experimental strain data from the anchor rods and base
plate were (at gage locations previously discussed) were the exception to this good
agreement. The likely role that several geometric irregularities in the actual structures,
and anchor rod supports had on the experimental stresses in these locations will be
discussed. Section 4.4 briefly discusses this problem with a focus on how the
experimental te~t setup could have been improved. These irregulariti~s are not the
result of a negligent test set-up. but are rather most likely due to a set up process that
was not painstakingly meticulous, which is the case in the field, as will also be
discussed. As defined in the scope, the objective of the research is focused on the
fatigue performance of the welded socket joint, and the influence of baseplate
flexibility, thus the somewhat irregular stresses in the anchor rods, and in the baseplate
were not of paramount concern. The results show that the most drastic geometric and
support irregularities will have a much more minor impact on stresses in the tubewall.
For this reason, the experimental stresses in the anchor rods and baseplate gages, will
not be discussed further and the paper will focus on the tubewall results.
Before beginning the discussion on the tubewall gage locations, comparing the
trends in experimental and the finite element data from the base model BASE series
for the three different baseplate thicknesses, it is important to note that the stress
adjacent to the baseplate is highly localized and not easily generalized. As will be
shown, trends in both the finite element and experimental data are different at different
radial locations, as will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2.1. As
preliminarily discussed in the experimental setup, the hotspot stress directly above the
weld toe was not the only location that experimental stress was measured. To review
the general gage plan and location nomenclature, strains were primarily measured at
four different radial locations, C; 180, C; 45, T; 0, and T; 45. At these four locations
strains were typically measured at heights above the baseplate of .75"(.875" for 3"
thick baseplate specimen), 2", 3", 5", and 8", on both the outside and inside of the
tubewall. Thus the complexi.ty and number of different trends increases greatly. ~e
following discussion compares the results of the BASE series finite element study
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with the experimental results. The complex and multifaceted trends in the fit of the
finite element data to the experimental data are discussed. The discussion primarily
focuses on the hotspot stresses, measured just above the toe of the upper fillet weld.
The following section will provide a concise discussion of the data agreement. The
objective of the section is to briefly describe the shortcomings of the data agreement,
which overall was good. Over analyzing the data agreement is not productive, due to
the many different sources of error discussed in the beginning of this section.
Additionally in order to fully understand the data agreement, it is important to
compare the stress data not as an experimental verses an analytical value, but to
examine the trends in stress data. In Section 4.2.1, the vertical distribution of axial
stress is discussed, in which vertical stress profiles are displayed and discussed. In
these profile plots both finite element and experimental stress values are shown.
These plots clearly demonstrate the complexity and difficulty in obtaining perfect data
agreement as the steep stress gradients and inflection zones are evident.
Tables 3.3.1-3.3.3 show a comparison of experimental and analytical BASE
tubewall stresses and baseplate deflections, for the %", 1 W', and 3" baseplate
thickness test specimens. For each gage location of measured experimental stress, a
gage number, whether the gage is measuring inner or outer stress, the radial location,
the height above the baseplate, and the experimental and BASE finite element stress
are given. Note, these charts only examine tubcwall stresses from gage locations that
were 0.75"/0.875",2", and 5" above the b~eplate.
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In addition, at the bottom of each chart the mid baseplate deflection is given.
This deflection is measured 1" from the edge of the baseplate on centerline on the
compressive side of the pole. Baseplate deflection was under predicted by the BASE
finite element models of both the %" and 1 12" baseplate thickness specimens by 2.28
and 0.91 milli-inches (inch * 10-3). The differences between the experimental and
analytical deflections both represent approximately one quarter of each total
experimental deflection. The 3" baseplate thickness specimen baseplate deflection
was slightly over predicted by the finite element results compared to the experimental
results. This slight disagreement is acceptable due to the measuring tolerance of the
experimental test setup. The Linear Variable Distance Transducer, LVDT is able to
measure very precisely, though the plunger due to the changing contact point with the
baseplate may not be able to measure the exact deflection. In future discussions in
Chapter 3, the concept that BASE finite element model was comparatively too stiff
relative to the experimental results, will be explored. Though the baseplate deflection
data does suggest that for some reason the test specimens with the more flexible
baseplates do seem to have greater baseplate deflection compan~d to the BASE finite
element results.
A quick inspection of the tubewall stress data of all three test specimens
shown in Charts 3.3.1-3.3.3 indicates overall good data agreement. It also indicates
the difficulty in examining and comparing the trends in agreement. A very clear trend
is that the difference in experimental and analytical. tubewall stresses is reasonably
small in the 5" vertical gage location data. The hotspot location data, at the gage
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location just above the upper fillet weld (0.75" above the baseplate for the %" and 1
W' baseplate thickness specimens and 0.875" above the baseplate for the 3" baseplate
thickness specimens) showed some considerable variations in experimental and
analytical stresses. The gage data at the 2" location, in which stress was typically at
an inversion point, as will be showed in Section 4.2.1, also in some instances showed
considerable data agreement problems to a lesser degree than the hotspot stress data.
The hotspot stress data, given that the other data is in good agreement is the
location of most concern and will be the focus of much of the following discussion. In
order to briefly examine these trends in data agreement two approaches will be
discussed. The first approach is to examine the data using a numerical or statistical
approach. The second approach is to examine the data agreement as they relate to
trends in stress and stress behavior over increasing baseplate thickness. Both
approaches are helpful in understanding the data agreement.
The tubewall stress data of the three baseplate thickness specimens as
previously discussed can be broken down into vertical gage location and specimen
thickness to summarize the major trends in data agreement. Table 3.3.4 shows this
effective summary presentation of the tubewall stress data. Note that the average
absolute difference between the experimental and BASE finite element stresses for all
of the 0.75", 2", and 5" data (including both inner and outer stress) is shown to
decrease from 1.31 ksi for the 3;4" baseplate thickness specimen to 0.32 ksi for the 1
W' baseplate thickness specimen. The total average absolute diff~rence between the
experimental and BASE finite element stresses for all of the 0.75", 2", and 5" data
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then slightly increases to 0.38 ksi for the 3" specimen. It is important to note that as
seen in Tables 3.3.1-3.3.3 the values of hotspot stress considerably decrease with
increasing baseplate thickness, thus the average absolute difference of 0.38 ksi for the
3" specimen makes up a considerably larger amount of the average experimental
hotspot stress, than that of the 1 Y2" baseplate thickness specimen.
Chart 3.3.4 also shows that the data agreement at the 2" and 5" gage locations
is quite good. The average absolute difference between the experimental and BASE
finite element stresses for all of the 2" and 5" tubewall stress data is consistently 0.15
ksi. By a simple visual inspection this difference represents less than 10% of the
average experimental stress at the 2" and 5" gage locations. The final comparison of
hotspot stress data is possibly the most significant, and provides a good summary of
the issues of the next chart to be discussed. The trend in the average absolute
difference between the experimental and BASE finite element stresses for the hotspot
stress data, controls the trend in the total average absolute difference in stress data
discussed above. Again there is a considerable decrease from the %" baseplate
thickness specimen to the 1 Yz" thickness specimen, as well as in increase in the
average difference between the 1 Yz" and 3" specimen, as indicated by the values in
the table.
Table 3.3.5 displays the hotspot stress data results only from Tables 3.3.1-
3.3.3, and allows for a better understanding of the results discussed in Table 3.3.4.
The format of the table is identical to the first three tables discussed in this section.
. .
Two new columns of data are added. The first new column detemlines whether the
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finite element data over or under predicts the experimental stress. Thus if the
experimental stress is a compressive value of -2.49 ksi and the BASE finite element
value is a greater compressive stress with a value of -5.64 ksi, the finite element result
is defined to be an over prediction. The final column represents this over prediction
by the absolute difference in the two stresses. In order to make the trends in the data
more understandable, the highlights of the table are summarized below the table. As
shown in the table the major trend in the %" specimen data is that the BASE finite
element results consistently and considerably over predicted the experimental stresses
at the direct tension and compression locations. This average over prediction of the
hotspot stresses at the direct tensile and compressive radial location was 2.30 ksi.
Conversely the BASE finite element results consistently and considerably under
predicted the experimental stresses at the 45 degree tensile and compressive radial
locations. This average under prediction of the hotspot stresses at the direct tensile and
compressive radial location was 1.53 ksi.
The reason for this trend, as seen in the %" baseplate thickness specimen is
clear. For example at the direct compression radial location the finite element results
give a greater compressive outer stress value and a greater tensile inner stress value
than the experimental data. This effectively increases the local bending stress, as was
previously defined in Section 3.2. Thus the finite clement model has more local
bending stress in the direct tensile and compressive radial locations and less local
bending stress in the 45 degree ten~ile and compressive radial locations as compared
to the experimental data. Local bending stress and the radial distribution of local
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bending stress according to finite element results will later be discussed in Section
4.2.1. One of the causes for the extra local bending stress is that the leveling nuts in
the test setup were only wrench tightened by hand. Thus the connection permitted
extra rigid body rotation of the baseplate at the leveling nuts, rather than bending
occurring in the baseplate, which in tum induces the local bending stress. Section 4.3
will also address this issue with the test setup in regards to possible improvements that
could have been made.
As previously seen in Table 3.3.4 the data agreement of the 1 12" specimen was
very good at the hotspot stress gage locations. Similarly in Table 3.3.5 it is seen that
the data agreement is good, and that there are no observable trends in the data
agreement. It is likely that the data agreement is predominantly affected by the human
tolerances in gage application and variation in weld profile.
The 3" thick baseplate specimen shows an unexpected and unique trend in the
data agreement. The outer stress at the hotspot stress location is shown to be in vcry
good data agreement. The average absolute difference between experimental and
BASE analytical stress data of the outer stress in the hotspot gage locations of the 3"
specimens is 0.30 ksi. However the data agreement of the inner stress at the hotspot
vertical gage locations is very poor as shown in Table 3.3.5. Note that at many
locations the finite element stress is the opposite sign of the experimental inner stress,
compressive instead of tensile, etc. This is very interesting as it is impossible that the
tolerances in gage placement could be so sev~re as to cause such different stress
behavior. As will be discussed as part of the calibration study, the influence of the
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weld profile was studied. Limited study was made of the bottom fillet weld, though in
one model studied a drastically different bottom fillet weld was evaluated. The results
appeared to be quite similar to the typical model, thus suggesting that the geometry of
the lower weld profile had little influence on the stress behavior in the tubewall.
Again the problem with data agreement can be understood better by examining the
data in a vertical stress profile plot as discussed in Section 4.2.1. Clearly it can be
seen that the difference between the experimental data and the BASE finite element
data can not be explained entirely by experimental error.
The best explanation that can be provided is that the difference in the lower
weld geometry is slightly different than the lower weld geometry for a typical
baseplate thickness. Another potential cause for the disagreement is that the local
distortion of the tubewall may be introduced during the welding process. In the
welding process either the upper or lower fillet weld is applied, in which great
amounts of heat or expansion then contraction are applied to the socket connection.
Thus the application of the second weld may induce some bending in the tubewall,
which may be considerably greater than a connection with a standard thickness
baseplate in which the distance between the upper and lower fillet welds is much
smaller.
As previously discussed another approach to examining the data agreement
between the experimental and analytical results is to look at the similarity of the trends
in b'?th sets of data. As there may be issues in the data agr~ement related to outlying
data. which will affect one particular data point. the overall trends in both the BASE
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finite element and experimental data should be compared. Figures 3.3.2 and 3.3.3
begin this approach examining the inner and outer hotspot stress data over increasing
baseplate thickness. Note Figure 3.3.2 displays the experimental and BASE analytical
hotspot stress data at the direct tension and compression radial locations over
increasing baseplate thickness. Whereas Figure 3.3.3 displays the same comparison,
only displaying results at the 45 degree tensile and compressive radial locations.
The most important comment to make about all of the plots is that overall, the
data agreement of the finite element and experimental trends is very good. By
examining the data trends rather than comparing single corresponding experimental
and analytical values the accuracy of the finite element model can be assessed. For
example, consider the case of comparing the experimental and BASE finite element
inner hotspot stresses at the direct compression radial location (the upper plot in
Figure 3.3.2) for a 3" baseplate thickness. Note that both the inner stresses for the 3"
thick baseplate are very small, when compared to the same values for a 1 1;2" or
%"thick baseplate specimen. From this perspective the data agreement of the inner
stress shows good agreement for thicker baseplates. However if one were to compare
these two values numerically, the BASE finite element inner stress would be
approximately half of the experimentally measured inner stress.
Another important issue regarding these four plots is the question of how to
define outlying experimental and analytical data. As previously discussed, again it is
shown that the. data agreement for the %" thick specimen shows. the greatest
difference. This difference is by far the greatest at the direct compression radial
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location as shown. It is very difficult to define exactly what is the outlying data. It is
worth noting that the thinner the baseplate the more severe the strain gradient will be
just above the weld toe. Thus the effects of gage placement tolerances have on data
agreement also increases. Another related issue, involves comparing the results of the
direct compression radial location plot to the results of the direct tension radial
location plot. There is much better data agreement in the %" thick baseplate
specimens for the direct tension radial location. The major difference between the two
locations is that there is a hand access hole 13" above the baseplate at the direct
tension location. Again it is impossible to know exactly why there is such a difference
in the trends at the different location. It is possible that the difference in the two plots
is indicating the presence of some type of local behavior due to leveling nut fixity in
the %" thick specimen experimental data, which only occurred on the direct
compressive radial location. This would be a significant conclusion, though due to the
complexity of the behavior and the possibility that the experimental data could be
inaccurate and only is given by a single gage no conclusions can be made.
Figure 3.3.4 displays similar plots, comparing and examining the trends in
experimental and analytical mid-plane and local bending stress data over increasing
baseplate thickness. Because both the mid-plane and local bending stresses rely on the
inner and outer tubewall stress, it is arguable that if inaccurate inner and outer stress
experimental data is given for one single gage location, that the mid-plane or local
bending stress could be very inaccurate. The plots shO\\'ll in the figures represe~t
typical data agreement. Several other different locations and plots were examined and
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evaluated during this comparison. Again the plots show that the trends are very
similar, though not identical, as shown in the upper two plots. In addition it is very
clearly seen that the comparison of single points of data can be slightly misleading
with regards to the overall data agreement. The bottom plot in the figure, shows the
local bending stress over increasing baseplate thickness. It is noted that for the W'
baseplate thickness the BASE finite element results considerably over predict the
actual experimentally measured local bending stress, as was previously discussed.
Section 3.4 Model Calibration
The three issues affecting modeling of sign structures discussed in Section 3.1,
load path, contact and friction, and stress concentration are the common underlying
theme in each of the six individual modeling studies. The six modeling studies
examine the effect of tube wall thickness adjustments, leveling nut simplifications,
weld profile alterations, standoff length adjustments, hand access hole reinforcing, and
mesh refinement will be discussed. The objective of these studies and the model
calibration study is primarily to better understand the modeled behavior of. the
specimens compared to the experimentally observed behavior of the structures. A
major part of this better understanding involves determining the geometric variables
which greatly influence tubewall stress behavior. Knowing which variables have the
greatest influence on the behavior is important as to allow for extra attention to the
critical variables. On a level of secondary importance, modeling geometry alterations
that are found to improve the fit of the ~ata may be incorporated in the final finite
element series of models used in the final comparison to experimental data.
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Having sufficient experimentally obtained data is critical in verifying which
parameters influence finite element results, especially considering the occasional
difficulty in data agreement. This difficulty was especially noted when dealing with
the contact and friction modeling of the anchor rod/nut/baseplate connection. As
previously mentioned, the issues and structural conditions of the specimens maybe so
complicated and random it may not be possible to model the effects in a reasonable
amount of time and effort. As previously discussed in the beginning of Section 3.3,
complications in agreement between the finite element and experimental data are not
limited to the modeling techniques and issues but include errors in the experimental
data. At many locations the experimental strain data is measured in high stress
gradients. At the gage location above the toe of the fillet weld the axial stress decrease
at an approximate rate of 500 psi per 1132" vertically up the pole. This extreme
gradient unavoidably increases the potential for poor agreement between the measured
and calculated data.
Many different finite element models were studied beginning several months
prior to designing the test set-up and gage location plans. These preliminary models
allowed for a very comprehensive understanding of the behavior of the structures.
especially the local behavior at the baseplate. In these preliminary models several
geometrical variations in the baseplate thickness, weld profile, and anchor rod to
baseplate connection were considered. In addition to planning gage locations, these
early series of models became invaluable in understJ!lding many practical modeling
problems, such as the level of refinement necessary to achieve consistent results. and
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which factors had little effect on stresses and could be simplified to save analysis
computational effort.
Prior to the experimental testing, a series of finite element models (for all three
thicknesses) was studied. This series of models termed the BASE series represented
the basic model that was determined through experience of the many earlier series of
models. This series was primarily a direct geometric copy of structure geometry using
a mesh refinement that was determined through experience. (Section 3.1 previously
discusses the mesh sizes and simplifications used in great detail) The finite element
strain and displacement data from the BASE series was compared to the experimental
data for all three baseplate thicknesses in Section 3.3. Agreement between the finite
element and experimental data was observed to be fairly good with larger deviation at
the gage locations directly above the weld toe.
Several different parameters were varied to isolate the effects of various
geometrical modifications. These modifications were of two types, ones that were
justified as causing the finite element model to be more realistic, and others that were
justified as adapting or calibrating the modeled geometry to behave more closely to
the trends in the experimental data. Obviously careful observations of the trends in the
data were made to select the modifications which improved agreement. The behavior
of the baseplate to tubewall connection was deemed to be very complex, with stress
fields possibly quite dependent on local effects, such as the exact conditions of the
clamping ~orce of the adjacent leveling nuts, erection imperfe~tions such as the
baseplate not being perfectly leveled, previous and undetectable out of plane
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defonnation to the tubewall, or variation in the fillet weld leg heights and widths, to
name a few. These local effects could occur at random radial locations around the
tubewall. Model calibration in the fonn of adjusting the geometry of the finite
element models never considered these local variations, but rather applied one
consistent geometry and set of boundary conditions.
Six main modeling alterations or calibrations were made: Tube wall thickness
adjustments, weld profile alterations, standoff length adjustments, hand access hole
reinforcing, mesh refinement, and leveling nut simplifications. The first four
individual calibration studies will be discussed in Section 3.4.1. The calibration study
and related work regarding the modeling simplifications used for the leveling nuts will
be discussed in Section 3.4.2. Chapter 4 will begin with a brief summary of the results
of the calibration study and any of the alterations discussed that were selected to be
incorporated into the final finite element model.
Section 3.4.1: Calibration Studv
Tube wall thickness
The finite element study examining the effect of tubewall thickness, stemmed
from the uncertainty in accurately measuring specimen tubewall thickness local to the
baseplate. The baseplate prevents measurement of the tubcwall directly abovc the
baseplate, using common, simple measuring devices. Using an ultrasonic depth meter
the tubewall thickness was finally verified to be 0.23" inches just above the fillet weld.
This value represents. measurements at multiple locations, using the sI:nallest
dimension reading g1\'cn by the depth meter. (Whcn the depth mctcr is not held
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perpendicularly to the curvature of a circular tube, it will measure extra thickness.)
Initially this approximate value was measured at the top of the pole, using a digital
micrometer, since it was the only location accessible to the measuring device. The
depth meter thickness reading is in very good agreement with the micrometer readings
of approximately 0.235". The "BASE" series model used a thinner tube wall
thickness which was measured visually with a ruler. This thinner tubewall
measurement was consistent with the specified values.
The influence tubewall thickness had on calculated stresses above the
baseplate was studied by examining three different thicknesses. The finite element
tubewall thicknesses were selected prior to using the depth meter to determine the
actual tubewall thickness local to the baseplate. Models with tubewall thicknesses of
0.21875",0.235", and 0.1875" were analyzed. The BASE series model had a tube
wall thickness of 0.21875" (or 7/32"). Two additional models were chosen to be
studied with either slightly larger or smaller tube wall thickness.
In general the purpose of each of the finite element studies is to determine how
sensitive the structure is to the particular modeling variation. The degree of sensitivity
detemlines the approach required to model the particular detail. If the finite element
study shows the behavior of the structure is not sensitive to the detail, then severe
attention to modeling the detail is not necessary. If the finite element results indicate
that the structure is sensitive to a particular detail, the opposite approach must be
taken. The actual detail must t!len be "quantified accurately" to obtain good
agreement between experimental and finite element data. In the case of tube wall
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thickness it is simple to utilize accurate measurement in the finite element model.
However as will be later discussed particular details are difficult to quantify, and thus
good judgment must be used in modeling and analyzing the detail. Obviously the
exact measured dimension of the specimen tubewall thickness will be used in the
model in this case.
The stress results of the various tubewall thickness finite element models are
shown in Table 3.4.1.1. In terms of model calibration and possible alterations to the
final model, the comparison of these values is somewhat unnecessary, as previously
discussed the final model series will utilize the exact geometry of the structure.
However it is critical though to understand how tolerances in measuring accuracy, as
well as variability in the actual thickness of the structure can alter stress in the
tubewall. It is also critical to understand the effects of small differences in tubewall
thickness in terms of interpreting the data agreement between the finite element and
experimental data. The overall purpose of this project is to examine the fatigue
performance of the socket welded connection of the pole to the baseplate. The
tubewall thickness will be shown to affect the fatigue performance. Hence tubewall
thickness will be one of the design variables studied in the final parametric study to
follow in Chapter 5. In this study a wider ranges of thickness will be examined, as the
primary role of this current finite element study is to examine the role of small
differences in tubewall thickness. However, the results of this study will provide base
knowledge and be helpful in selecting tubewall t!licknesses for the paranletric study.
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The stress results for the 100 pound cantilever end loading are shown, for gage
location heights of 0.75", 2", and 5" above the %" thick baseplate. This particular
finite element study was only conducted on the %" thick baseplate specimen. As the
flexible %" thick baseplate specimen will accentuate the effects of tubewall thickness.
Note the thick (t=0.235") and thin (t=O.l875") finite element models in tubewall
thickness are respectively 0.01625" greater and 0.03125" less than the base model's
tubewall thickness. Thus the increment of tubewall thickness is not constant.
However, as shown in Figure 3.4.1.1 the relationship between hotspot stresses and
baseplate deflection convincingly appears to be linear. Or at least appears to be linear
under the small range of tubewall thicknesses. The plot shows selected outer hotspot
stresses, though all of the gage locations exhibited a similar linear response.
As would be expected the stresses in the thick pole tubewall finite element
model were reduced, and correspondingly the stresses in the thin pole tubewall finite
clement model were increased. Following the linear relationship shown in the plot,
the average decrease as a percentage of the base finite element model was 94% for the
thick tubewall model and 114% for the thin tubewall model, where the percentage of
increase and decrease in stress is dependent on the amount of increase and decrease of
the tubewall thickness, which is not at equal increments. The range in hotspot stress
was quite large considering that the corresponding range in finite element tubewall
thicknesses was only 0.0475". The range for inner and outer hotspot stresses at the
direc~ compression and tension radial gage locations were 1.2. and 1.7 ksi respectively.
And the average range in the hotspot stress data was 0.95 ksi. To a lesser. but still
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considerable extent there was a large range in the stress data at gage locations 5"
above the top of the baseplate, over the .05" variation in tubewall thickness. The
average range in 5" stress data was 0.36 ksi. This is a very considerable range in the
stress data, considering that it is only over difference in tubewall thickness that is less
than 1I20th of an inch, which would be difficult to measure with simple measuring
tools. This range in stress is also quite large when considering its' percentage of the
total stress, as the tubewall stresses 5" above the baseplate only range from
approximately 1.0 to 2.0 ksi.
The value of the tubewall thickness to be used in the final model will be taken
as the value measured by the ultrasonic depth meter, 0.23". The tubewall thickness
finite element study has shown that differences in tubewall stresses are quite large
over very small fluctuations in thickness. This sensitivity must be taken into
consideration when examining data agreement, and will be further examined in the
parametric study.
Mesh refinement
As discussed previously mesh refinement was well established through
experience from the many series of models previously studied. However for the sake
of completeness it was necessary to verify that the mesh refinement of the base model,
was sufficient to provide consistent results. The process used in examining the role of
mesh refinement essentially was a condensed convergence test. As the mesh
refinement of the .base model was deemed to be sufficient to provide acc.urate results
by experience, only three refined finite element models were examined and compared
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to the base model. If the base model was sufficiently refined for accuracy, then the
new refined models would show nearly indistinguishable results. The three new
refined models each refined a specific region of the base model, local to the pole to
baseplate connection. By individually increasing the number of elements in specific
locations, the base model could be checked for particular areas where mesh refinement
was not sufficient to produce consistent results. The obvious benefit of examining the
local mesh refinement of the base model was that the mesh would not be "over"
refined, saving computation effort. Unfortunately due to time constraints the
modeling refinement issue was only examined with the perspective of increasing mesh
refinement. As will be seen the mesh refinement of the BASE model is sufficient to
give adequate results. But it is quite possible that a lesser refined mesh could still give
reasonable results, while reducing computational effort. Unfortunately though, the
minimum level of mesh refinement required to give adequate results was not
investigated.
A cross section of the %" thick baseplate specimen BASE model is shown in
Figure 3.4.1.2. Note the typical vertical element height is 0.25", the other dimensions
in the figure are proportional. In the figure only the portion of the cross section
through the pole to baseplate connection is shown. As discussed in Section 3.1, the
solid model geometry was created by revolving this plane around a central vertical
axis. In this process it was possible to maintain all of the side lengths of the solid
elements in this region to ha~e a 0.25" side length. The other key features of the
BASE model include: All of the solid elements local to the pole to baseplate
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connection are all nearly 0.25". The cross section of the triangular upper fillet weld
meshed with three 4-sided element cross sections, or 6-sided (20 node) brick elements.
Also the element directly above the top of the fillet weld is subdivided in the global Y,
vertical direction, into two elements with 0.125" element heights, as shown in the
figure.
The first refined model analyzed is shown in Figure 3.4.1.3. The model was
created by refining the BASE models region of solid tubewall elements, and is
referred to as "DTW", shorthand for double tubewall thickness. As previously
discussed the tubewall directly above the baseplate was modeled with solid elements,
up to 11" above the baseplate. In the model DTW (double tubewall), these tubewall
solid elements were subdivided radially through the tubewall cross section as shown.
The tube wall element subdivision produced two element thicknesses through the
thickness of the tubewalI. This subdivision was extended all the way down to the
bottom of the baseplate, as directed by the arrow in the figure. The justification for
this refinement comes from the classic example of refinement convergence of bending
in a beam. Solid elements, especially 1sl order, non parabolic elements, do have the
tendency to be too stiff in bending, a result of parasitic shear. Thus with an increasing
number of elements through the depth of the beam or thickness of the tubewall, the
model improves its' ability to capture the bending.
The second refined model in the finite element mesh refinement study is
shO\m in Figure 3.4.1.4. This model is referred to as REFIN, and is a logical
. ~
extension of the mesh refinements made going from the BASE model to the DTW
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model. In addition to providing two solid element thicknesses through the lower
portion of the tubewall made of solid elements, additional solid elements were
subdivided local to the baseplate to pole connection. As shown in the figure the
elements making up the bottom section of tube wall were subdivided in the vertical,
Global Y direction. These 0.125" vertical element height solid elements extended
from the bottom of the baseplate to 1.25" above the top of the baseplate. In addition
the upper fillet weld was also subdivided, creating elements with similarly sized cross
sections. In addition to the solid elements directly below the upper fillet weld were
subdivided into three elements across the horizontal leg of the fillet weld, as compared
to two elements in the DTW model.
Note that in Figure 3.4.1.4, it appears that there are incompatible nodes, where
adjacent element lengths are not the same such that nodes of one element do not share
nodes ofthe adjacent element. Referring to the BASE model shown in Figure3.1.2.11,
there is a gap between the continuation of the solid element tubewall and the
baseplate, as indicated in the figure. This very small gap is somewhat difficult to see
in Figures 3.4.1.2-3.4.1.4, but does exist between the elements. The gap shown in
Figure 3.1.2.11 was exaggerated for illustration purposes.
The final model analyzed in the mesh refinement study examined the role of
mesh refinement through the thickness of the baseplate. The typical vertical
dimension of elements through the thickness ofthe baseplate was 0.25", with the other
.2 dimensions kept as close to 0.25" as possible. This s~lid element cube size of 0.25"
was attained through practical experience through studying many earlier series of
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models. In order to verify the mesh refinement through the baseplate thickness of the
base model additional element thicknesses were added. The model referred to as
REFIN_BP utilized five 0.15" vertical element thicknesses through the baseplate
thickness. In comparison to the BASE model which, utilized three elements through
the base plate thickness, with vertical element thicknesses of 0.25". All other element
dimensions in the horizontal plane remained the same as in the BASE model. A profile
of the BASE and REFIN_BP finite element models are shown in Figures 3.4.1.5 and
3.4.1.6.
The results of the mesh refinement finite element study are shown in tabular
format inTable 3.4.1.2. The particular stress results again relate to a 100 pound
cantilever end load, and again only the results of %" baseplate thickness specimen are
considered. As discussed, the refinement of the finite element mesh of the base model
was selected based on a great deal of experience. The results are very indicative that
this experience provided a level of mesh refinement able to provide consistent and
accurate results. The average range in stress data for the hotspot and non hotspot
stress data are 0.09 and 0.01 ksi respectively. This is a very acceptable range in
stresses due to the different finite element mesh refinement schemes studied.
According to the results of the mesh refinement study the future models used for final
comparison to the experimental data will employ two solid elements through the
tubewall thickness and a minimum of 4 element thicknesses through the baseplate
thickness. 'J!1e finite element models used in the parametric study.will also utilize a
similar mesh refinement.
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Hand-Access-Hole
The finite element study of hand access hole geometry included the analysis
and comparison of four models with different hand access hole geometry. The base
model, which served as the primary model has been discussed in greater detail in
section 3.1. As shown in Figure 3.4.1.7 the actual hand access hole has dimensions of
approximately 11 W' by 4 W' and is located 13" above the top of the baseplate.
Beginning at a height of 11" above the top of the baseplate, the tubewall is modeled
using parabolic shell elements. Below which the structure was modeled entirely with
parabolic solid elements. The hand access hole which is always on the direct tension
side of the pole, is reinforced by a section of rounded rectangular tube of the same
thickness as the pole (0.23"). The pole is cut out and the reinforcing tube is welded
on the outside of the pole as shown in the photograph in Figure 3.4.1.7. Because the
stress will be reasonably low in the reinforcement, the local behavior of the hand
access hole is not a primary concern, and the impact the hand-access hole will have on
the tubewall stress will be minimal a simple shell element to shell element connection
was used to model the welded reinforcement. Even though this simple connection was
used, it was still considerably difficult to create the model, as the pole shell elements
are tapered. The BASE hand access hole geometry model, referred to again simply as
BASE is shown in Figure 3.4.1.8.
There was reasonable confidence in the validity of this base model, especially
considering its' lack of ~nfluence on critical stresses. Such that the finite el~ment
study of hand access hole geometry, was primarily interested in verifying this
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modeling approach. Essentially there were two goals in this verification study: First
to determine that for a wide range of modeled geometries there was little range in the
results, such that it is not imperative to model the hand access hole exactly. Second
was to verify that the base hand access hole geometry, was sufficiently stiff. This was
a concern because the simple shell element to shell element connection would not
account for the additional stiffuess of the fillet weld used to connect the hand access
hole reinforcement to the outside of the pole.
In addition to analyzing the base model with its simple shell element to shell
(
element hand access hole geometry, three other hand access hole geometry models
were studied. The other models included in the hand access hole finite element study
were a doubly reinforced hand-access hole geometry, and two models with no hand
access hole reinforcement at all. In order to examine a stiffer reinforcement geometry
the doubly reinforced hand access hole model took the base hand access hole
geometry and doubled the thickness of the shell elements in the reinforcement, and the
pole shell elements surrounding the hand access hole as shown in the figure. This
model is referred to as 2_HAH, and is shown in Figure 3.4.1.11. Note that in Figure
3.4.1.11 and 3.4.1.8 the relative thickness of the hand access hole shell elements are
shown for illustrative purposes. The last two hand access hole geometry models
differed in the shape of the non-reinforced hand access hole cutout. The finite element
model referred to as O_HAH utilized a hand access hole cutout identical to the BASE
model geometry. The cutout as sho\\:n in the figure was a vertical rectangular shape
with the comers clipped. The second hand access hole model utilized a cutout that
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was plain vertical rectangle and was referred to as 0_HAH*. These two simple
models attempted to detennine whether the shape of the hand access hole had any
influence on the tubewall stresses. The two hand access hole finite element models
can be seen in Figures 3.4.1.9 and 3.4.1.10 respectively.
The comparison of the stress data of the four hand access hole geometry
models is shown in tabular fonnat in Table 3.4.1.3. Stress data for the 100 pound
cantilever end load at the various radial locations around the tubewall, and at W', 2",
and 5" above the top of the %" thick baseplate is displayed in this table. Overall the
stresses and baseplate deflections were very similar between the four models, with
fatigue critical stresses local to the fillet weld at the tubewall nearly identical. The
modeling study proved to be very useful in ensuring that the hand access hole modeled
geometry in the base model was sufficient as different modeled geometries would not
influence the pertinent stress data.
The range in the stress and baseplate deflection data between the four different
modeled hand access hole geometries is a good indicator of the limited influence the
geometry has on tube wall stresses. Of the stress data examined in the study, only four
locations show variation in stress to be greater than 200 psi, with many of the other
locations with stress ranges less than 50 psi. As expected two of the four of these
locations with modeled hand access geometry induced stress variations are located on
the direct tension radial location below the hand access hole. The variation in finite
element stress at the gage location 5" above th~ top of the baseplate, in the direct
tension radial location was about 400 psi. And at the hotspot vertical location also in
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the direct tension radial location the stress variation was roughly 250 psi. In addition
there were two other hotspot gage locations where stress variations due to the different
modeled hand access hole geometries, reached 200 psi, at the direct compression and
45 degree tension radial locations. In addition to these stress variations, there was also
a noticeable variation in the baseplate deflection.
The data showed that the two non-reinforced hand access hole models 0 HAH
and O_HAH* behaved very similarly. This may indicate that the shape of the hand
access hole doesn't affect the tubewall stresses drastically. This is significant in that
due to the complexity of creating a mesh the smoothly curved hand access hole of the
actual structure was simplified with straight segments and sharp comers. It was
unavoidable that there is some difference in the shape of the modeled hand access hole
geometry. However as a result of this study it would appear that the shape of the hand
access hole does not drastically affect critical tubewall stresses.
The data also showed that the two models with reinforced hand access holes
behaved similarly. The greatest difference in calculated stress between the double
reinforced hand access hole geometry model and the base hand access hole model
occurred at the direct tension radial location, 5" above the top of the baseplate. This
gage location was the closest of all gage locations in the study to the hand access hole.
The difference in outer stress was over 200 psi. However the stresses at the other gage
locations especially hotspot gage locations were extremely similar for the two
model.ed geometries. Given this proximity in the stress dat.a of the two reinforced
hand access hole models, it was concluded that the base hand access hole geometry
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was appropriate. This decision very much based on the close proximity of the finite
element stress data of all of the modeled hand access geometries. And by default it
can not be justified to double the thickness of the hand access hole reinforcement, nor
remove it all together. In addition even if it was thought to be appropriate, it was
shown that these changes would have little effect on the tubewall stresses anyway.
Stand off length
As previously discussed in the Section 3.1, regarding the basic geometric
modeling techniques used, the modeled anchor rod to concrete constraint is highly
simplified. Primarily the influence of vertical shear side friction on the anchor rods is
neglected. Also the roller supports that restrain the modeled anchor rods from
displacement in the horizontal plane are rigid. Where as in the actual structure, the
concrete, which restrains the anchor rod is not rigid. Based on this difference in the
restraints it would be logical that the modeled anchor rod stand-off length should be
slightly greater than that of the actual structure. Considering that the tubewall stresses
are not very sensitive to stand-off length, it is very reasonable that for practical
purposes a finite element stand-off length of equal to actual is acceptable. And if not
the modeled stand-off length would be assumed to not be considerably larger.
The finite element study of stand-off length considered four different stand-off
lengths, S = 0.75", 1.625", 2.50", and 5.00". Surprisingly the strcss and baseplate
deflection data was linearly dependent on the stand-off length. Figure 3.4.1.12 shows
many different separate trends in outer and inner stress at different gage l<?cations over
increasing stand-off length. For example at the compressive 45 degree location 5"
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above the baseplate the outer and inner stress both gradually decrease, becoming more
compressive. But at the direct compressive radial location at the hotspot vertical gage
position, the inner stress gradually increases becoming more tensile while the outer
stress gradually decreases becoming more compressive, thus increasing the local
bending stress.
One significant trend in the finite element stand-off length study is that over
reasonable stand-off lengths from 1 W' to 2" according to the anchor rod constraint
assumption made above there is realistically small range in the finite element tubewall
stresses. An example of this realistically small range in hotspot stress is shown in
Table 3.4.1.4. This typical range in stress is approximately 300 psi. Thus according
to the finite element study, it may not be overly important to adjust modeled stand-off
length to accommodate for the simplified modeled boundary conditions. Another
significant trend in the stress data is that the influence of increased stand-off length
increases the magnitude of all hotspot stresses thus increasing the local bending stress
at all locations. The main deficiency in the finite element model is that it over predicts
the local bending stress at the direct tension and compression locations (as it over
predicts the magnitudes of the outer and inner stresses). Hence minimally increasing
the bending equally at all locations due to the assumption of the boundary conditions
can not be justified.
It is noted that stand-off length does slightly influence tubewall stresses,
especially at unrealistically lar$e stand-off lengths. However under realistic stand-ort:
lengths little changes in tubewall stresses are created. In addition the minor increases
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in tubewall stress don't improve the data agreement between the experimental and
finite element data. Thus the actual stand-off length measured in the experimental test
setup of I 5/8" (and also used in the BASE model) will be used.
At this point it is worth briefly noting that a considerable amount of stress and
deflection data were measured for the 314" and 1 12" baseplate thickness specimens,
under different stand-off lengths. Over similar ranges in stand-off length, even
smaller variation in tubewall stresses was observed. In fact many of the changes in
tubewall stress due to changing stand-off length were found to be negligible due to the
small fluctuation in the strain measuring instrumentation.
Weld profile
Another problem with the agreement between the calculated and experimental
stress data is the inconsistency in hotspot stress data for the 3" thick baseplate
specimen. As discussed data agreement improves greatly from the %" to I W' thick
baseplate specimens. However the trend does not continue with increasing baseplate
thickness to the 3" thick specimen. In particular the inner hotspot finite element
stresses from the BASE 3" model were in the poorest agreement to the experimental
data. The previously mentioned explanation for this trend was that the tubewall
stresses of the more flexible two baseplate specimens were dominated by the
flexibility of the baseplate, rather than the stress concentration of the welded
connection. But with the thicker baseplate this flexibility induced tube wall stress
behavior diminishes and the tubewall stre~ses arc then influenced predominantly by
the stress concentration of the upper fillet weld. In this section of the calibration study
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several different finite element weld profiles of both the %" and 3" thick specimen
were examined. These finite element results were compared to the experimental
results in hopes to improve the finite element modeling of the weld profile stress
concentration, allowing for better data agreement.
Table 3.4.1.5 shows the results of slight alterations to the weld profile of the
%" thick baseplate finite element model, primarily the concavity of the upper fillet
weld. It was noted that the fillet weld of the test specimen is actually quite rounded
off, as opposed to being a straight line from the vertical to horizontal leg. A
photograph showing the profile of the upper fillet weld of the %" baseplate thickness
specimen can is shown in Figure 3.4.1.1.3. Two different weld profile models were
analyzed. They are referred to as WeldPRO and WeldPRO_2. As shown in Figure
3.4.1.14 WeldPRO_2 has a much more severe concavity or rounded upper fillet weld
profile. For comparison the stress results for the base model tenned "BASE" are also
shown. Since making highly accurate measurements of the weld profile was not
possible, as the dimensions of the profile did vary slightly at different locations,
approximate concavities were used. As part of a separate and less important part of
the weld profile study, another %" thick baseplate model with no bottom fillet weld
was analyzed. The justification for analyzing this model was to see the extreme of the
influence the bottom fillet weld and tubewall below the top of the baseplate have on
tubewall stresses. The particular model, which is not shown is referred to as NoBW.
Table 3.4.1.5 shows the results of the weld pro~le finite element study on the
%" baseplate thickness specimen. The results of the weld profile finite element study
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showed an expected trend that smoothing out the jagged geometry of the weld profile
would reduce the stress concentration. Altering the concavity of the weld profile had
no effect on the tube wall stresses located 5" above the top of the baseplate. The
stresses 0.75" and 2" did show variation due to the 3 different weld profile
concavities. In a very consistent trend the outer and inner hotspot stresses for the first
concavity model (WeldPRO) all decreased to approximately 90 percent of the BASE
stress values, in which the upper fillet weld profile was simply modeled as a triangle.
This 10 percent decrease in both inner and outer stress corresponds to a 10 percent
decrease in bending stress. The results from the WeldPRO_2, or the most severely
increased concavity model also showed decreased inner and outer hotspot stresses
when compared to the first, lesser degree of concavity model. However this decrease
was much less severe, showing the effect of continued increase in concavity
diminishes. The 10 percent decrease in hotspot stresses may not seem like much, but
was as much as a one ksi difference in stress at various locations in the W' thick
baseplate specimen. Note the results of the finite element model without a bottom
fillet weld (NoBW) surprisingfy provide reasonable results when compared to the base
%" model. This result is significant in that the lower fillet weld connection would
seem not to be very important accurately modeling the tubcwall stresses. For this
reason the no further work was conducted studying the effect of the lower fillet weld
In addition to examining the role that modeled weld profile concavity had on
tube wall str~sses in the %" thick baseplate specimen, a similar fi~ite element study
was conducted on the 3" specimen. In this study two different concavities were
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examined. However these weld concavity models both had increased vertical fillet
weld lengths of 0.5625", instead ofthe 0.50" vertical fillet weld leg length used in the
BASE models. These models are referred to as WeldPRO_VL and WeldPRO_2_VL.
Again the second concavity model has more severely increased concavity as shown in
Figure3.4.1.15. For comparison an upper weld geometry identical to WeldPRO_VL
was studied only with the standard 0.50" vertical fillet weld height. This model is
referred to as WeldPRO. In addition two other weld profile variations to the original
base model were analyzed. These two models termed BASE A and BASE B,
examined the influence of the length of the gap between the tube wall and baseplate
tubewall cutout. The BASE A model shortened this gap slightly, and the BASE B
model eliminated this gap, making the entire weld profile into one solid fixture. The
differences between the BASE model and these two gap length models are illustrated
in Figure 3.4.1.16.
The results of the concavity and weld profile finite element study of the 3"
thick baseplate specimen showed a consistent trend in hotspot stress, as compared to
the results for the W' thick baseplate. Table 3.4.1.6 presents this calibration study data
for 3" thick baseplate specimen. The 3" specimen study showed that finite element
tube wall stresses are not as sensitive to slight variations in the weld profile, as in the
%" thick baseplate specimen. The results of the study show that while the weld profile
of the 3" specimen does dictate the hotspot tubewall stresses, inaccuracies in modeling
the weld profile do not a~count for the large differences in data agreement betwe~n the
finite clement and experimental data. Previously it was thought that the as the
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baseplate stiffuess was increased that the tubewall stresses were more sensitive to
weld profile, explaining the poor data agreement. However the results of this
particular study show that this is very unlikely.
The most positive result of the 3" baseplate thickness finite element weld
profile study was that altering the weld profile, and hence the stress concentration, has
little to no effect on the stresses 5" above the baseplate. This trend was also seen in
the %" thick baseplate weld profile study, and with a stiffer baseplate it would be
expected even more. Similar to the %" study, it was also found that with increasing
concavity, or increasing the smoothness of the weld profile the bending stress at the
direct tension and compression locations was reduced. The reduction in bending stress
from the base model to the first and second concavity models showed considerably
lesser decrease in stress. In both the direct compression and tension hotspot gage
location the decrease in outer stress was only 0.13 ksi, or 94% of the outer finite
element stress of the base model. The absolute value of decrease in bending stress at
the hotspot gage locations, at the direct compression and tension locations, between
the BASE model and the first concavity model is 0.18 ksi.
In addition to examining the role of concavity in the weld profile, in both the
W' and 3" thick baseplate specimens, the weld profile study also took a brief, though
incomplete look at vertical fillet weld leg height. The study examined the effect of the
proximity of the hotspot gage location to the top of the vertical fillet weld. Comparing
the stress results of the two pairs of c~ncavitymodels, with a vertical fillet weld height
of 0.50" and 0.5625" shows significant results. Again the data shows that there is
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practically no difference in stress at the non hotspot gage locations, with varying
vertical fillet leg heights. The difference in the hotspot stress is reasonably small,
though noticeable. The largest difference in stress between the two different vertical
fillet legs is seen at the direct tension and compression hotspot locations. The range in
hotspot stress for both the outer and inner stresses is approximately 0.25 ksi for each
stress. Thus the inner, outer, and local bending hotspot stresses increase by 0.25 ksi at
the direct tension and compression locations when the vertical fillet leg is increased to
0.5625" from 0.50", a difference of 1/16th of an inch.
These results certainly have many implications for the interpretation and study
of data agreement. Through natural variation in the weld profile of the actual
specimens and small human error in gage locations there are many opportunities for
error of 1/16lh of an inch. Thus as previously discussed in multiple sections it would
be expected that there would be a certain amount of scatter in the hotspot stress data
agreement.
Finally the three inch weld profile study also included two models with
different gap lengths as discussed above. The results showed that eliminating the gap
between the tubewall and the baseplate pole cutout hole does alter the hotspot stress
data, in the range of one tenth of a ksi. This variation in the stress data is not
significant as to select either modeling option as correct, nor deem either modeling
approach unacceptable. Thus the gap as discussed in Section 3.1 will remain in the
final modeling teclmique.
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Ultimately the results of the weld profile studies of both the %" and 3" thick
baseplate specimens corrects the preconceived theory of the behavior, that fine
changes to the weld profile alter the stresses in the tubewall. What the combined
study on the %" and 3" specimen shows is that the supposed influence that concavity
and various weld profiles had on the tube wall stresses in the %" specimen may not be
entirely the results of the stress concentration effect, but may be caused by the change
in flexibility as well. Note that because of the very thin and flexible baseplate, the
weld profile, particularly the amount of solid material in the fillet weld makes a
significant contribution the stiffuess of the baseplate. Where as in the case of the 3"
thick baseplate specimen, slight changes to the weld profile make only small changes
to the overall stiffness of the baseplate, and thus there is very little difference in the
tubewall stress data between the 3" specimen weld profile models. This conclusion is
evident in examining the finite element baseplate deflections. For the %" specimen
slight changes in the weld profile do create small differences in baseplate deflection.
However in the 3" thick baseplate specimen models there is no difference in the
baseplate deflections. Another key result of the study is the influence of the upper
fillet weld leg lengths. The influence must be examined further in additional studies
as due to time constraints the behavior is not fully understood. The stress
concentration effect of the weld profile does however have a slight effect on tubewall
stress. In the final modeling of the specimens more accurate upper weld profile
dime~sions will be considered, including the vertical and horizontal fil1et weld leg
lengths, and the concavity of the weld profile.
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Section 3.4.2: Calibration Study (Leveling Nut Connection)
Leveling Nut Connection
The connection between the leveling nuts and baseplate became one of the
most difficult aspects of the structure to model. For this reason it was decided to
discuss this, the most significant finite element modeling study last. As previously
shown in several different figures, the leveling nuts are the only component to transfer
load from the baseplate to the anchor rods. Nearly 20 different variations and
simplifications of this connection were studied in order to determine the most effective
modeling technique and to achieve analysis results with the best possible agreement
with the experimental data. Finite element analysis showed that the manner that the
complicated connection was modeled could greatly alter the stress directly above the
weld toe and moderately alter stresses at locations much higher up the tube wall. As
discussed earlier in Section 3.1, contact elements were not incorporated into the finite
element model, for several reasons. Primarily, that contact elements would be difficult
to include in such a finely meshed model, and the distribution of the initial gaps and
preload forces applied were essentially unknown.
Several factors complicate this connection. The major complication is because
the connection is made entirely by contact and friction between the baseplate and
leveling nut surfaces. Friction to a lesser extent affected the modeling and
experimental issues related to the connection. As for the most part the baseplate is
restrained from sliding against the leveling nuts. Though it was noted that during
static load tests. especially for the thinner baseplates, (primarily the %" and
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occasionally the 1 Y2" thick baseplate) that upon completion of the test, the load
having been removed, residual stresses still remained, and were at times as a large as
several ksi directly above the weld toe. These stresses were likely the result of the
baseplate sliding against the leveling nuts during the application of the load, and then
upon the removal of the load failing to slide back. It was noted that by repeating the
static tests these residual stresses diminished until they were negligible. This was
most likely due to "shake-down" in the specimen and fixture.
With respect to modeling the friction between the leveling nuts and base plate
surfaces, the infinitesimal amount of slip that might occur in the field was neglected.
Friction was neglected primarily because in the structures natural setting corrosion and
oxidation would occur to the surfaces increasing the friction and making it impossible
for the baseplate to slip. Additionally an infinitesimal change in the position of the
leveling nuts as the baseplate slipped would not drastically increase stress on the
structure, the only additional stress would be due to the P-delta effect.
Modeling the complicated contact interaction between the leveling nuts and
baseplate surfaces was more critical than friction, as it drastically affected the
baseplate flexibility and stresses in the pole tubewall. The main difficulty in modeling
the contact condition, is that the stresses applied throughout the interfaces of the two
surfaces is not necessarily constant. To describe the leveling nut and baseplate
surfaces to be in contact is actually quite vague, as the tenn contact only implies that
they two surfaces exert pressure onto one another. Contact can range from complete.
preload contact. which occurs when the anchor rod has achieved its I11a-ximum preload
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tension, to initial contact, which occurs as the leveling nut first makes contact with the
baseplate as the nut is hand tightened. Initial contact will be discussed in greater detail
shortly, as the condition was used to closely examine exactly how the %" baseplate
actually makes contact with the leveling nuts. In initial contact, visual gaps can be
seen between the leveling nuts and baseplate. In a perfect structure there would be no
gaps, and the two surfaces would be exactly parallel. These gaps and contact points
can be the result of many factors, primarily the out of straightness of the leveling nut
surfaces due to out of straight anchor rods or the connection between the anchor rod
threading and the leveling nut, height differences of the vertical position of the
leveling nuts, and the deflected shape of the baseplate. Upon further tightening, the
leveling nut visual contact occurs in which there are no longer any visible gaps
between the leveling nuts and the baseplate. This mostly likely is misleading as the
contact is still likely to be superficial, as the outer edges of the nuts and washers may
be raised, but there still may be gaps between the two surfaces. After more tightening
of the leveling nuts a condition of partial and full load bearing is reached. In this
condition the pressure exerted on the baseplate by the leveling nuts is not equal. And
finally if the leveling nuts are tightened to the maximum tensile capacity of the anchor
rod, the contact between the two surfaces will approach a constant distribution of
pressure.
As more complex elements were not used, the contact connection between the
leveling nuts and baseplate was modified using two simple methods to alter the
stiffness of the connection. The first method was to simply alter the stiffilCSS property
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of the material of the leveling nuts. This first method will be referred to as "leveling
nut softening". The Young's modulus of the steel sign structures, was assumed to be
29,000 ksi. Without material testing this value was chosen, though it may be an under
or over prediction. This first method simply altered the Young's modulus of the
leveling nuts, to simulate a more flexible connection. The Young's modulus of the
leveling nuts ranged from slightly greater than to much less than the assumed value.
The second method which was found to be more relevant to the experimental
data, involved assuming the load bearing contact surface was less than the actual
visual contact surface and adjusting the base model such that only the contact
connection was a solid piece. Thus at locations of the contact interface where contact
was superficial, and not transferring load, there was a physical gap in the model. This
second method will be referred to as "partial leveling nuts". The benefit of the second
approach is that the fixity of the baseplate can be altered to affect the flexibility of the
baseplate at certain locations, where the soft leveling nut method is more limited. To
verify these assumptions for this partial leveling nut method, the leveling nuts of the
%" baseplate thickness specimen was closely examined. The results of this physical
investigation, and the results of a pin supported finite clement model, in addition to the
ample amount of experimental data justify these simple modeling solutions and will be
discussed further. The two modeling alteration methods and their results will be
discussed.
Leveling Nut Softening
III
Adjusting the Young's modulus or the stiffness of the material of the leveling
nuts proved insufficient in modeling the contact conditions between the leveling nuts
and the baseplate. This conclusion became apparent by comparing the influence of a
wide range of leveling nut material stiffness to the experimental data. As discussed
previously the trend in the data fit was that the finite element data greatly over
predicted the local bending stresses at the direct tension and compression gage
locations, especially the ones directly above the weld toe. Essentially the model was
allowing more local deformation at the baseplate to tubewall connection at these two
locations. It was determined that it would be possible that the fixity the leveling nuts
applied to the baseplate could be the cause of this difference between the model and
the test specimens.
As expected the baseplate down lift deflection (on the compression side of the
pole), measured one-half inch from the edge of the baseplate centerline, parallel with
the mast-arm axis, increased with decreasing leveling nut stiffness. This baseplate
down-lift deflection and similarly the corresponding up-lift deflection on the opposite
side of the baseplate are good indicators of baseplate flexibility. The local bending
stress behavior at the critical weld toe location is highly dependent on the relative
rotation of the baseplate with respect to the tubewall. In order to achieve this small
relative rotation the baseplate must deflect considerably at the point of the mcasurcd
baseplate deflection. Figure 3.4.2.1 shows the relationship between baseplate
deflection aJ.1d leveling nut stiffuess, E. The plot shows the result.ing finite element
baseplate deflection due to the standard 100 pound cantilever end load. over
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decreasing leveling nut elasticity, E. As would be expected baseplate deflection at
mid-baseplate drastically increases as the stiffness of the leveling nuts are reduced.
The experimentally measured baseplate deflection for the %" specimen is also
indicated in the plot. Considering the leveling nut Young's modulus to be the only
factor influencing the baseplate deflection, a Young's modulus value of approximately
20,000 ksi corresponds to the experimental deflection.
Table 3.4.2.1 presents similar results in a tabular format. The BASE series
finite element model was altered, simply by changing the Young's modulus, E of the
leveling nut element material properties. The Young's modulus of the entire steel sign
structure was assumed to be 29,000 ksi. Eight different values of E were used for the
leveling nuts, ranging from 5,000 ksi to 33,000 ksi. The modeling study was
performed and compared to experimental results to only the 314" thick baseplate
specimen, as it was assumed to be the most sensitive to baseplate flexibility, and thus
most sensitive to the fixity of the leveling nuts. The experimental data was compared
at the direct tension and direct compression radial locations in line with the mast-ann
axis, as well as the 45 degree tension and compression radial locations in line with the
anchor rods. The inner and outer stresses were compared at the gage locations 0.75",
2", and 5" above the top of the baseplate.
Table 3.4.2.1 visually shows this concept of matching the experimentally
determined value of stress to a corresponding Young's modulus value of the leveling
nut. This approach is ce~ainly opposite to the actual model calibration process.. In no
way does the model calibration process involve random selection of variables. but is
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helpful in further understanding the influence the leveling nut connection has on the
pole stress behavior. For purposes of illustrating the structural behavior it is helpful to
examine the improvements in data agreement, with respects to certain gage locations
and different leveling nut stiffuess. The table displays experimental stress values for
static load testing of 100 pound cantilever loading. The stresses are given for all four
radial gage locations, Compl80, TensOO, Comp45, and Tens45, and at heights above
the baseplate of 0.75", 2" and 5". Shown to the right of the experimental stresses are
the finite element results for the same static loading. The different columns represent
the BASE series base model, with different values of leveling nut modulus of
elasticity. The shaded finite element values represent the approximate value of
modulus of elasticity which corresponds to the experimental stress value. When the
experimental stress is such that the obvious trend in stress over elasticity implies that
the value of elasticity required to yield the experimental stress is greater than 33000
then it was noted in the column marked "E greater than 33000".
The highlights shown in Table 3.4.2.1 very clearly suggests that the fixity and
hence stiffness the leveling nuts impart on the baseplate may not be consistently
applied in all directions. But rather the leveling nuts, which are not tightened to the
capacity of the anchor rod, distribute stiffness to the tubewall to baseplate connection
based on the contact between the leveling nuts and the baseplate. The definite trend of
the data is that the experimental data at the direct tension and compression locations is
better fit by finite element data with s~iffer leveling nuts. But the experimental data at
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the 45 degree radial locations in line with the anchor rods is better fit by finite element
data with more flexible leveling nuts.
The same relationship between leveling nut stiffness and compression hotspot
stress directly in line with the mast-ann and compressive stress in line with the anchor
rods is visually shown in Figure 3.4.2.2. The figure presents the same behavior as
previously discussed in the tabular format. The plot shows the trends of two random
stresses due to decreasing leveling nut stiffness. These random stresses were taken
from the finite element results in Table 3.4.2.1, but are unnamed to avoid confusion.
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Also shown are the experimentally observed stresses. Again it is clearly shown that
the trend in stress behavior due to decreasing the material stiffness of the leveling nuts
does not adequately account for data agreement of the stress data as a whole. As
shown in the figure, the experimental value of Stress I could be obtained if the
leveling nuts were modeled with much less stiff material properties. Though at the
same time the trend clearly shows that Stress 2 would only be obtained if the leveling
nuts were modeled with much stiffer material properties.
Physical Contact Study
In an effort to better understand the actual contact behavior of the leveling nut
to baseplate connection a physical examination was conducted on the contact surface.
In this simple study, feeler gages were used to detennine if gaps between the two
contact surfaces fom1ed when leveling nuts were loosened. The need for the
exan1ination became apparent after the complet~on of the experimental testing and
during the finite element calibration process. Finite clement data showed that the
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modeling simplification and assumptions used in recreating the leveling nut to
baseplate connection could considerably alter pole tube wall stresses. In addition it
was found that the several different approaches to the connection provided a range of
different results. The main physical justification of these different modeling
approaches, including leveling nut softening and the use of partial leveling nuts, is the
complex contact behavior. Thus the physical examination would provide proof for
this assumption.
The examination of all four anchor rods was performed on the W' thick
baseplate specimen with the mast-arm attached. A stand-off length of approximately I
5/8" was used, and the specimen was sanded at the approximate locations of contact,
to remove excess corrosion, which had occurred since the specimen was tested. The
general procedure was simply to loosen the "non contact leveling nut" (under the
mast-arm dead load). Then retighten it by hand until the nut first encountered
resistance from contacting the baseplate. Obviously in the experimental load testing,
the leveling nuts were applying a much greater fixity to the baseplate. This loosely
tightened condition was chosen to allow for the baseplate to displace as it would
naturally. In the experimental condition in which the anchor rods were not likely to
reach a full preload force, it might have been possible on a microscopic scale for the
baseplate to flex as it would in this loosely tightened condition. The assumption made
prior to examining the structure was that under this loosely tightened support
cond~tion, the contact between the leveling nuts and baseplate would represent the
locations of maximum contact force under the full hand tightened condition. Thus by
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using a feeler gage, which is nothing more than a very thin, and accurately measured
strip of metal, to physically detect where contact and gaps occur at the baseplate to
leveling nut contact interfaces.
In theory the physical examination was a very good practical solution to obtain
actual structural measurements to support unique modeling solutions. One issue,
which has been previously discussed as a possible source of poor data agreement,
again hindered the conclusiveness of the physical examination of the leveling nut
connection. This problem is the leveling and straightness (or out-of-straightness) of
the baseplate and leveling nuts. This issue that became apparent in the experimental
testing is not unrealistic to a structure in the field and pertains to the geometric
perfection that the structure is erected with. Two major sources of erecting
imperfection exist, how well the four pairs of leveling nuts and the baseplate are
leveled, and the straightness of the baseplate, the leveling nuts, washers, and anchor
rods. The purpose of the physical examination was to determine the areas of true
contact between the leveling nuts and the baseplate, but the influence of either
baseplate misalignment or baseplate/leveling nut/anchor rod out of straightness could
really dominate the contact conditions ofleveling nut connection.
To put the influence of erection imperfections into perspective imagine the
following highly simplified hypothetical case illustrated in Figure 3.4.2.3 Consider a
baseplate out of level by just 1/16" over the centerline-to-centerline anchor rod
spacing of 14",. and assume a deflected shape due to this imperfect.ion as a rigid
rotation, as the leveling nuts are in a loosely tightened condition, as they were in the
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physical feeler gage examination. Thus for leveling nuts of approximately a diameter
of two inches, the relative deflection between the two contact points would be
(2"/12")* 1116" which is approximately 10 milli-inches. Experimentally it was shown
that under fully hand tightened leveling nut connection conditions maximum baseplate
deflection under static loading of the 100 pound cantilever loading of the %" thick
baseplate was in the magnitude of only 9 milli-inches at the location of maximum
baseplate deflection, at the baseplate centerline. Obviously this example highly
simplifies the bending of the baseplate, and the degree of fixity or clamping force
which was applied to the baseplate by the wrench tightened leveling nuts are very
much unknown. Though as this example shows it is very possible that a very slight
leveling imperfection could alter the contact conditions of the baseplate to leveling nut
connection.
If the baseplate was perfectly level, and fixed by partially tight, wrench
tightened leveling nuts the behavior of the contact would be much simpler and
dominated by the deflected shape of the baseplate. The mechanism that would
determine the contact between the baseplate and leveling nuts may be referred to as
prying. Figure 3.4.2.4 illustrates this behavior. Note the figure shows a profile of the
tension side of the baseplate. The tensile uplift action acts to defonn the basepbtc
such that contact occurs as shown in the figure. Note that because the leveling nuts
are not completely tightened there is room for very small defomlations, indicated by
the exaggerated spacing beh:veen the leveling nuts and the baseplate. Referring ba~k
to Figure 3.4.2.3, which showed the baseplate leveling imperfection influence on the
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contact conditions of the baseplate, it is evident that the two contact behaviors act
against each other.
Pinned Finite Element Model
It would appear that the contact conditions between the leveling nut pairs and
the baseplate would be primarily dictated by baseplate leveling imperfections and
prying. However the description of these two mechanisms influencing the contact
conditions has only been explained in two dimensions. In order to examine the
leveling nut contact behavior with a different approach a "pinned" restrained finite
element model was studied. This "pinned" model eliminated the solid element leveling
nuts and anchor rods. The anchor rod hole was filled in with solid elements with the
same baseplate thickness, and a restraint in the global X,Y, and Z directions, pinned
was added at all four of the anchor rod locations. Figure 3.4.2.5 shows the deflected
shape of this model. Note the left tension anchor rod position is blocked off, as it will
be the focus of the deflected shape study.
Figure 3.4.2.6 shows the plan view of the boxed off anchor rod location. Note
the deflections are measured at the indicated points, with theta being measured as
shown. The deflections are plotted below. Note that the maximum locations of
deflection are shown for the baseplate in a fixity condition where it is free to rotate.
Thus the pinned model shows that as expected the baseplates maximum deflection
local to the leveling nuts will be in the direction of the maximum uplift or tension side
of the baseplate. It is slightly angled. in towards the center of the pole. The
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corresponding location of maximum downward deflection occurs directly opposite of
it.
The results of the physical feeler gage examination were not completely
inconclusive. The results offer a direct account of the complexity of the actual
connection, which can not be obtained in a finite element model. Using a finite
element model with "pinned" support conditions as a guide assumptions about the
contact surface were made, and will be discussed after the results of the feeler gage
inspection. Actually the results of the inspection showed that contact surfaces were
often located at locations as expected, based on the pinned finite element model, and
contact assumptions of baseplate leveling imperfection and prying. Considering the
effects of imperfections in the erection process, the results support these assumption
reasonably well.
Figure 3.4.2.7 shows half of the results of the feeler gage leveling nut contact
inspection. The results of the testing on the right and left compression anchor rods are
presented. Note for both the left and right anchor rod, the gap locations are shown for
both the top and bottom leveling nut. The complexity of the contact conditions
between the leveling nuts and baseplate are evident. The two dashed line boxed in
locations indicate that the gap locations would indicate prying cont:lct conditions. The
right compression bottom leveling nut gap locations is very indicative of the pl)~ng
behavior discussed in Figure 3.4.2.4. In this particular compression location the
opposite deflected shape would be expected and a g.ap should develop between the
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bottom leveling nut to baseplate interface towards the outside left and right edge of the
baseplate, which was observed in the feeler gage examination.
Partial Leveling Nuts
It was decided that a very simple, yet unconventional approach was the best
alternative available to model the leveling nut to baseplate connection. By simply
removing material from the leveling nuts from the non-load bearing locations, the
contact pressure exerted on the baseplate was reasonably simulated. And the reduced
stiffuess of the hand tightened leveling nut to anchor rod connection was also
simulated by less solid material in the model. More than 17 different modeled
geometries were investigated in the process to better understand the connection.
Several of these as modeled connections are shown in Figure 3.4.2.8. The calibration
study for partial leveling nuts was primarily conducted by comparing finite element
data with the %" thick baseplate experimental data. As the leveling nut connection
will influence the stresses in fatigue critical tubewall locations the most when the
baseplate is able to assume a more severe deflected shape, governed by the leveling
nut connection fixity. By this logic the 3" thick baseplate model will be fairly
insensitive to different modeled leveling nut connections. Thus the difference in
hotspot tubewall stresses between the finite element modeled structures with and
without partial leveling nuts will be greater in the %" baseplate models, when
compared ~o the 3" thick baseplate models. Table 3.4.2.2 shows t!lis trend displaying
the comparison of the results of the BASE and a partial leveling nut model for the 3"
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thick baseplate specimen. Comparing the difference in stress data between the BASE
finite element models and the finite element models using partial wedge nuts, ofthe3"
thick baseplate it can be clearly seen that the difference is not too severe. In many
gage locations the difference is negligible. Thus it is quite obvious that in studying the
effect of the leveling nut to baseplate connection, the trends in connection fixity will
be more apparent if studied on the more flexible %" thick baseplate specimen. In
addition as will be discussed this partial leveling nut solution will not be used in the
parametric study. Because the effects of the partial leveling nut modeling technique
are not significant in thicker baseplate specimens they will not be considered. Thus
the partial leveling nut solution will only be utilized for the purpose of attempting to
obtain the best possible data agreement in the final finite element comparison as
discussed in the beginning of Chapter 4.
Table 3.4.2.3 displays the results of the partial leveling nut modeling option
termed WN7. It is noted that the same partial leveling nut geometry was used in the
previous table for the 3" baseplate thickness specimen. Figure 3.4.2.9 shows a close
up of this partial leveling nut geometry. The geometry is such that it considerably
decreases the rotational resistance of the full solid element leveling nut connection and
uses 90 degree "wedges" placed in line with the anchor rod and the center of the pole,
in locations consistent with prying as discussed above. The method used to select this
partial leveling nut modeling option, simply involved exanlining the various modeling
results with the exp~rimentally obtained results. Several different modelin.g options
proved to be effective in minimizing the differences in data agreement.
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In summary of this task, two simple observations were made in this very large
comparison of different data and partial leveling. The first observation showed that
given the 17 different partial leveling nut modeling options, there were very large
ranges in stress data. These large differences between different leveling nut modeling
options, existed not only at the hotspot stress locations but in the gage locations 5"
above the baseplate. The second observation seemed to suggest that any partial
leveling nut modeling option was only minimizing the error in data agreement.
Whether the difference in data agreement is due to local fixity effects of the leveling
nuts or the experimental error is too great at certain locations it appears that there may
be no simple modeling solution to the data agreement problem.
By examining the different connection types it becomes clear that the modeled
connection type can be effective in minimizing the poor data agreement. Considering
this numerical comparison of accuracy and the discussion of the simplified leveling
nut behavior the model referred to as WN7 was selected as the most accurate method
to model the leveling nut connection. However due to the problem discussed above
and the fact that the different leveling nut connections do give similar results, this
selection of a final leveling nut modeling simplification will be made cautiously.
Section 3.5: Finite Element Summar"
Section 3.5.1: Summary orData Agreement
Given the rather lengthy discussion of various finite element geometry studies,
and comparison to the experi~ntial data in Chapter 3, the difficulty in gaining perfec~
data agreement between finite element and experimental data is evident. Considering
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the significant stress gradient, the degree of variability in the leveling nut to baseplate
fixity conditions, the thin tubewall geometry itself, and many other factors, agreement
between finite element and experimental data is difficult to attain. However as
discussed in Section 3.2 overall data agreement is quite good. The data agreement
suggests that local effects may playa role in stress behavior in the tubewall, adjacent
to the socket connection. The primary goal of the finite element calibration study was
to verify the modeling procedures and techniques as to allow for the parametric study
to be discussed later in Chapter 5. The results of the lengthy calibration study of
Chapter 3 and the future final finite element data comparison to experimental data will
satisfactorily show that the results of the parametric study will be indicative of the
static behavior of the structure over a wide range of baseplate flexibilities.
There were two major trends in data agreement observed that were not able to
be resolved by the finite element calibration study. These trends may be the result of
the leveling nut baseplate fixity conditions. Section 4.3 discusses a few different
improvements to the test setup and instrumentation plan that may resolve these trends
in data agreement.
• At direct tension and compression radial locations, outcr, inncr, and local
bending tubewall stresses are drastically oycr prcdicted by finite clement
analysis, as discussed in Section 3.2. This oycr prediction is grcatest in %"
thick bascplate, and hotspot stresses at the direct radial locations are in
reasonable agreement for 1 Yz" specimen. Experimental stress data from the
other vertical gage locations at the direct radial locations was shO\\'11 to be in
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good agreement. As well as the data from 45 degree radial locations, in line
with the anchor rods, including hotspot gage location data, which was
generally in good agreement with finite element stress data.
• Poor hotspot stress agreement becomes more evident in the 3" specimen data.
The 3" specimen data is particularly confusing since the 14" specimen data
agreement is clearly the result of flexibility and local fixity conditions at the
direct tension and compression locations. A good improvement in the hot spot
stress agreement is achieved from the %" specimen to the I W' specimen. Yet
the improvement to data agreement diverges as the thickness increases to 3".
The hotspot outer tubewall stress data appears to be in reasonable agreement.
However the inner tubewall stresses are consistently in poor agreement.
Though the magnitudes of both the experimental and analytical inner stresses
are small compared to the corresponding W' specimen data, the experimental
and analytical data disagree in the sense of stress (a tensile experimental inner
hotspot stress corresponding to compressive analytical inner hotspot stress).
Section 3.5.2: Summan' of Calihr:ltion Stud\'
Tubewall thickncss: Prior to bcginning thc calibration finitc clemcnt study the most
accurate tubcwall mcasurcment gavc a thickncss of 0.22". There was some
uncertainty to whether this was an accurate measurement. The primary intent of the
tubewall thickness calibration study was to investigat~ thc influence of small changes
in tubewall thickness. It was found that small changes in tubewall stress due to the
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modified tubewall thicknesses were the result of the change of pole area and inertia,
and not the stiffuess of the pole. Using more advanced measurement tools a tubewall
thickness of 0.23" inches was measured.
RESULT: The result of the study showed that tubewall thickness does not
drastically influence tubewall stress beyond that would be
expected due to the change in the cross section properties. The
most accurate tubewall thickness measurement of 0.23" will be
used in the final finite element geometry.
Mesh Refinement: Finite element data showed little to no change due to increasing
refinement.
RESULT: Slight increases to the mesh refinement were made in the final
series of finite element models, compared to the previous models
of the calibration study. Particularly utilizing two elements
through tubewall thickness and providing at least five elements
through all baseplate thicknesses. The mesh size initially
selected is adequate.
Hand Access Hole: Finite element data shows that various different as-modeled hand
access hole geometries have little effect on hotspot stresses and some minor effect on
stress data .at gage locations closer to the hand access hole. The .minor effects show
little variation with different as-modeled hand access hole geometries.
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RESULT: Use the simple shell to shell connection with measured
dimensions of hand access hole reinforcement thickness, depth,
height, and width.
Stand-off Length: FE data showed that a wide range of stand-off lengths will result in
very small changes in tubewall stresses and baseplate deflections. Altering stand-off
length to unreasonable dimensions didn't seem to improve the overall trend data
agreement. Thus stand-off length as shown experimentally plays very little role in
altering tubewall stresses.
RESULT: Use 1 5/8" stand off length as in BASE models, which represents
the average measured stand-off length of the primary test setup.
Weld Profile: Increasing Concavity of weld profile, as is case in specimens shows
limited effect in 3" specimens, and more noticeable effect in %" specimen. Reduction
in local bending stresses in the %" specimen is fairly constant, approximately 750 psi.
Reduction bending stress in 3" specimen seems to be more localized to direct tension
and compression radial locations approximately 200 psi.
RESULT: Include weld profile concavity, and horizontal and vertical weld
dimensions as much as possible due to measuring tolerances and
variation in the weld profile.
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Leveling Nut Connection: The leveling nut to baseplate connection is likely not
completely fixed, as assumed in the BASE model. Through studying many different
finite element connection modeling simplifications, one model referred to as WN7,
seemed to improve data agreement, and fit into the discussed understanding of the
connection behavior in Section 3.2.
RESULT: In final data comparison the final finite element model shall utilize
this particular as-modeled connection, utilizing the WN7 partial
leveling nut geometry. However the same model without the
partial leveling nut connection was examined and provided nearly
identical results.
Section 3.5.3: Summarv of Final Finite Element Geometrv
The following changes were made to the BASE finite element model for the
final finite element comparison presented in the begilming of Chapter 4:
• Final modeled baseplate geometry will be the same for all 3 specimens as very
small differences in measurements were rarely present, and differences were
small enough to be result of limitations of measuring equipment.
• Square baseplate sides of 17", isosceles triangle cut-out of I" by I", anchor rod
spacing of 143116" will be used.
• All baseplate thickness measurements indicated that nominal thicknesses %", 1
W', and 3" are appropriate.
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• Tubewall thickness for all three pole specImens and hand access hole
reinforcement will be taken as 0.23" as measured by the ultrasonic depth
meter. A tubewall thickness of 0.18" will be used for the mast-arm specimen.
• Pole base diameters and tapers will be based on the individual specimen
measurements, and not taken as one common pole geometry as in the BASE
model analysis, even though differences are small. Base diameter and taper
measurements will be converted into linear form;
D [in] = base diam. - taper [in/ft] * Y
Where the both the taper and base diameter are given accurate to the three
significant figures. Thus modeled geometries will represent the measured
geometries exactly. (See Section 2.1 for specimen diameters and tapers)
• For the final model to experimental data comparison, weld profile
measurements will be made for all three specimens. One profile will be made
representative of the average weld profile, as accurately as possible. (See
section 2.1 for specimen weld profile geometry)
• The same finite element mesh baseplate horizontal plot only template will be
used on all three models, with the outer nodes along the center pole cut-out,
radially enlarged, or decreased to accommodate the given specimen.
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3/4"Th" kB ItSIC aSeOla e ioeClmen
Height Exp.
Gage # Outside or Radial above Stress Average if FE StressInside Location baseplate Necessary "BASE"
finl [ksij
5 0 C.; 180; 5 -1.32 -1.46
6 I 5 -1.18 -1.30
11 0 C.; 180; 0.75 -2.49 -5.04
12 I 0.75 5.07 8.33
9 0 C.; 180; 2 2.34 1.91
10 I 2 -2.39 -2.43
15 0 T.;O; 5 0.95 1.27
16 I 5 0.90 1.14
21 0 T.;O; 0.75 3.88 4.84
22 I 0.75 -8.51 -8.08
19 0 T.;O; 2 -2.52 -1.91
20 I 2 2.38 2.33
27 0 C.;45; L 5 -1.82 -1.71
28 I 5 -1.61 -1.53
33 0 C.;45; L 0.75 -11.76 -11.11 -8.3034 I 0.75 9.08 8.85 6.64
45 0 C.;45;R 0.75 -10.45
46 I 0.75 8.62
31 0 C.;45; L 2 -0.38 -0.38 -0.5332 I 2 -2.87 -2.87 -2.71
37 0 T.; 45; L 5 1.99 1.77
38 I 5 1.74 1.56
43 0 T.;45; L 0.75 9.96 9.76 8.09
44 I 0.75 -7.84 -7.86 -6.47
23 0 T.;45;R 0.75 9.56
24 I 0.75 -7.87
41 0 T.; 45; L 2 0.60 0.60 0.53
42 I 2 2.86 2.86 2.67
Baseplate Deflection rmilli-inchl LVDT -9.17 -6.89
Table 3.3.1: Experimental and Analytical Data Comparison;
BASE Model, 3/4" Baseplate Thickness
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11/2 II Th k B Sic aseDI ate )DeClmen
Height Exp.
Gage # Outside or Radial above Stress Average if FE StressInside Location baseplate Necessary "BASE"
finl
[ksi]
8 0 C.; 180; 5 -1.35 -1.54
9 I 5 -1.34 -1.46
14 0 C.; 180; 0.75 ~-3.03 -3.74
15 I 0.75 4.14 4.23
12 0 C.; 180; 2 0.64 0.29
13 I 2 -2.04 -2.16
18 0 T.;O; 5 1.17 1.30
19 I 5 1.16 1.25
24 0 T.;O; 0.75 3.00 3.50
25 I 0.75 -3.14 -4.04
22 0 T.;O; 2 -0.56 -0.35
23 I 2 2.02 2.00
38 0 C.;45; L 5 -1.86 -1.57
39 I 5 -1.63 -1.43
44 0 C.;45; L 0.75 -5.01 -4.52
45 I 0.75 1.90 2.41
42 0 C.;45; L 2 -1.17 -0.93
43 I 2 -2.38 -2.02
28 0 T.;45; R -5 1.74 1.85 1.63
29 I 5 1.50 1.60 1.46
46 0 T.;45; L 5 1.96
47 I 5 1.70
34 0 T.;45; R 0.75 4.88 5.06 4.35
35 I 0.75 -2.60 -2.65 -2.30
50 0 T.;45; L 0.75 5.23
51 I 0.75 -2.69
48 0 T.;45; L 2 1.11 0.95 0.92
49 I 2 2.34 2.21 1.98
32 0 T.;45;R 2 0.80
33 I 2 2.09
Baseplate Deflection milli-inchl LVDT -3.85 -2.94
Table 3.3.2: Experimental and Analytical Data Comparison;
BASE Model, 1 1/2" Baseplate Thickness
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s3 II Thick Baseolate ioeClmen
Height Exp.
Gage# Outside or Radial above Stress Average if FE StressInside Location baseplate Necessary "BASE"
rinl
[ksi]
2 0 C.; 180; 5 -1.66 -1.75
3 I 5 -1.61 -1.67
6 0 C.; 180; 0.875 -2.44 -2.54
7 I 0.875 -1.17 0.75
4 0 C.; 180; 2 -0.58 -0.82
5 I 2 -2.12 -2.11
8 0 T.;O; 5 1.23 1.44
9 I 5 1.24 1.40
12 0 T.;O; 0.875 2.17 2.28
13 I 0.875 0.75 -0.73
10 0 T.;O; 2 0.44 0.67
11 I 2 1.91 1.87
14 0 C.;45; L 5 -1.53 -1.41
15 I 5 -1.39 -1.32
18 0 C.; 45 ; L 0.875 -2.97 -2.81 -2.38
19 I 0.875 -1.03 -0.99 0.21
20 0 C.;45; R 0.875 -2.65
21 I 0.875 -0.96
16 0 C.;45; L 2 -1.20 -1.20 -1.04
17 I 2 -1.78 -1.78 -1.60
22 0 T.;45; L 5 1.71 1.47
23 I 5 1.48 1.35
26 0 T.;45; L 0.875 2.65 2.66 2.26
27 I 0.875 0.98 0.96 -0.17
28 0 T.;45;R 0.875 2.67
29 I 0.875 0.95
24 0 T.;45; L 2 1.17 1.17 1.02
25 I 2 1.83 1.83 1.56
Baseplate Deflection milli-inchl LVDT -1.42 -1.60
Table 3.3.3: Experimental and Analytical Data Comparison;
BASE Model, 3" Baseplate Thickness
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Total Avgerage Y=2"&5" Avg. Y=0.75 or 0.875"
** Avg. DiferenceDifference (ksi) Diference (ksi) (ksi)
3/4" 1.31 0.16 1.92
1 1/2" 0.32 0.15 0.49
3" 0.38 0.15 0.85
Table 3.3.4: Numeric Data Agreement Summary; Absolute Average Difference between
Experimental and BASE FE Data, by Specimen and Vertical Gage Location
** Note due to different weld sizes of test specimens gage location
nearest to vertical fillet weld is 0.75" above baseplate for 3/4" and
1 1/2" thick baseplate specimens, and 0.875" for 3" thick
baseplate specimen.
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Height Exp. FE OverlGage Outside Radial Above Stress BASE Under Pre Difference# Inside Loc. Baseplate [ksi] Stress diction [ksi][in] [ksi]
Q) 11 0 C.; 180; 0.75 -2.49 -5.64 Over 3.15iii 12 I 0.75 5.07 9.18 Over 4.11C.
Q) 21 0 0.75 3.88 5.43 Over 1.54l/l T.; 0;ro 22 I 0.75 -8.51 -8.90 Over 0.39CD
~ 33 0 0.75 -11.76 -9.09 Under 2.67
.2 C;45 ;Avg.L: 34 I 0.75 9.08 7.37 Under 1.70~
~ 43 0 T.;45 ;Avg. 0.75 9.96 8.85 Under 1.10
C") 44 I 0.75 -7.84 -7.18 Under 0.66
14 0 C.; 180; 0.75 -3.03 -3.58 Over 0.55
15 I 0.75 4.14 3.98 Under 0.16
tiQ) 24 0 0.75 3.00 3.36 Over 0.36
.- - T.; 0;L: ro
25 I 0.75 -3.14 -3.81 Over 0.66~c.
Q)
44 0 0.75 -5.01 -4.42 Under 0.58Nl/l C;45 ;Avg.-ro
..... cn 45 I 0.75 1.90 2.15 Over 0.25
.....
34 0 T.;45 ;Avg. 0.75 4.88 4.26 Under 0.63
35 I 0.75 -2.60 -2.05 Under 0.55
Q) 6 0 C.; 180; 0.875 -2.44 -2.54 Over 0.10iii 7 I 0.875 -1.17 0.75 Under 1.91C. 12 0 0.875 2.17 2.28 Over 0.11Q) T.;O;l/l
ro 13 I 0.875 0.75 -0.73 Under 1.48CD
~ 18 0 C;45 ;Avg. 0.875 -2.97 -2.38 Under 0.59
.2 19 I 0.875 -1.03 0.21 Under 1.24L:
~ 26 0 0.875 2.65 2.26 Under 0.3,9Ct>
27 I
T.;45 ;Avg.
0.875 0.98 -0.17 Under 1.15
Table 3.3.5: Hotspot (gage location closest to vertical weld toe) Stress Data
Agreement Comparison
Table Summary
Average Over Prediction (By FE Over Exp. Value) at Direct Tension and
Compression Radial Locations (3f4" Spec.) "---::::'2-=.3:-::'0-
Average Under Prediction (By FE under Exp. Value) at Tension and
Compression 45 degree Radial Locations (3f4" Spec.) 1.53
Data Agreement for 1 1/2" Specimen Good. There is no drastic observable
pattern in the data agreement
In the 3" specimen note the very poor agreement with the inside gages
which are shown highlighted
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3/4" Baseplate Thickness Specimen t = 0.21875"
BASE
0.1875
(Thin)
0.235
(Thick)
Height Exp. FE BASE FEThTW FEGage Out! Radial Above Stress Avg. if Stress Stress ThkTW# Inside Lac. Baseplate [ksi] Nee. [ksi] [ksij Stress[in1 rksil
5 0 C.; 180; 5 -1.32 -1.50 -1.74 -1.40
6 I 5 -1.18 -1.33 -1.58 -1.25
11 0 C.; 180; 0.75 -2.49 -5.64 -6.40 -5.18
12 I 0.75 5.07 9.18 10.34 8.63
9 0 C.; 180; 2 2.34 2.01 2.17 1.87
10 I 2 -2.39 -2.54 -3.27 -2.24
15 0 T.; 0; 5 0.95 1.29 1.51 1.21
16 I 5 0.90 1.16 1.39 1.09
21 0 T.;O; 0.75 3.88 5.43 6.19 4.95
22 I 0.75 -8.51 -8.90 -10.07 -8.36
19 0 T.;O; 2 -2.52 -2.01 -2.17 -1.88
20 I 2 2.38 2.43 3.15 2.15
27 0 C; 45; L 5 -1.82 -1.80 -2.11 -1.68
28 I 5 -1.61 -1.60 -1.85 -1.51
33 0 C;45; L 0.75 -11.76 -11.11 -9.09 -9.39 -8.75
34 I 0.75 9.08 8.85 7.37 7.51 7.29
45 0 C; 45; L 0.75 -10.45
46 I 0.75 8.62
31 0 C;45; L 2 -0.38 -0.38 -0.58 -0.60 -0.60
32 I 2 -2.87 -2.87 -2.86 -3.52 -2.56
37 0 T;45;L 5 1.99 1.87 2.17 1.74
38 I 5 1.74 1.64 1.90 1.54
43 0 T;45;L 0.75 9.96 9.76 8.85 9.17 8.52
44 I 0.75 -7.84 -7.86 -7.18 -7.33 -7.10
23 0 T;45;L 0.75 9.56
24 I 0.75 -7.87
41 0 T;45;L 2 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.60 0.60
42 I 2 2.86 2.86 2.81 3.46 2.51
LVDT -9.17 -7.14 -7.42 -7.05
Table 3.4.1.1: Tubewal Thickness Calibration Study Results
FEThlW
FEThklW
BASE
Thin tubewall thickness=0.1875"
Thick Tubewall thickness=0.235"
Standard Tubewall thickness=0.21875"
Average R.ange of Stress Values at Y=0.75"
Average Range of Stress Values at Y=5"
Average Increase in Stress of ThkTW U+
Average Increase in Stress of ThTW U+
... Compared to BASE
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0.95 ksi
0.36 ksi
114%)
94%
3/4" Baseplate
Height FE FE FE FEExp. REFINGage Out! Radial Above Stress Avg. if BASE REFIN DTW BP Range# Inside Loc. Base- [ksi] Nee. Stress Stress Stress Stress [ksi]plate [in] [ksij [ksi] [ksi]
rksil
5 a C;180; 5 -1.32 -1.50 -1.49 -1.49 -1.50 0.01
6 I 5 -1.18 -1.33 -1.33 -1.33 -1.33 0.00
11 a C;180; 0.75 -2.49 -5.64 -5.59 -5.51 -5.54 0.131"2 I 0.75 5.07 9.18 9.19 9.15 9.02 0.16
9 a C;180; 2 2.34 2.01 2.00 2.00 1.99 0.02
10 I 2 -2.39 -2.54 -2.55 -2.54 -2.53 0.02
15 a T;O; 5 0.95 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.30 0.00
16 I 5 0.90 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.16 0.00
21 a T;O; 0.75 3.88 5.43 5.37 5.29 5.33 0.14
22 I 0.75 -8.51 -8.90 -8.91 -8.88 -8.76 0.16
--1.L a T;O; 2 -2.52 -2.01 -2.01 -2.01 -1.99 0.02
20 I 2 2.38 2.43 2.45 2.44 2.42 0.03
27 a C;45;L 5 -1.82 -1.80 -1.80 -1.80 -1.80 0.00
28 I 5 -1.61 -1.60 -1.60 -1.60 -1.60 0.00
33 a C;45;L 0.75 -11.76 -11.11 -9.09 -9.04 -8.98 -9.06 0.00
34 I 0.75 9.08 8.85 7.37 7.40 7.40 7.34 0.00
45 a C;45;L 0.75 -10.45
46 I 0.75 8.62
31 a C;45;L 2 -0.38 -0.38 -0.58 -0.58 -0.58 -0.58 0.01
32 I 2 -2.87 -2.87 -2.86 -2.87 -2.87 -2.86 0.01
37 a T;45;L 5 1.99 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.87 0.01
38 I 5 1.74 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 0.00
43 a T;45;L 0.75 9.96 9.76 8.85 8.80 8.74 8.82 0.11
44 I 0.75 -7.84 -7.86 -7.18 -7.21 -7.20 -7.15 0.06
23 a T;45;L 0.75 9.56
24 I 0.75 -7.87
41 a T;45;L 2 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.01
42 I 2 2.86 2.86 2.81 2.82 2.81 2.81 0.01
LVDT [milli-inch] -9.17 -7.14 -7.17 -7.17 -7.24 0.10
(Baseplate DeflectIon)
Table 3.4.1.2: Mesh Refinement Calibration Study Results
(Note Se~escriptions of mesh refinement in Section 3.4.1)
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3/4" Baseplate
Height FE BASE FE2_HAH FE O_HAH FEGage Out 1 Radial Above Stress Stress Stress O_HAH* Range# Inside Loc. Base-plate [ksi] [ksi] [ksij Stress [ksi][in] [ksi]
5 0 C;180; 5 -1.50 -1.49 -1.50 -1.50 0.01
6 I 5 -1.33 -1.33 -1.34 -1.34 0.01
11 0 C;180; 0.75 -5.64 -5.58 -5.75 -5.77 0.19
12 I 0.75 9.18 9.11 9.32 9.35 0.25
9 0 C;180; 2 2.01 2.00 2.03 2.03 0.03
10 I 2 -2.54 -2.53 -2.56 -2.56 0.04
15 0 T;O; 5 1.29 1.39 1.06 0.98 0.40
16 I 5 1.16 1.24 0.99 0.93 0.31
21 0 T;O; 0.75 5.43 5.48 5.23 5.18 0.30
22 I 0.75 -8.90 -8.94 -8.73 -8.71 0.23
19 0 T;O; 2 -2.01 -2.00 -2.08 -2.10 0.10
20 I 2 2.43 2.46 2.34 2.31 0.15
.
27 0 C;45;L 5 -1.80 -1.79 -1.83 -1.84 0.05
28 I 5 -1.60 -1.59 -1.63 -1.63 0.04
33 0 C;45;L 0.75 -9.09 -9.08 -9.15 -9.16 0.08
34 I 0.75 7.37 7.37 7.41 7.42 0.04
45 0 C;45;L 0.75
46 I 0.75
31 0 C;45;L 2 -0.58 -0.56 -0.60 -0.60 0.03
32 I 2 -2.86 -2.85 -2.88 -2.88 0.03
37 0 T;45;L 5 1.87 1.82 2.00 2.05 0.23
38 I 5 1.64 1.60 1.74 1.77 0.16
43 0 T;45;L 0.75 8.85 8.87 8.88 8.89 0.04
44 I 0.75 -7.18 -7.21 -7.16 -7.16 0.05
23 0 T;45;L 0.75
24 I 0.75
41 0 T;45;L 2 0.58 0.56 0.63 0.65 0.08
42 I 2 2.81 2.80 2.84 2.85 0.05
LVDT [mill i-inch] -7.14 -7.10 -7.24 -7.26 0.16
(Baseplate Deflection)
Table 3.4.1.3: Hand Access Hole Geometry Calibration Study Results
(Note See descriptions of hand access hole geometries in Section 3.4.1)
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3/4" Baseplate
Stand-off Length ••• (S): S=0.75" S=1 5/8" S=25" S=5"
Height Exp. FE FE BASE FE FE
Gage# Out! Radial Above Stress Avg. if Stress Stress Stress StressInside Loc. Base-plate Nee.
rinl
[ksi] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi]
5 0 C;180; 5 -1.32 -1.54 -1.50 -1.43 -1.25
6 I 5 -1.18 -1.37 -1.33 -1.28 -1.13
11 0 C;180; 0.75 -2.49 -5.43 -5.64 -5.77 -5.99
12 I 0.75 5.07 8.76 9.18 9.55 10.38
9 0 C;180; 2 2.34 1.88 2.01 2.16 2.55
10 I 2 -2.39 -2.59 -2.54 -2.48 -2.36
15 0 T;O; 5 0.95 1.33 1.29 1.23 1.06
16 I 5 0.90 1.20 1.16 1.11 0.98
21 0 T;O; 0.75 3.88 5.22 5.43 5.57 5.78
22 I 0.75 -8.51 -8.49 -8.90 -9.27 -10.08
19 0 T;O; 2 -2.52 -1.89 -2.01 -2.15 -2.53
20 I 2 2.38 2.48 2.43 2.38 2.27
27 0 C;45;L 5 -1.82 -1.77 -1.80 -1.86 -1.99
28 I 5 -1.61 -1.58 -1.60 -1.64 -1.73
33 0 C;45;L 0.75 -11.76 -11.11 -8.70 -9.09 -9.54 -10.64
34 I 0.75 9.08 8.85 6.88 7.37 7.91 9.20
45 0 C;45;L 0.75 -10.45
46 I 0.75 8.62
31 0 C;45;L 2 -0.38 -0.38 -0.62 -0.58 -0.55 -0.49
32 I 2 -2.87 -2.87 -2.78 -2.86 -2.96 -3.20
37 0 T;45;L 5 1.99 1.84 1.87 1.92 2.0638 I 5 1.74 1.62 1.64 1.68 1.77
43 0 T;45;L 0.75 9.96 9.76 8.48 8.85 9.29 10.3644 I 0.75 -7.84 -7.86 -6.69 -7.18 -7.70 -8.95
23 0 T;45;L 0.75 9.56
24 I 0.75 -7.87
41 0 T;45;L 2 0.60 0.60 0.62 0.58 0.55 0.50
42 I 2 2.86 2.86 2.73 2.81 2.90 3.14
LVDT [milli-inch]
-9.17 -6.47 -7.14 -7.91 -9.90
(Baseplate Deflection)
Table 3.4.1.4: Stand-off Length Calibration Study Results
**. Stand-off length refers to the length of anchor rod between the top of the concrete
foundation and the bottom of the bottom leveling nut.
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3/4" Baseplate
Q)e "iii FE Weld FE WeldQ) u > .- ~ u FE BASE FE NoBW"0 o~
'"'
"iii 0 .oQ) l/) Q) PRO PRO 2
-I
<{co l/) z (3/4") - - (3/4")Q) c ]j ~ ~ (3/4") (3/4")C)
-0.co
-
.L: I
-
Stress Stress
<.9
-
"0 C)Q) en C) Stress Stress::J co
"- l/) > [ksi] [ksi]0 0::: Q) co ri. <{ [ksi] [ksijIll) x
w
2 0 C;180; 5 -1.32 -1.50 -1.49 -1.49 -1.61
6 I 5 -1.18 -1.33 -1.33 -1.33 -1.40
11 0 C;180; 0.75 -2.49 -5.64 -4.99 -4.87 -4.781"2 I 0.75 5.07 9.18 8.44 8.30 8.07
~ 0 C;180; 2 2.34 2.01 2.00 2.00 1.88
10 I 2 -2.39 -2.54 -2.60 -2.60 -2.82
~ 0 T;O; 5 0.95 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.41
16 I 5 0.90 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.23
4 0 T;O; 0.75 3.88 5.43 4.78 4.67 4.57
22 I 0.75 -8.51 -8.90 -8.20 -8.06 -7.82
19 0 T;O; 2 -2.52 -2.01 -2.01 -2.00 -1.8920 I 2 2.38 2.43 2.50 2.50 2.73
27 0 C;45;L 5 -1.82 -1.80 -1.80 -1.80 -1.72
28 I 5 -1.61 -1.60 -1.60 -1.60 -1.55
33 0 C;45;L 0.75 -11.76 -11.11 -9.09 -8.45 -8.36 -9.00
34 I 0.75 9.08 8.85 7.37 6.71 6.61 7.63
45 0 C;45;L 0.75 -10.45
46~ 0.75 8.62
31 0 C;45;L 2 -0.38 -0.38 -0.58 -0.55 -0.56 -0.49
32 I 2 -2.87 -2.87 -2.86 -2.97 -2.99 -2.72
37 0 T;45;L 5 1.99 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.79
38 I 5 1.74 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.60
43 0 T;45;L 0.75 9.96 9.76 8.85 8.22 8.15 8.76
44 I 0.75 -7.84 -7.86 -7.18 -6.53 -6.44 -7.43
23 0 T;45;L 0.75 9.56
24 I 0.75 -7.87
41 0 T;45;L 2 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.55 0.56 0.50
42 I 2 2.86 2.86 2.81 3.08 2.93 2.68
LVDT [milli-inch] -9.17 -7.14 -7.32 -7.37 -7.57
(Baseplate Deflection)
Table 3.4.1.5: Weld Profile Calibration Study Results for the 3/4" Baseplate Thickness
Specimen
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3 It Baseplate
~ FE FE(1)e 'Vi FE FE FE FE(1) 0 > .- =. 0 WELD WELD
=tl: "0 0
0- (1) BASE BASE A BASE B WELD'Vi .0 (1) In
....J «10 In z PRO PRO_2(1) r::: ~ (1) ~ (3") (3") (3") PRO (3") - -0> - -15. L-ro
- -
_VL (3") _VL (3")
"0 .r:. I C/) Stress Stress Stress(!)
-
0>(1) 0> Stress:J ro
.- In > Stress Stress0 0:: (1) ro ci. « [ksi] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi]Irn x [ksi] [ksi]w
2 0 C;180; 5 -1.66 -1.85 -1.85 -1.85 -1.85 -1.85 -1.853 I 5 -1.61 -1.76 -1.76 -1.76 -1.76 -1.76 -1.76
6 0 C;180; 0.875 -2.44 -2.39 -2.38 -2.29 -2.26 -2.52 -2.37
7 I 0.875 -1.17 0.36 0.34 0.21 0.12 0.41 0.24
4 0 C;180; 2 -0.58 -0.90 -0.90 -0.92 -0.91 -0.90 -0.915 I 2 -2.12 -2.28 -2.28 -2.27 -2.28 -2.27 -2.27
8 0 T;O; 5 1.23 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52
'"9 I 5 1.24 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48
,.g 0 T;O; 0.875 2.17 2.15 2.13 2.05 2.02 2.26 2.12
13 I 0.875 0.75 -0.39 -0.37 -0.25 -0.16 -0.43 -0.26
10 0 T;O; 2 0.44 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.75 0.74 0.75~ I 2 1.91 2.03 2.03 2.02 2.03 2.02 2.02
~ 0 C;45;L 5 -1.53 -1.49 -1.49 -1.49 -1.49 -1.49 -1.5015 I 5 -1.39 -1.40 -1.40 -1.40 -1.40 -1.40 -1.40
~ 0 C;45;L 0.875 -2.97 -2.81 -2.30 -2.29 -2.23 -2.23 -2.41 -2.3119 I 0.875 -1.03 -0.99 -0.07 -0.09 -0.20 -0.21 -0.02 -0.13
20 0 C;45;L 0.875 -2.6521 I 0.875 -0.96
16 0 C;45;L 2 -1.20 -1.20 -1.11 -1.11 -1.13 -1.11 -1.11 -1.1117 I 2 -1.78 -1.78 -1.73 -1.73 -1.72 -1.74 -1.73 -1.73
~ 0 T;45;L 5 1.71 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.5623 I 5 1.48 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.44 1.43 1.44
26 0 T;45;L 0.875 2.65 2.66 2.19 2.17 .2.11 2.12 2.28 2.2027 I 0.875 0.98 0.96 0.10 0.13 0.23 0.24 0.06 0.16
28 0 T;45;L 0.875 2.6729 I 0.875 0.95
1i 0 T;45;L 2 1.17 1.17 1.09 1.09 1.11 1.09 1.09 1.0925 I 2 1.83 1.83 1.69 1.69 1.68 1.70 1.69 1.69
LVDT rmilli-inch] -1.42 -1.66 -1.65 -1.65 -1.66 -1.66 -1.66
(Baseplate Deflection)
Table 3.4.1.6: Weld Profile Calibration Study Results for the 3" Baseplate Thickness
Specimen
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3/4" Baseplate (Stresses Calc. from Solid Y normal Strains)
(E = 29,000 ksi)
I -
a> 'iii 'iii 'iii 'iii 'iii 'iii 'iiil/) ~ l/)
co 'iii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
a> 0 CD ~ 0 E a a
l/) l"- I"- l"- I"- I"-
"0 a a l/) <D <D <D <D <D:;t:
'iii 0 a>c: l/) a> a a a> <D <D <D <D <D
....J >=. l/) z Greater L-a> -
- cD cD cD cD cD.= o a> ~ .... C") (j)Cl .~ ~ C") C") N N N N Nco
-
.a_ U) thanC)
-
"0 <C~ Cl II II W II II II II II
::l co _0. > 33000 w w (j) w w w w w0 0::: .s=. ci. « z z « z z z z zCl x CD
'Q; W -J ....J ....J ....J -J ....J ....J(j) (j) w (j) (j) (j) (j) (j)J: u-
S 0
CI80
5 -1.32 -1.3 -1.4 -1.5 -1.6 -1.8 -1.9 -3.1 -8.7
-
-1.18 -1.2 -1.2 -1.3 -1.4 -1.6 -1.7 -2.7 -7.86 I 5
II 0
CI81
0.75
-2.49 > than -4.9 -5.2 -5.6 -6.1 -6.6 -7.3 -11.4 -31.5
- 5.07 > than 8.0 8.5 9.2 9.9 10.8 11.9 18.612 I 0.75 51.7
9 0
CI82
2 2.34 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 4.1 11.4
I-
-2.39 -1.9 -2.4 -2.5 -2.7 -3.0 -3.3 -5.2 -14.410 I 2
IS 0
TOO
5 0.95 > than 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.7 2.8 8.2
-
> than16 I 5 0.90 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.5 7.3
21 0
TOI
0.75 3.88 > than 4.7 5.0 5.4 5.9 6.4 7.1 11.2 31.3
-
-8.51 -7.7 -8.2 -8.9 -9.6 -10.5 -11.6 -18.3 -51.122 I 0.75
19 0
T02
2 -2.52 -1.7 -1.9 -2.0 -2.2 -2.4 -2.6 -4.1 -11.3
- 2.38 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.2 5.0 14.220 I 2
27 0
C45L
5 -1.82 -1.6 -1.7 -1.8 -1.9 -2.1 -2.4 -3.7 -10.2
28 I 5 -1.61 -1.4 -1.5 -1.6 -1.7 -1.9 -2.1 -3.3 -9.0
33 0 0.75 -11.76 -11.11 -7.9 -8.4 -9.1 -9.8 -10.7 -14.3 -18.7 -52.5C45L
9.08 6.4 6.8 7.4 7.9 8.7 9.6 15.2 42.734 I 0.75 8.85
45 0
C45R
0.75 -10.45
~
46 I 0.75 8.62
31 0
C45L
2 -0.38 -0.38 > than -0.5 -0.5 -0.6 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -1.2 -3.2
32 I 2 -2.87 -2.87 -2.5 -2.6 -2.9 -3.1 -3.4 -3.7 -5.9 -16.5
37 0
T45L
5 1.99 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.4 3.8 10.2
38 I 5 1.74 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.1 3.3 9.1
43 0 0.75 9.96 9.76 7.7 8.2 8.9 9.5 10.5 11.6 18.2 51.2T45L
-7.84 -6.2 -6.6 -7.2 -7.7 -8.5 -9.4 -14.8 -41.744 I 0.75 -7.86
23 0 0.75 9.56T45R
-7.8724 I 0.75
41 0 2 0.60 0.60 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.2 3.2
T45L 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.7 5.8 16.142 I 2 2.86 2.86
LVDT [milli-inchl -9.17 -6.2 -6.6 -7.1 -7.7 -8.4 -9.3 -14.5 -40.5
(Baseplate Deflection)
Table 3.4.2.1: Leveling Nut Material Property "Softening" Calibration Study Results
for the 3" Baseplate Thickness S'pecimen
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3 II Baseplate
Height Exp. FE BASE FEWN7
Gage# Out! Radial Above Stress Avg. if (3") Stress (3") Stress DifferenceInside Loc. Base-plate [ksi] Nee. [ksi] [ksi] [ksi][in]
2 0 C.; 180; 5 -1.66 -1.85 -1.83 0.03
3 I 5 -1.61 -1.76 -1.75 0.02
6 0 C.; 180; 0.875 -2.44 -2.39 -2.34 0.05
7 I 0.875 -1.17 0.36 0.31 0.05
4 0 C.; 180; 2 -0.58 -0.90 -0.90 0.01
5 I 2 -2.12 -2.28 -2.24 0.04
8 0 T.;O; 5 1.23 1.52 1.49 0.03
9 I 5 1.24 1.48 1.45 0.03
12 0 T.; 0; 0.875 2.17 2.15 2.13 0.02
13 I 0.875 0.75 -0.39 -0.65 0.26
10 0 T.;O; 2 0.44 0.74 0.57 0.17
11 I 2 1.91 2.03 2.07 0.04
14 0 C.;45; L 5 -1.53 -1.49 -1.51 0.01
15 I 5 -1.39 -1.40 -1.41 0.01
18 0 C.; 45 ; L 0.875 -2.97 -2.81 -2.30 -2.29 0.02
19 I 0.875 -1.03 -0.99 -0.07 -0.18 0.11
20 0 C.;45; R 0.875 -2.65
21 I 0.875 -0.96
16 0 C.;45; L 2 -1.20 -1.20 -1.11 -1.17 0.06
17 I 2 -1.78 -1.78 -1.73 -1.71 0.02
22 0 T.;45; L 5 1.71 1.56 1.59 0.03
23 I 5 1.48 1.43 1.45 0.02
26 0 T.;45; L 0.875 2.65 2.66 2.19 2.33 0.15
27 I 0.875 0.98 0.96 0.10 -0.07 0.17
28 0 T.;45 ;R 0.875 2.67
29 I 0.875 0.95
24 0 T.;45; L 2 1.17 1.17 1.09 . 1.05 0.03
25 I 2 1.83 1.83 1.69 1.78 0.09
LVDT [milli-inch] -1.42 -1.66 -1.85 0.19
(Baseplate Deflection)
Table 3.4.2.2: Leveling Nut Calibration Study Results; 3" Baseplate thickness specimen
comparision BASE and WN7
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3/4" Baseplate
Height Exp. FE BASE FEWN7
Gage # Out! Radial Above Stress Avg. if (3/4") (3/4") DifferenceInside Loc. Base- [ksi] Nee. Stress Stress [ksi]plate [in] [ksi] [ksi]
5 0 C.; 180; 5 -1.32 -1.50 -1.29 0.20
6 I 5 -1.18 -1.33 -1.17 0.16
11 0 C.; 180; 0.75 -2.49 -5.64 -5.46 0.18
12 I 0.75 5.07 9.18 9.55 0.38
9 0 C.; 180; 2 2.34 2.01 2.38 0.37
10 I 2 -2.39 -2.54 -2.39 0.15
15 0 T.;O; 5 0.95 1.16 1.10 0.06
16 I 5 0.90 1.29 1.01 0.28
21 0 T.;O; 0.75 3.88 5.43 5.27 0.16
22 I 0.75 -8.51 -8.90 -9.28 0.38
19 0 T.;O; 2 -2.52 -2.01 -2.37 0.36
20 I 2 2.38 2.43 2.30 0.14
27 0 C.;45; L 5 -1.82 -1.80 -1.95 0.14
28 I 5 -1.61 -1.60 -1.71 0.11
33 0 C.; 45; L 0.75 -11.76 -11.11 -9.09 -10.14 1.05
34 I 0.75 9.08 8.85 7.37 8.29 0.92
45 0 C.;45;R 0.75 -10.45 0.00
46 I 0.75 8.62 ~ 0.00
31 0 C.; 45 ; L 2 -0.38 -0.38 -0.58 -0.64 0.06
32 I 2 -2.87 -2.87 -2.86 -3.09 0.22
37 0 T.;45; L 5 1.99 1.87 2.01 0.1438 I 5 1.74 1.64 1.75 0.11
43 0 T.;45; L 0.75 9.96 9.76 8.85 9.88 1.03
44 I 0.75 -7.84 -7.86 -7.18 -8.07 0.89
23 0 T.; 45; R 0.75 9.56 0.00
24 I 0.75 -7.87 0.00
41 0 T.;45; L 2 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.65 0.07
42 I 2 2.86 2.86 2.81 3.03 0.22
LVDT rmilli-inch] -9.17 -7.14 -8.66 1.52
(Baseplate Deflection)
Table 3.4.2.3: Leveling Nut Calibration Study Results; 3/4" Baseplate thickness specimen
comparision BASE and WN7
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Rigid Connection Elements
(Section 4)
Rigid Connection Elements (Section
4)
Figure 3.1.2.1: Basic Geometry of BASE Finite Element Model
6 Mast-arm Beam Elements
4 Pole Beam Elements
c-..... _
Figure 3.1.2.2: Basic Finite Element Geometry, Mast-arm and Upper Pole Beam
Elements
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Mast-arm Beam Element Worksheet
MA Measurements Assume t= 21875
x[ft] eire [in] R out [in] R in [in]
0 34.625 5.51074 5.29199
14 28.5 4.535916 4.317166
28 22.25 3.541197 3.322447
44 15.25 2.427113 2.208363
Measure Mast-Arm Outer Radius vs. X
6r-----------------
• Outer Radius
.-Linear (Outer Radius)
y = -0.0702x + 5.5124
R2 = 1
5
5040302010
OL------------------- ..--J
o
X [feet]
Mast arm length 44 feet 528 in
Use (6) 88 inch beam elements
X in] X Mid [in] [ft] R out [in]
0 88 44 3.666667 5.255 Bm5
88 0 44 3.666667 5.255 Bm6
0 0 0 0 5.5124 Bm7
0 0 0 0 5.5124 Bm8
0 0 0 0 5.5124 Bm9
0 0 0 0 5.5124 Bm10
Assume Angle of 5 degrees with horizontal
Y =46.02" and X is 526.0"
Figure 3.1.2.3: Figure showing Mast-arm Beam Element Worksheet Used to
Determine Element Properties in Mast-arm
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Figure 3.1.2.4: Beam Element Excel Worksheet Used to Determine Upper Pole
Beam Element Properties (Page 1 of 2)
Pole Beam Element Worksheet~e 1 of 2l
Pole Circumfrence Measurements
Outer Height
ft in Circ. [in] Diam. [in] above Bp.(Y) [ft]
3 5 0.125 41.13 13.09049 0
3 2 0.25 38.25 12.17535 6
3 0 0.5 36.50 11.61831 10
2 9 0.875 33.88 10.78275 16
Chart Title
14 ,-------------
• Outer Diamter
- Linear (Outer Diamter)
13
12
11
10
y = -0.1439x + 13.06
R2 = 0.9994 I
9
18161412108642
8'--------------------------'
o
Figure 3.2.1.2.4: Pole Beam Element Selection Worksheet
USE THESE VALUES:
Base Diameter
Taper per foot
13.1 inches
-.144 inches diameter per foot
Diameter is D=13.1-.144· Y; Where Y is height above t.o. Bp. in feet
Y D out rout
0.916667 12.968
Y=11 in (End Solid; Begin Shell Elements)
t=.21875
rin rmid
6.484 6.26525 6.374625
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Figure 3.1.2.4 Continued: Beam Element Excel Worksheet Used to Determine
Upper Pole Beam Element Properties (Page 1 of 2)
Pole Beam Element Worksheet~e 2 of 2l
Y=108 in (Begin Beam Element)
Y D out rout r in r mid
9 11.804 5.902 5.68325 5.792625
Y=21 0 in Top of Column
Y D out rout r in r mid
17.5 10.58 5.29 5.07125 5.180625
Beam elements from y =108 to Y= 210
Use 4 25.5 inch elements
Bm1 Y=120.75 in (Y=108 to 133.5)
t=.21875
Y D out rout r in r mid
10.0625 11.651 5.8255 5.60675 5.72
Bm2 Y=146.25 in (y= 133.5 to 159)
Y D out rout r in r mid
12.1875 11.345 5.6725 5.45375 5.563
Bm3 Y=171.75 in (Y= 159 to 184.5)
Y D out rout r in r mid
14.3125 11.039 5.5195 5.30075 5.41
Bm4 Y=197.25 in (Y= 184.5 to 210)
Y D out rout r in r mid
16.4375 10.733 5.3665 5.14775 5.257
Figure 3.2.1.2.4: Pole Beam Element Selection Worksheet Continued
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Y=108
Y=54"
Y=27"
Y=11"
Figure 3.1.2.5: Diagram of Shell Elements used in Pole
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Element size: 1.00" (Y)
80 EI. per Cire.
Element size: 0.50" (Y)
160 EI. per Cire.
Element size: 0.25" (Y)
160 EI. per Cire
Incompatible mid-side nodes
Figure 3.1.2.p: Diagram Showning Incompatible nodes at Pole Shell Element Transition
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Figure 3,12.7: Multiple Views of As-Modeled Hand Access Hole Detail
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I
Figure 3.1.2.8: Solid Element Finite Element Model, Lower Pole, Weld, Baseplate,
Leveling Nuts, and Anchor Rods
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Vertical Axis of Extrusion
Figure 3. 1.2.9: Diagram of Ex!rusion and Revolulion Planes used to Create SolidElement Mesh
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Figure 3.1.2.10:
153
/
/r---- •
Figure 3.1.2.11: Close up of Typical Radial Plane of Elements used to Revolve Pole
and Weld Solid Elements
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Figure 3.1.2.12: Cross Section Through Finite Element Modeled Leveling Nut
to Baseplate Connection
155
1.25"
INTENTIONAL SECOND EX!POSURE
1.25"
Figure 3.1.2.12: Cross Section Through Finite Element Modeled Leveling Nut
to Baseplate Connection
155
F" 3 1 2 13 Anchor Rod Surface Constraints, Representative of ConcreteIgure . "" :
Foundataion
156
MPC Beam Elements
Figure 3.1.2.14: Rigid Beam Elements in Shell to Solid Element Interface
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Finite Element and
Experimental
Data Agreement
,
Experimental Error
I
Tolerances
on Gage
Location
Outlying
Data
Modeling Error
I \
I ~\----,
General Real Behavior
Modeling to difficult to
Problems model
Figure 3.3.1: Flowchart representing some of the issues considered in comparison of
experimental and finite element data agreement comparison.
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Outer and Inner Tubewall Stress·· vs. Baseplate Thickness,
Direct Compression Radial Location
----
... 1 _ 2
10.0 .----=X....,..-----------,
7.5 ----- --~,~-------
......
5.0 ---~-- ..........~
......~
~ 2.5 ~-~~~--'-:'-~'.:.",..:.. .....:."..: :..: ..
=. O.O-~----~~~--- --==-':::;j\
-2.5
-5.0
-7.5 L- -----l
Thickness [in]
• Exp. Outer Stress
• FE BASE Outer
Stress
........ Exp. Inner Stress
- 7< - .FE BASE Inner
Stress
Outer and Inner Tubewall Stress·· vs. Baseplate Thickness,
Direct Tension Radial Location
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
~ 0.0
=. -2.0
-4.0
-6.0
-8.0
-10.0
Thickness [in]
• Exp. Outer Stress'
• FE BASE Outer
Stress
...... - . Exp. Inner Stress
- 7< - FE BASE Inner
Stress
Figure 3.3.2: Comparison of BASE FE and Experimental Outer and Inner Tubewall
Stress over Increasing Baseplate Thickness at the Direct Tensile and
Compressive Radial Locations ( In Line with Mast-arm Axis)
.. Stress refers to "hotspot" stress with gage location just above weld toe
For the 3/4" and 1 1/2" Baseplate Thickness Specimens 0.75" above
the Baseplate; for the 3" Baseplate Thickness Specimen 0.875" above
the baseplate.
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Outer and Inner Tubewall Stress·· vs. Baseplate Thickness, 45
Degree Compression Radial Location
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
~ 0.0
=. -2.0
-4.0
-6.0
-8.0
-10.0
-12.0
• Exp. Outer Stress
• FE BASE Outer
Stress
•••.11: •• Exp. Inner Stress '
- oX - .FE BASE Inner
Stress
~-_._--
Thickness [in]
Outer and Inner Tubewall Stress·· vs. Baseplate Thickness, 45
Degree Tension Radial Location
10.0
5.0
!:'
VI 0.0
.:.::
--
-~.O
-10.0
.. . ---.~
1 ...... ~:-:7"'·2·-:-·-:····· 3
........
..........-
........
¥.'
Thickness [in]
• Exp. Outer Stress
• FE BASE Outer
Stress
•••.11: •• Exp. Inner Stress
- oX - FE BASE Inner
Stress
Figure 3.3.3: Comparison of BASE FE and Experimental Outer and Inner Tubewall
Stress over Increasing Baseplate Thickness at the 45 Degree Tensile
and Compressive Radial Locations ( In Line with Anchor Rods)
•• Stress refers to ~hotspot" stress with gage location just above weld toe
For the 3/4" and 1 1/2" Baseplate Thickness Specimens 0.75" above
the Baseplate; for the 3" Baseplate Thickness Specimen 0.875" above
the baseplate.
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Mid-Plane Stress·· at Direct Tension Radial Location vs.
Baseplate Thickness
352.5 3.02.00.5
2.0
-+- Exp. Mid-plane
1.0 . FE BASE Mid-plane'
-2.0
-3.0 L- ----l
!::' 0.0
lJ)
=-_1.000
Thickness [in.]
Local Bending Stress·· at Direct Tension Radial Location
vs. Baseplate Thickness
3.53.02.5
-+- Exp. Bending
.--- FE BASE Bending'
2.01.51.00.5
2.0
0.0
0.0
8.0 ,--------------------~
6.0
.....
~ 4.0
....
Thickness [in.]
Local Bending Stress·· at Direct Compression Radial
Location V5. Baseplate Thickness
1.51.00.5
.-+- Exp. Bending
, ---FE BASE Bending
0.0
_2.000
-6.0
-8.0
.....
~ -4.0
....
Thickness [in.]
Figure 3.3.4: Comparison of BASE FE and Experimental Mid-Plane and Local Bending
Stress Over Increasing Baseplate Thickness
++ Stress refers to ~hotspor stress with gage location just above weld toe
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Selected Hotspot Outer Tubewall Stresses and Baseplate
Deflection ** vs. Tubewall Thickness
0
O. 8 0.19 0.2 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24
-1 "------_.--- -_._-~_._---
-+- Baseplate Displacement [milli-inch]
-2
--- Hotspot Outer Stress C; 180
-3 --.- Hotspot Outer Stress C; 45, Avg.
r.:' . - - -~._-_._.__ . ---------
Ul
.:.::
-4 _. - -------. - .---_......
Ul
Ul
Q)
-5...
-------
-en
...
------
Q)
-6....
:::l
....0
-7
• ••
-8
-9
.......
•..
-10
Tubewall Thickness [in]
Figure 3.4.1.1: Tubewall Thickness Calibration Study Results
.. Selected hotspot outer tubewall stresses from 3/4" baseplate thickness specimen
at gage location 0.75" above the baseplate.
.. Baseplate deflection measured on the ocmpressive side of the baseplate, on the
mast-arm axis. 1" away from edge of baseplate. (Given in milli-inches or 1011-3*inch)
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Figure 3.4.1.2: Cross Section of BASE Finite
Element Model with Standard Mesh
Refiniement
Figure 3.4.1.3: Cross Section of DTW Finite Element
Model with two elements through
the pole tubewall thickness
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Figure 3.4.1.4: Cross Section of REFIN Finite Element
Model with additional mesh refinement
as compared to DTW
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Figure 3.4.1.5: Profile of BASE Finite Element Model (Note 3 elements through 3/4"
thick baseplate or one element thickness per 0.25" of baseplate thickness)
t
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Figure 3.4.1.6: Profile of REFIN_BP Finite Element Model with Increased Refinement
Through Baseplate Thickness (Note 5 elements through the 3/4" baseplate
shown here or similar increase in mesh refinement for other 2 specimens)
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INTENTIONAL SECONO EXPOSURE
Figure 3.4.1.7: Photograph of Hand Access Hole
0,
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Figure 3.4.1.8: Hand Access Hole Calibration Study Finite Element Model: BASE
(Standard hand access hole geometry)
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXP
Figure 3.4.1.8: Hand Access Hole Calibration Study Finite Element Model: BASE
(Standard hand access hole geometry)
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Figure 3.4.1.9: Hand Access Hole Calibralion Study Finite Eiement Model: 0_HAH
(No hand access hole reinforcement. with standard approximate shape)
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Figure 3.4.1.9: Hand Access Hole Calibration Study Finite Element Model: O_HAH
(No hand access hole reinforcement, with standard approximate shape)
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Figure 3.4.1.10: Hand Access Hole Calibration Study Finite Element Model: 0_HAW
(No hand access hole reinforcement, with rectangular shaped hole)
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Figure 3.4.1.10: Hand Access Hole Calibration Study Finite Element Model: O_HAH*
(No hand access hole reinforcement, with rectangular shaped hole)
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Figure 3.4.1.11: Hand Access Hole Calibration Study Finite Element Model: 2_HAH
(Hand access hole reiforcement plate thickness is doubled)
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Figure 3.4.1.11: Hand Access Hole Calibration Study Finite Element Model: 2_HAH
(Hand access hole reiforcement plate thickness is doubled)
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Various Tubewall Stresses and Baseplate Deflections vs. Stand-off
Length
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Figure 3.4.1.12: Stand-off Length Calibration Study Results
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Figure 3.4.1.13: Photograph of Upper Fillet Weld Profile of 3/4" Baseplate Thickness
Specimen
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Figure 3.4.1.13: Photograph of Upper Fillet Weld Profile of 3/4" Baseplate Thickness
Specimen
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Figure 3.4.1.14: Cross Sections Through Weld Profile Finite Element Models for the
3/4" Baseplate Thickenss Specimen
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Figure 3.4.1.15: Cross Sections Through Weld Profile Finite Element Models for the
3" Baseplate Thickenss Specimen
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Figure 3.4.1.16: Cross Sections Through Weld Profile Finite Element Models
Illustrating Different Gap Length Models for the 3" Baseplate
Thickenss Specimen
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Baseplate Deflection of 3/4" Baseplate Thickness Specimen vs.
Leveling Nut E
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Figure 3.4.2.1: Leveling Nut "Softening" Approach to Leveling Nut Calibration Results
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Figure 3.4.2.2: Leveling Nut "Softening" Approach to Leveling Nut Calibration Results
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Figure 3.4.2.3: Leveling Nut Calibration Study Results; Diagram showing influence
of baseplate out of level imperfections on the contact between the
wrench tightened leveling nuts and the baseplate
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Figure 3.4.2.3: Leveling Nut Calibration Study Results; Diagram showing influence
of baseplate out of level imperfections on the contact between the
wrench tightened leveling nuts and the baseplate
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Figure 3.4.2.4: Leveling Nut Calibration Study Results; Diagram showing prying
behavior due to partially tightened leveling nuts.
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Figure 3.4.2.5: Leveling Nut Calibration Study Resutls; Pinned finite element model
(above) and location of pinned baseplate deflection study (below)
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Figure 3.4.2.6: Leveling Nut Calibration Study Results: Pinned baseplate deflection
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Figure 3.4.2.7: Leveling Nut Calibration Study Results; Diagram of gap locations
found in feeler gage leveling nut contact inspection
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Figure 3.4.2.8: Leveling Nut Calibration Study; Several different partial levelin nut
modeling options out of the 17 that were studied.
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Figure 3.4.2.9: Leveling Nut Calibration Study; Close up of WN7 partial leveling nut
modeling option (above), plan view of WN7 (below)
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Chapter 4
Chapter 4 will focus on the behavior of welded socket connections. Both the
results of finite element analysis and experimental testing will be discussed. Both the
pole to baseplate and the mast-ann to endplate welded socket connections will be
discussed. The results of chapter four provides the basis for the parametric study of
Chapter 5, which will focus on fatigue performance. Chapter 4 begins by verifying
finite element results correspond to experimental static testing data, thus validating the
modeling techniques used in the parametric study. This discussion of data agreement
is brief, merely presenting the two sets of data, with an emphasis on how the stress
behavior influences data agreement. Chapter 4 then discusses the stress behavior and
distribution in the tubewall, adjacent to the vertical weld toe of the socket connection.
As mentioned before this is the location that sign structure fatigue research indicates
fatigue cracking occurs. Chapter 4 also documents the results of two different unique
experimental tests which may have a strong influence on fatigue performance. These
tests involve stresses developed by baseplate leveling imperfections and different
mast-aml bolting and fixity conditions. Chapter 4 concludes with a brief discussion
regarding some possible improvements to the experimental test setup and
instrumentation plan, that may have improved the understanding of the behavior and
data agreement.
Section 4.1: Final1\lodeling and Experimental Results
The following section discusses the results of the final finite clement model
discussed abo\"e as well as the comparison of those results to experimental data of the
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tubewall (Section 4.2.1), the experimental results of the baseplate leveling tests
(Section 4.2.2), and the experimental results of the mast-arm testing (Section 4.2.3).
Considering the difficulty involved, overall the finite element and experimental data
agree very well. Through combined finite element and experimental study, the
understanding of the behavior of mast-arm and pole socket welded connections has
been greatly improved. Though no finite element studies were conducted specifically
on the mast-arm, the experimental data collected shows very similar trends as those
observed in the pole specimens. Also included in this section will be a discussion of
some rather unusual behavioral issues of socket welded connections. The behavior
observed in the baseplate leveling tests and the mast-arm washer spacer test, though
overlooked in industry and research, could have serious implications on future design
improvements and testing of socket welded sign structures.
Section 4.2.1: Final Finite Element and Experimental Tubewall Data
This subsection has two major objectives. The first is to briefly discuss the
final comparison of experimental and finite element data. The second and primary
objective is to discuss the behavior of pole to bascplate welded socket connections,
particularly the stress distribution pattems in the tubcwall adjacent to thc upper fillet
weld toe. The prcvious Section (4.1) summarized thc outcomc of the finitc clement
calibration study, and the improvcments and adjustmcnts madc to the final serics of
finite elemcnt models. Onc of thc major result of thc lcngthy calibration study was
that due to the complex structural properties and fixity conditions of thc structure. the
finite elemcnt agrccmcnt to cxperimcntal data may be limitcd. Improycl11cnt made to
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the final finite element models, do show some improvement in data agreement
between finite element and experimental data. Though similar problems exist in the
data agreement as discussed previously, overall agreement with the final models is
good. The main focus of the subsection, discussing the behavior of stress distribution,
will also indicate the difficulty of obtaining agreement between finite element and
experimental data. Chapter four will conclude with a discussion of possible sources of
error in and improvements that could be made to both the finite element and
experimental studies in an effort to improve data agreement (Section 4.3). These
errors and improvements are very inter-related and may influence data agreement.
Final Discussion of Data Agreement
Tables 4.2.1.1 - 4.2.1.3 show the comparison of both tubewall experimental
and finite element stresses, for the three baseplate thickness pole specimens. The
finite element stress data shown is from the final series of finite element models with
the improvements and adjustments discussed in Chapter 3. Overall there is a
considerable improvement between the data agreement of this final series and the
BASE finite element models discussed in the calibration study. The data in the first
three Tables is presented in tabular fomlat without statistical manipulation. Inspection
of hotspot stress data (the stress measured closest to the weld toe), shows that the
percent difference with respect to the mean stress value (the average of the finite
clement and experimental stress) rarely exceeds 15%. The percent difference at the
other gage locations drastically improves as well. In general data agreement was
especially good for the .%"" and I ~"2"" baseplate thickness specimens. The finite
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element results for the 3" baseplate thickness specimen again showed a concerning
trend in poor data agreement between hotspot inner stresses. The 3" baseplate
specimen data showed good agreement with hotspot outer stresses, and at the gage
locations 2" and 5" above the baseplate. Additionally Figures 4.2.1.16 and 4.2.1.18,
display the 3" specimen experimental and analytical stress data, in a vertical stress
profile plot.
This problem with data agreement in the 3" baseplate specimen inner stress
and the other minor data agreement issues are best examined through visual inspection
of the vertical tubewall stress profile. In this manner the influence of the steep stress
gradient can readily be seen, particularly with respect to naturally occurring
experimental variation in stress and data agreement. The influence of the large stress
gradient is illustrated in Figure 4.2.1.4. The resulting experimental and finite element
stress profiles at the direct compression radial location due to the 100 pound cantilever
end load is shown. The difference between the finite element and the experimental
stress values is shown with the horizontal arrow. The corresponding difference in
height above the baseplate is shown with a vertical arrow. The approximately linear
stress gradient in region shown is typically 16 ksi per one inch of height above the
baseplate, or 250 psi per 1/64". In regions of high strain gradients, agreement can be
poor, for the reasons already discussed.
Vertical Stress Distribution Behavior Adjacent to Tubewall Weld Toe
As discussed one of the primary objectives of the study is to detcnnine how
baseplate flexibility effects fatigue perfonnance. As discussed in the related research
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section (1.6), two major cantilevered sign structure fatigue research studies on welded
socket connections have shown that fatigue cracking and failure occurs at in the
tubewall adjacent to the welded connection. This subsection will discuss the stress
and local bending behavior in the pole tubewall adjacent to the critical fatigue
location, the upper weld toe of the socket connection. In discussing the stress
behavior and distribution in the tubewall it is very convenient to draw comparisons to
the nominal or simple beam theory predicted stress behavior, used in the nominal
stress fatigue design approach. As discussed in Section 1.5, the nominal stress fatigue
design approach makes use of fatigue testing data results for different categories of
fatigue connections. This fatigue testing data is used to assign nominally calculated,
limiting stress ranges due to fatigue loading. Designers then adjust the pole geometry,
primarily diameter and thickness, for these stress range limits. The major problem
with this approach, as it relates to this study, is that tubewall stresses are drastically
influenced by baseplate flexibility. Baseplate flexibility is a design parameter that
under the nominal stress fatigue design approach, is not accounted for, and is not
sufficiently accounted for nor fully understood in fatigue testing results. The final
chapter (5), will discuss the parametric finite element study, which will attempt to
determine the relationship baseplate flexibility has on tubewall stresses and to quantify
baseplate flexibility. The following subsection will discuss the vertical stress
distribution in the tubewall and explain how and why the stresses change with
increasing height above the baseplate. The section will also discuss the distribution of
stress around the circumference of the pole tubewall. In addition to the local bending
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behavior, which will be most evident in vertical tubewall stress plots, a mid-plane
stress, load path effect is also present in the tubewall behavior. This mid-plane stress
is best shown in the radial stress distribution plots.
As strain data was typically measured at 4 different radial locations and up
to 8" up the tubewall, for the three pole specimens, a considerable amount of data has
been accumulated. What complicates this abundance of data, is that the behavior at
the different radial locations is typically different. This difference in stress behavior is
primarily concerning the stresses at the direct compression and tension compared to
the 45 degree compression and tension locations. Aside from the minor stress effects
of the hand access hole, tension and compressive stress data of corresponding radial
locations experimentally and especially analytically showed a consistent equal and
opposite relationship. Due to this abundance of data, as well as other reasons, several
different vertical tubewall stress profiles are presented. Figures 4.2.1.4-18, show
vertical tubewall stress distributions, including finite element and experimental data
comparison and local bending and mid-plane stress distribution plots for all three
specimens. These plots are all taken from the standard 100 pound cantilever end
loading and the vertical a.xis is height about the baseplate. Note that finite element
data is plotted beginning at the upper weld toe of the upper fillet weld of the socket
connection. These stress profiles are important as visual inspcction of the stress data
clearly shows the full cxtent of the tubewall stress bchavior and data agrcemcnt in a
manner that tabular data cannot. Additionally thcse vertical and radial strcss plots will
also be the basis for thc data collcctcd and plotted in thc paramctric study in Chapter 5.
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Having just discussed the abundance of data and the differences between
different radial locations, there is a very clear, consistent, and definable flexibility
effect common in the stress profiles adjacent to the socket connection at all radial
locations (with the possible exception of those near the traditional neutral axis
location). The simple and general description of the stress distribution will follow.
After this description several additional points will be made regarding the more
complex aspects of vertical stress profile and explaining the structural mechanism
producing the stress distribution.
Prior to beginning the discussion of the vertical stress distribution results it is
convenient to introduce two different types of stresses, mid-plane and local bending
tubewall stress. Mid-plane stress, as the name would suggest is the stress in the center
of the tubewall. Considering that stress within the tubewall varies linearly, the mid-
plane stress is simply the average of the inner and outer tubewall stresses. Local
bending tubewall stress to be discussed in greater detail later, is simply the difference
between the mid-plane stress and the inner and outer tubewall stresses. The sign
convention used in the study results in positive or tensile local bending stresses, if
tension is being applied to the outer tubewall surface and compression is being applied
to the inner tubewall surface.
The simplified approach to describing the typical vertical stress profile
involves three typical vertical locations, shown in Figure 4.2.1.4. These locations and
the general description apply to all locations and baseplate thicknesses. For
illustrative purposes the stress profile in Figure 4.2.1.4 will be discussed to illustrate
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the general behavior. At the first point marked as 1 in the plot, just above the weld
toe, the outer and inner stresses are drastically different when compared to each other.
Of course in simple beam theory the inner and outer stresses for a thin walled section
are nearly the same. From this location to the point marked as 2 in the plot there is a
very steep gradient in both inner and outer stress until they reach a peak value. As
discussed in Section 1.5, Koenigs refers to this point as a valley, thus in future
references this point will be tenned the valley stress point (Koenigs 2003). The
location of this valley stress point is consistently appears to be at approximately 2"
above the baseplate, or approximately 1 Y2" above the weld toe, with a slight variation
of no more than 118". At this valley stress point the outer and inner stresses reach a
minimum or maximum in the stress sense of the radial location. As shown in Figure
4.2.1.4, the outer stress reaches its' most non-compressive value of stress, while the
inner stress reaches its most compressive value of stress. From this location to the
location marked as point 3, both inner and outer stresses begin a gradual convergence
to the simple beam theory predicted nominal stress. Complete convergence to this
value of stress, would appear to occur 8" away from the baseplate in the compression
regions. However as shown in the both the tension and tension 45 degree plots
convergence to the nominal stress does not occur as the hand access hole produces
local bcnding and prcvents simple beam theory behavior, in which strain would be
proportional to the distance from the neutral axis.
Thrcc major points need to be discussed to complete the description of thc
behavior of the vertical stress distribution observed in the three baseplatc thickness
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pole specImens. These three points also provide an explanation as to how the
structural behavior, baseplate flexibility, and defonnations relate to the resulting stress
profiles. The first major point discusses the stress profile difference and how it relates
to local bending stress. The second point discusses how mid-plane stress and load
path issues influence the vertical stress profiles at different radial locations. The third
and final point to be made regarding the structural and vertical stress profile behavior,
discusses how local bending, baseplate flexibility and defonnation relate to the
vertical stress distribution in the tubewall. The following paragraph will discuss these
points, attempting to generalize the behavior at all radial locations, and explain the
influence baseplate flexibility has on the particular issue.
Stress Profile Difference: The behavior in the vertical positions noted as 1 and 2, is
marked by an extreme stress gradient as previously discussed. The unique profile in
this region is defined by the flexibility effect on tubewall stresses. The stress profile
between points 1 and 2 is defined by the peak stress in the tubewall just above the
weld toe and the valley, or minimum stress value, which was found to typically occur
approximately 2" above the baseplate. This difference between the two extreme
values of stress, tenned the stress profile difference provides a reasonable indicator of
the flexibility effect in tubewall stress distribution. The concept of a stress profile
difference can be applied to both experimental and finite clement stress data. as well
as to outer. inner. and local bending stresses in the tubewall. Given reliable data. local
bending stress seems to be the logical choice to apply the stress profile difference
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concept to, as it provides a measure of both the inner and outer stresses together. The
difference in bending stress at the hotspot vertical location and the valley location thus
would provide a flexibility parameter that includes the total flexibility effect of both
the baseplate and tubewall. It is particularly useful to compare baseplate (or endplate)
flexibility effects in structures either at different radial locations or with different tube
geometries. The stress profile difference provides a good indicator of the flexibility
effect as can be seen in the given Pole specimen Figures (4.2.1.4-4.2.1.19), and will be
discussed in future discussion of endplate flexibility.
Mid-plane Stress and Load Path Effects: Mid-plane stress and load path effects are
more conveniently displayed in a radial stress distribution plot, but do influence
vertical stress profile data. Radial plots will be shown and discussed shortly. Mid-
plane stress, the stress in the center of the tubewall is a good indicator of the load path
with the tubewall. To explain the concept of load path, as it relates to baseplate
flexibility it is convenient to consider the case of a sign structure with a typical
downward vertical load. In satisfying equilibrium the two pairs of back and front
anchor rods must respectively develop a tension and compressive axial reaction. In
addition a bending stress distribution in which axial stress is proportional to the
distance away from the horizontal neutral axis develops in the mast-aml, and a
combined axial stress distribution with the additional resultant shear force divided by
the pole area. develops in the pole tube. The baseplate then must transfer this
distribution of stress from the pole to the anchor rod reactions. Because the anchor
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rods are located at the comers of the baseplate, the pole radial locations that have the
highest nominal stresses (absent from the flexibility effect) are located at the most
flexible locations of the baseplate. In a manner similar to the classic elastic axial
stress distribution problem shown in Figure 4.2.1.1 A, due to the flexibility of the
baseplate at the direct tensile and compressive locations, the compressive and tensile
stresses cannot be effectively transferred into the baseplate. This behavior is very
apparent in the radial diagrams, to be discussed shortly but can also be seen in the
comparison of stress profiles at the direct compression or tension locations and the
stress profiles at the 45 degree tension or compression locations. Comparing the direct
compression and compression 45 vertical stress distribution profiles, as shown in
Figure 4.2.15, this behavior is evident. In the direct compression radial location, the
mid-plane stress is actually in tension from directly above the weld toe to up 2" above
the baseplate. The profile at the compression 45 degree is different in that mid-plane
stress is always compressive, as this is the load of the compressive anchor rod. A
unique behavior of the vertical stress profile behavior is the manner that outer and
inner stresses converge to the nominal simple beam theory stresses. In particular the
stresses always follow the convergence of the mid-plane stress. Thus stresses at direct
radial locations always converge from their opposite sense and stresses at 45 degree
radial location converge from the same sense. As shown in Figure 4.2.1.5, the mid-
plane stress adjacent to the fillet weld is opposite of its expected sense, and thus the
inner and outer stresses converge from this opposite sense. becoming more
compressive further away from the baseplate. This behavior is not trivial. but rather
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very significant, because this direct location is the typical location that one would
measure strain. Thus at this location, direct compression or tension, the outer stress
will be less than the simple beam theory nominal stress, until convergence is reached.
Bending Deformation Relation to Stresses in Tubewall:
Baseplate flexibility primarily influences tubewall stresses local to the socket
connection in two ways. As discussed above, baseplate flexibility influences tubewall
stresses by the mid-plane load path effect. The second way baseplate flexibility
influences tubewall stresses local to the baseplate is through local bending behavior.
Comparing the two effects of baseplate flexibility, local bending behavior has a much
greater influence on tubewall stress, especially in flexible baseplates. Local bending
behavior influences tubewall stress, through the lobi deformations of the tubewall to
baseplate fillet welded connection. The translational and rotational deformations of
the baseplate and tubewall, as well as the relative rotational deformations between the
tubewall and baseplate influence the tubewall stresses. The main idea oflocal bending
behavior is that the baseplate local to the tubewall has different flexibilities at different
locations along the tubewall to baseplate interface. The baseplate is typically the most
flexible at mid baseplate along the mast-aml axis at the direct tension and compression
radial locations. This flexibility allows for out-of-plane defomlations near the
baseplate. thus the primary prerequisite of simple beam theory is not met, as plane
sections do not remain plane. The flexibility of the baseplate and tubewall both
contribute to the overall sti ffness of the connection. and detennine the local
defonnations. The flexibility hence IS detennined by several structure geometric
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aspects such as baseplate thickness, anchor rod spacing, leveling nut fixity, fillet weld
geometry, pole stiffness, and tubewall thickness. The local bending effect of baseplate
flexibility on tubewall stress though should not be confused with the p-d effect.
Secondary effects, or the amplification of stresses due to the bending created by
deformation, were considered and found not to be significant for the small
deformations and elastic loads.
The most convenient way to explain the flexibility induced local bending
influence on tubewall stresses is to show sections through the deformed structure.
Beginning with the behavior of the tubewall at the direct compression and tension
radial locations, Figure 4.2.1.3A shows a cross section of the deformed baseplate and
tubewall through the mast-arm axis. As the behavior at the compressive side and the
tensile side, is the same, only the behavior at the tensile side will be discussed. Note it
may be convenient to refer back to the vertical stress profile diagrams at the direct
tension radial locations, including Figures 4.2.1.9 (3/4" specimen), 4.2.1.13 (l y;"
specimen), and 4.2.1.17 (3" specimen). Defining positive local bending stress as that
which will create tension on the outer tubewall surface and compression on the inner
tubewall surface, the local bending stress in the tubewall is positive from the top of the
vertical fillet weld toe until a height of approximately 1.25" above the baseplate, or
approximately 0.75" inches above the vertical fillet weld toe. According to the
definition of bending stress, in this region the tubewall deformation is such that
tension is bcing applicd to the outcr surfacc, and compression is being applicd to thc
inner surface. Figurc 4.2.1.4A shows a close up of thc dircct tcnsion location. note
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that the curvature of this region matches the local bending stress. As shown in Figure
4.2.1.4, above this region, an inflection point occurs and the curvature of the tubewall
changes. As shown in the vertical stress profiles, this same location corresponds to the
change of sign of the locaf bending stress. Thus a compressive stress is applied to the
outer tubewall surface, due to the deformation of the tubewall. As discussed
previously the mid-plane stress at the direct tension (and compression) radial location
for more flexible baseplates is compressive. Thus the positive value of the magnitude
of bending stress added to the negative (compressive) value of mid-plane stress gives
the outer tubewall stress. Thus at both the direct compressive and tensile radial
locations the two major effects of baseplate flexibility, the mid-plane load path effect
and the local bending stress deformation effect act in opposite magnitude. This
offsetting relationship between to the two different baseplate flexibility influences can
also be seen numerically in the vertical stress profiles. The behavior can also be seen
clearly in radial stress distribution diagrams, especially in comparison with 45 degree
radial locations which, will be discussed next.
The local bending stress and deformation behavior is shown in Figure
4.2.1.2A, a deformed model cross-scction through the diagonal axis. Again the
discussion will focus on the tension side, as the behavior on the compression side is
the same. The local defomlation of the baseplate to tubewall connection at the tcnsion
45 degree radial location is considerably different than that of the direct tension radial
location. above. Note that due to the closer proximity to the leveling nut. the
baseplates translation is impeded. and replaced by a rotation. Also note that the
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relative rotation between the tubewall and the baseplate is much larger than in the
'>
deformed structure at the direct tension radial location. As will be shown in the future
discussion of radial stress distribution diagrams, local bending stress is typically
greater at the 45 degree radial locations, than at the direct tension radial locations
further away from the anchor rod and leveling nut connection which provides fixity to
the baseplate. Though no close up is shown, the same behavior as discussed above
exists in the tubewall at the tension 45 degree location. From the top of the vertical
weld toe up to a height of approximately 1.5" above the baseplate, the tubewall
deforms such that positive local bending stress is applied. As shown in the figure the
curvature shows tension on the outer tubewall surface, and compression on the inner
tubewall surface. The difference in the 45 degree radial location behavior is that the
mid-plane stress is in tension. Thus an additive relationship develops and the tensile
local bending stress is additive with the tensile mid-plane stress.
Weld Profile Effects on Local Outer Stress Gradient: An interesting point regarding
the vertical distribution of outer tubewall stress was unexpectedly uncovered in
developing the parametric study. This unexpected observation regarded the bottom
portion of the finite element data displayed in the vertical stress distribution plots.
Particularly the behavior of outer tubewall stress less than liS" directly above the
upper fillct weld toe. As shown in Figures 4.2.1.4-4.2.1.19, outer stress of the I Ifz"
and r thick baseplate specimens has a small "kink" at the 45 degree tensile radial
locations. Such that thc outcr stress directly located at the cdgc of the weld toc (which
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correspond to the lowest data point or the beginning of the plotted stress) decreases,
and is less than the stresses located vertically above it. This behavior is not seen in the
1 Yz" or 3" specimen data at the direct tensile radial location. This behavior, marked
by the kink at the weld toe, at the 45 degree radial location, is also not seen in both the
%" specimen direct or 45 degree tensile radial location data.
This trend in this behavior of outer stress at the weld toe for the three
specimens, was overlooked for the most part, given the small magnitudes of the
difference in stress. The behavior was then recognized in the development of the
parametric study, in which the exact values of these outer stresses near the weld toe
were more important. The weld toe profile of the parametric study was the same weld
profile of the 1 Yz" thick baseplate specimen, which is considerably larger than the
small weld profile of the 3/4" specimen. Thus it strongly appears that the behavior
involves the size and inertial properties of the weld profile. The inertial properties of
the larger weld profiles act to reduce local deformations directly at the edge of the
\
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weld toe, as would be expected. Unfortunately due to time constraints, the effects of
different weld profiles have not been covered in any significant depth. This
unexpected observation is really an indication of the enormity of the factors that
influence flexibility effects in socket connections. It indicates that more finite element
work studying the effects of weld profile geometry could be performed. Additionally
it indicates that though the study has attempted to cover the typical geometry of the
structure. the study does not cover the wide range of possible geometries. which do
influence flexibility and behavior.
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Radial Stress Distribution Behavior Adjacent to Tubewall Weld Toe
The main objective of the study is to determine the influence of baseplate
flexibility on fatigue performance and design of sign structures utilizing welded socket
connections. Thus it is critical to determine how baseplate flexibility behavior
influences tubewall stresses local to the vertical fillet weld of the socket connection,
particularly how these local tubewall stresses differ from nominal design values,
derived from simple beam theory analysis, and the trends in flexibility influenced
behavior under decreasing baseplate flexibility. The following discussion focused on
this complex three dimensional behavior, discussing the stress behavior and profile in
the vertical plane. Several key aspects of the baseplate flexibility induced tubewall
behavior have been discussed. The following discussion will review the behavior as it
relates to the radial distribution of stress. In addition comments will be made
regarding the trend in tubewall stress behavior under increasing baseplate flexibility.
Prior to discussing the radial stress distribution, a couple of quick notes must
be made to aid in the understanding of the radial distribution charts used to illustrate
the behavior. Figure 4.2.1.20 is the first of 5 radial distribution figures to be
discussed. Additional illustrations have been added so that this plot can serve as an
example of the method the stress distribution data is presented. The following
discussion focuses on the results of static end cantilever loading of 100 pounds. This
section only serves to discuss the radial distribution of behavior. thus no experimental
data will be used or compared to the finite element results. The finite clement results
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presented are the same results as have been previously discussed and conform to the
exact structural geometries of the test specimens. As discussed previously, the critical
fatigue location is at the tubewall adjacent to the veridical fillet weld toe, thus finite
element stress data from this region has been used in the creation of the plots. All
stress data is taken from the inner and outer tubewall, at the hotspot or experimental
gage location closest to the weld toe. Specific to radial distribution plots, data points
are plotted on a radial plot. These data points represent various finite element stresses
recorded at 11.25° intervals, or 8 intervals per 90°. The orientation of the baseplate
and mast-arm are indicated with the mast-arm pointing up the page, and tension being
at the bottom of the page. For every interval around the tubewall the values of stress
are plotted. Note that some of the plots are more clear, when stress values are
presented as absolute values, thus negative values appear in the same position as
positive values. The description of these plots will indicate the behavior, though
vertical stress distributions can be referred to as well to provide this information.
Figure 4.2.1.20 shows the radial axial stress distribution plot for the ~" thick
baseplate specimen. This particular thickness represents an extreme in baseplate
flexibility, and hence the radial distribution of stress also represents the extreme in
stress behavior and radial distribution. First note that the symmetry in the stress
distribution, about the mast-aml axis, as well as the neutral axis. Symmetry about the
mast-ann axis is expected, as the structure geometry. restraints, and loading are
s~lnmctric. The symmctry about the ncutral axis. is much less exact, though still in
ycry good agrecmcnt. This would also be expected as aside from the rc1atiyely small
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value of axial stress transferred by the pole, the bending and baseplate flexibility
conditions are the same on the tension and compression sides of the baseplate.
The outer tubewall stress distribution, beginning at the direct compression
location, reads a value of 5 ksi. As discussed previously this value is actually a
compressive or thought of as a negative 5 ksi. Following the outer tubewall stress
around the pole towards the right compressive anchor rod, the outer stress becomes
more compressive reaching a value close to -10 ksi. Continuing along the tubewall in
a clockwise radial direction, the outer stress decreases to a stress of approximately
zero. Likewise on the tension side of the neutral axis, the outer stress is always
tensile or positive. Again the maximum outer stress is recorded at a radial location
approximately in line with the anchor rod. In future discussion, this location and
flexibility trend of this location of this maximum outer stress will be discussed.
Additionally the tensile outer stress also is considerably less at the direct location, than
at the 45 degree radial location of maximum stress.
The inner tubewall stress follows a more regular radial distribution pattern.
However two important aspects of the stress distribution must be made clear. First,
the inner stress behaves opposite to the expected sense of the stress, such that the
values shown on the traditional compressive side of the tubewall (above the traditional
neutral axis) are tensile, and on the traditional tension side of the baseplate the inner
stresses are compressive. The simple explanation of this behavior especially for very
flexible baseplates, follows that at the direct tensile and compressive regions. due to
the baseplate flexibility effect. the mid-plane stress is small and the bending stress is
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still reasonably high. Thus the inner and outer stresses are roughly equal and apposite.
The second point regarding the inner stress distribution is important to the observer
that is not overly familiar with the radial plotting scheme used. It would appear that at
the direct compression (or tension locations), the inner stress reaches a maximum, then
slowly decreases toward the 45 degree radial position. However the stress shown is
actually constant for the first three intervals. This is a fairly interesting point, that the
inner stresses on the compressive and tensile sides of the pole are constant over a good
portion of the inner tubewali.
As discussed previously the local bending stress in the tubewall does slightly
increase at 45 degree radial locations, especially in flexible baseplates. As shown the
maximum bending stress occurs in line with the anchor rod (at 45 degree radial
locations) on the tensile side of the baseplate. Though on the compressive side of the
pole, the maximum bending stress occurs closer to the direct location, though
approximately in line with the anchor rod. The local bending stress as discussed
regarding the vertical profiles provides a compressive or negative value on the entire
compressive side of the pole and tensile or positive value of local bending stress on the
traditional tension side of the pole. As discussed previously, this translates to a
compressive force being applied on the outer tubewall due to deformation on the
compressive side of the pole and likewise a tensile stress on the traditional tensile side
of the pole.
The strange shaped stress plot in the center of Figure 4.2. I .20 is the mid-plane
stress. The behavior of the mid-plane stress has already been discussed, in the vertical
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stress profile section, and will be further discussed shortly. At the present time, note
that first the magnitude of the mid-plane stress, and thus load path effects is much
smaller compared to the magnitude of the local bending stress and thus deformation
effects. Also the shape of the plot, as previously discussed is representative of mid-
plane stresses being opposite of the traditional sense (e.g. compressive on the
traditional tensile side of the pole) at the direct tension and compression radial
locations. And at the 45 degree radial locations, in line with the anchor rods, the mid-
plane stress is of the expected sense. Thus the shape reflects, the mid-plane stress
changing signs. Finally it is important to illustrate the relationship between the inner,
outer, local bending and mid-plane tubewall stresses, as discussed previously in the
vertical stress distribution discussion. According to the sign convention adopted, the
outer tubewall stress is the local bending stress added to the mid-plane stress, and the
inner stress is the negative local bending stress added to the mid-plane stress.
Examining the traditional tension side of the pole, and at the direct tensile radial
location, note that the positive local bending stress added to the negative mid-plane
stress reduces the outer stress at the direct radial location. At thc 45 degree radial
locations, in line with the tension anchor rods, note that thc mid-plane strcss is also
tcnsile, thus the outer stress in incrcased as it is the product of both the positive and
tensile local bending and mid-stress.
Figurc 4.2.1.21 shows the radial diagram of the 3" specimcn, rcpresenting the
opposite extrcme in baseplate flexibility. The same additi\"c relationships exist
between the \"arious tubewall stresses. though the distribution and relati\Oc magnitudes
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are considerably different from the %" thick specimen. The outer, inner and local
bending tubewall stresses are all very much less than those of the more flexible %"
baseplate specimen. Note that the flexibility effect, both due to mid-plane, load path
effects and the local bending effect, is not as apparent as in the %" specimen, as can be
seen in the outer stress profile. Note that the outer stress profile does not have the
distinguishable decrease in outer stress at the direct tension and compression locations.
There is some small decrease in outer stress at the direct tensile and compressive
radial locations, but not nearly as much as in the %" baseplate. Note that similar to the
%" specimen, the outer stress and the local bending stress behave in the expected
sense, with compressive (negative) stresses in the traditional compressive side of the
neutral axis. The inner stress is opposite of the traditional state of stress, such that
inner stresses on the traditional compressive side of the pole, are all tensile. Another
major difference between the radial stress profiles of the W' and 3" baseplate
specimens is that the 3" inner stress magnitudes are very much smaller when
compared to the outer stress magnitudes. In the %" thick baseplate specimen, the
inner and outer stresses though different in shape are approximately of the same
magnitude.
Figures 4.2.1.22-24 plot (in order) the mid-plane stress, local bending stress,
and finally outer tubewall stress of the three different baseplate thickness specimens,
showing the trend of baseplate flexibility on radial stress distribution. As discussed
preYiously the %" thick specimen mid-plane stress plot produced a rather unique
shape. This shape is shown. as well as the mid-plane stress radial plots of the rand 1
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W' thick baseplate specimens, in Figure 4.2.1.22. Note for this figure only, the actual
values of stress not the absolute values are plotted. As illustrated in the plot, the 0/.;"
mid-plane stress is positive or tensile in the direct compression region, and negative or
compressive in the direct tension radial location. Again the mid-plane stresses at the
45 degree radial locations, in line with the anchor rods follow the traditional sense,
with compression and tension at their traditional locations relative to the neutral axis.
The most important trend to note in the figure is that the mid-plane stress distribution
changes with increasing baseplate thickness or increasing baseplate stiffness. First
note that mid-plane stresses of the three different baseplate thickness specimens is
very consistent at the 45 degree radial locations. It may even appear that with
increasing thickness, a constant value of mid-plane stress is reached at these 45 degree
radial locations. This is indicated by the fact that there is very little difference
between the 1 W' and 3" data, when compared to the difference between the 1 Y:z" and
0/.;" data at these locations. In addition with increasing baseplate thickness the mid-
plane stress at the direct compression and tension locations, decreases, so that the
sense of the stress conforms to the traditional state of stress.
Figure 4.2.1.23 presents similar data, illustrating the trend in local bending
tubewall stress over increasing baseplate thickness. Note first that the magnitudes of
local bending stress decrease considerably, possibly in a non-linear or exponentially
'j
with increasing baseplate thickness. The other key point to make regarding the radial
distribution of the local bending stress. is that due to increasing baseplate thickness.
the shape of the local bending stress profile also changes. In the %" thick baseplate
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specimen data, there is a noticeable decrease in the local bending stress at the direct
tension or compression radial locations. However this dip in local bending stresses is
not considerable in the 1 Y2" and 3" baseplate thickness data.
Given the trends of mid-plane and local bending tubewall stresses with
increasing baseplate thickness, the radial distribution of outer tubewall stresses will
also decrease in magnitude and become more regular. Figure 4.2.1.24 shows the
radial distribution of outer tubewall stress for all three baseplate thickness specimens,
and the nominal simple beam theory predicted outer stress distribution. Again note
that with increasing baseplate thickness and hence increasing baseplate stiffuess, outer
tubewall stress located in line with anchor rods, decrease, producing a radial stress
distribution profile similar in shape to that of simple beam theory.
Section 4.2.2: Baseplate Leveling Test Results
The procedure used in the baseplate leveling tests and the justification for
studying the influence of out-of-Ievel erection imperfection loading was previously
discussed in Sections 2.4. In summary the baseplate leveling tests were performed by
recording tubewall strain and baseplate displacement data through a series of enforced
baseplate positions. The testing sequence began with the baseplate of the pole
specimen in a level position, as indicated by simple leveling measuring equipment.
The baseplate was then raised up 1/16" of an inch, measured in line with the anchor
rod. The leveling nuts were raised in order to achieve the enforced baseplate
displacement. As this process typically resulted in some fairly sizable mast-ann
oscillations. the specimen was allowed to come to rest. and the baseplate was raised an
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additional 1/32". Again the specimen was allowed to come to rest, after which it was
enforced back to its' original position. The major justification for this testing was to
see the influence of a reasonably small erection imperfection on tubewall stress.
These small imperfections are likely common in the erection process, as well are the
stresses produced by the imperfections. The test results may also have some
implications considering the use ofUIT weld treatment to sign structure pole socketed
connections. Particularly that if in the design process a UIT treated specimen may be
considered to be in an initial state of compression at the tube wall side weld toe.
However if construction imperfections are present, especially baseplate leveling error
this assumption of compression at the weld toe may be incorrect.
Baseplate leveling tests were performed on all three pole specimens. The first
specimen tested, the 1 Y2" thick baseplate pole specimen received the most attention in
the testing program, and thus has the most data available for analysis. Due to the
abundance of data on the 1 Y2" baseplate pole specimen, it will be the primary focus of
this section. As expected due to the unique fixity conditions between the leveling nut
pairs and the baseplate there is some scatter in the data. In addition anothcr source of
scatter in the data related to the measuring tolerance, as it was difficult to accurately
mcasure the small enforced baseplate displacement, without complex mcasuring
cquipmcnt. The scattcr in the bascplatc lcvcling data howevcr is minor. and is only
significant in showing that the influcncc of fixity in thc lcvcling nuts is a complcx
bchavior. The objectivc of thc bascplatc Icvcling testing. never intended to dctenninc
an exact rcsponse due to the behavior. but cxamined thc problem through a casc study
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type approach. Several data records were taken of each specific test to provide a range
of data, which in tum provides a very reasonable value for the strains induced in the
tubewall.
A typical data record is shown in Figure 4.2.2.1A. Note that after the baseplate
IS returned to its original position where under a simple linear elastic analysis
approach would correspond to zero stresses, one particular gage has a considerable
non-zero stress. This data result was fairly common, and could be minimized by
repeating the same baseplate leveling test, to reseat the baseplate. The result was
indicative of a change in the fixity and hence deflected shape of the baseplate, such
that when the baseplate was returned to its' original position a different state of stress
was induced in the tubewall due to baseplate bending. The influence of this
'unseating' was ultimately not able to be controlled by the test-set up. The influence
on the data was minimized as much as possible.
Prior to beginning the discussion of the experimental results, it is helpful to
make use of the symmetrical characteristics of the behavior observed in finite element
and experimental study. The highly symmetric geometry of the pole specimens and
baseplate leveling imperfection loading, including symmetry about the mast-am1 axis,
neutral axis, and the diagonal axis (between opposite anchor rods). results in a highly
symmetric stress distribution. Through finite element analysis trends in symmetry
were verified. The effects of the hand access hole. which is the only non-symmetric
aspect of the pole geometry, were sho\\'n to be negligible adjacent to the tubewall weld
toe. Typically the resulting percent differences due to the hand access hole were
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smaller than eight percent. Experimental strain data also confirms these symmetries,
though due to scatter in the testing data, finite element study was required to ensure
that the symmetry trends existed. The finite element and experimental baseplate
leveling imperfection test results showed a total of five different symmetries. These
symmetries included symmetry with the loading location, loading direction and the
resulting stress profile itself. The simplified method used in simulating the finite
element baseplate leveling imperfection loading, and other details of the finite element
analysis will later be discussed, prior to the discussion of the results.
These five symmetries are illustrated Figure 4.2.2.2 and Figure 4.2.2.3.
Because the reasoning for all of the symmetries is fairly intuitive a quick review of the
figures will be presented. The first symmetry, shown as Symmetry 1, indicates that
the stress profile is symmetric about the diagonal axis of the anchor rod causing the
baseplate to be out of level. This is fairly simple to see as the structure geometry
(neglecting the hand access hole), loading, and reactions are all symmetric about the
diagonal axis. The second symmetry is also fairly straight forward. As shown an
upward enforced baseplate deflection results in an equal-and-opposite stress compared
to that resulting from a downward enforced baseplate deflection. The final three
symmetries follow the same pattem. The general symmetry involves two different
loadings applied, that are symmetric, and then corresponding stresses, at points
symmetric about the same axis, will be the same. The third symmetry shows that if
two enforced baseplate loadings are SYlnmetric about the mast-ann, then resulting
stresses due to the two loadings at points S)lnmetric about the mast-ann will be the
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same. The fourth symmetry follows the same exact explanation, except the symmetry
is about the pole neutral axis. The fifth symmetry is a logical extension of the third
and fourth symmetry behaviors. Through geometric principles and verified in finite
element study, the same symmetry behavior is true about the two diagonal axis.
A very simple approach to the baseplate leveling test finite element models
was taken. The objective of the modeling was primarily to verify the rough symmetry
relationships seen in the experimental data. The finite element modeling made use of
the same models used in the comparison with the static cantilever end loading, except
instead of applying an end load, an enforced displacement loading was applied. The
baseplate leveling test models were the same, except for the as modeled leveling nuts.
The leveling nuts were not modeled using the partial leveling nuts as used in the final
finite element models. Because the simplified approach to modeling the displacement
loading, local modeled deformations were too great, thus complete leveling nuts were
used. The enforced nodal displacement was applied to anchor rod nodes, at the mid-
height of the baseplate. This plane of nodes at the mid height of the baseplate, was
allowed to translate in the horizontal plane, though because all of the nodes of the
plane were enforced to displace to the same displacemcnt, local rotation of the anchor
rod was prevented. Figure 4.2.2.3 shows a model section through the anchor rod,
showing the horizontal plane of vcrtical nodal displacemcnt loading. It is notcd that
this as modcled loading mcthod is a simplificd approach. and not intendcd to provide
exact results. but results that can be uscd to aid the undcrstanding of the experimcntal
results.
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Due to the highly symmetric stress results of the enforced baseplate leveling
imperfection tests, the number of different tests performed involving raising and
lowering different baseplate locations, could have been considerably reduced. The
strain results from the multiple configurations of baseplate leveling tests enforcing
upward and downward baseplate displacements at the different leveling nut locations
however can easily be compared given the symmetric behavior. Considering the
scatter in the experimental data and the objective to gain insight into the magnitude of
stress induced in the tubewall adjacent to the weld toe it is only appropriate to consider
the maximum stress magnitude. The local effects of leveling nuts and the slight non-
symmetric behavior of the hand access hole may slightly influence the obtained stress
results. However the symmetry comparisons of the experimental data and comparison
of experimental and finite element analysis data was very good.
Figure 4.2.2.4 shows the deflected modeled structure under baseplate leveling
imperfection loading, for the 1 !;2" thick baseplate pole specimen. Note as indicated
the specific enforced displacement is an upward 3/32" at the left tension anchor rod
location. The right tension and right compression anchor rods are indicated, with the
view of the left compression anchor rod partially obstructed. Note the considerable
amount of local defomlation to the loading anchor rod, and that most of the
defonnation occurs in the anchor rods. As indicated by the lack of curvature in the
displaced shape. the defonnation of the baseplate is primarily due to a rotation of the
baseplate. The bending in the bascplate is minimal when comparcd to that of the
anchor rods. Throu~h the dia~onal axis bctwecn .the left tcnsion and ri~ht
~ ~ ~
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compression anchor rod the baseplate is combined in clamping the pole tube and
driving a compressive force up the diagonal section of the tubewall. On the opposite
diagonal axis through the right tension and left compression anchor rod, the baseplate
is being pulled upward by the resultant tensile force. The behavior through this axis is
similar to the application of a large upward tensile load, concentric with the vertical
pole axis.
Table 4.2.2.1 shows the finite element results of the baseplate leveling
imperfection loading discussed above. The model shows the finite element results of
the 1 Y2" thick baseplate specimen, with an enforced upward baseplate deflection of
3/32" at the left tension anchor rod location. The finite element outer tubewall stresses
are plotted on 45 degree intervals. Selected experimental values are shown in boxes,
at the gage locations available. Overall the finite element and experimentally
measured outer stresses are in good agreement considering the approximate nature of
the modeled loading, the local effects of the leveling nut fixity, and the general scatter
of the data. As discussed previously, the maximum tensile stresses are observed at the
diagonal opposite to the enforced displacement location. The experimental results for
this particular test show a tensile stress of 18 ksi at both diagonal locations, as shown.
The finite clement tensile stresses of 20 ksi are in good agreement with the
experimental data. As discussed. compressive stresses are located on the diagonal axis
in line with the enforced baseplate displacement. The two finite element outer stresses
on the axis are -20 and -14 ksi. As would be expected due to the large equivalent
upward force applied to the comer of the baseplate (equivalent to the upward
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displacement), a large compressive force and compressive stress is generated in the
adjacent tubewall as the stiffness of the pole tube acts to restrain the enforced
displacement. The experimental stress measured at the right 45 degree tension radial
location is in the similar range of the finite element stress data. The remaining radial
locations, including the direct tension and compression and the left and right neutral
axis radial locations, are locations of low outer tubewall stress, as shown. Finite
element stress data agreement is in good agreement considering that both values are
low, though on occasion the difference relative the magnitude of the values may be
high. Again this agreement at these locations of low stress is acceptable, due to the
localized fixity effects and scatter of the experimental baseplate leveling test data.
Figures 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3 are provided to illustrate the symmetry of the
resulting baseplate leveling experimental stresses. Figure 4.2.2.2 illustrates the
symmetry of the stress profile about the diagonal axis of the baseplate leveling
imperfection loading (discussed previously as Symmetry #1). Again the average
stress results for the 1 Yz" thick baseplate specimen under a 3/32" upward enforced
baseplate deflection at the left tension is shown. According to the symmetry about the
diagonal loading axis, there should be three symmetry relationships, considering if
strains were measured on a 45 degree radial interval at hotspot vertical locations
(0.75" above the baseplate). Because strain was not measured at the right neutral axis
location. only two sy11lmetry relationships exist between the hotspot experimental
stresses. These similar stresses are marked in the table by the different shades of grey.
Note that the S)ll1metry between the corresponding finite clement stresses is quite
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good, though not perfect due to the non-symmetric effect of the hand access hole. The
experimental data shows the symmetry of the stress distribution to be not so well
defined. This may be caused by local leveling nut fixities and scatter in the
experimental data. The symmetry of the stress profile can also be seen in the plots
previously discussed in Table 4.2.2.1. Note the axis of symmetry is indicated.
Table 4.2.2.3 demonstrates a different type of symmetry condition of the
baseplate leveling tests. The experimental hotspot stress results of two different
baseplate leveling imperfections on the 1 Y2" thick baseplate specimen are shown in
tabular form. The results in the first column are for the imperfection loading case with
an upward deflection of 3/32" at the left compression anchor rod. The second column
of stress data shows the results of the same loading only at the left tension anchor rod
location. Note that these two different loadings are symmetric about the pole neutral
axis, and thus would apply to the symmetry relationships discussed Symmetry #4.
Thus the stress results of the two different loadings should be equal, when located
symmetrically about the neutral axis. The symmetry relationships of the hotspot or
gage locations 0.75" above the baseplate that should exist according to the finite
clement symmetry are shown below the table and indicated with arrows. These
symmetry relationships arc simply based on the symmetry of a circular pole, and
neglect the influence of the non-symmetric hand access hole. The experimental data
of the two different loadings shows a rough symmetric behavior, as paired sYlnmetric
stresses match the magnitude of stress, reasonably well. It is also important to notice
that the for some reason it appears that the magnitude of experimental stresses
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measured in the left compression anchor rod location test seem to be consistently
greater than that of the left tension anchor rod test. The data obtained for both of the
tests represents an average of several tests, thus minimizing the possible influence of
experimental and measuring error. The difference in magnitudes that according to
symmetry and finite element study should exist, may be accounted for by local
leveling nut fixity issues.
This comparison of the two symmetric baseplate imperfection loading is
typical of baseplate testing. This scatter in data, likely due to the local and
unpredictable nature of the leveling nut connections, makes it difficult to determine
the average maximum tensile stress due to baseplate leveling imperfection loading.
Examining all of the different leveling tests performed, removing outlying data, and
averaging the maximum stress magnitudes of the response was performed on the
experimental results for all three baseplate specimens. Table 4.2.2.4 displays the
average experimental stress representing the maximum tensile stress due to a baseplate
leveling imperfection of 3/32". Also shown in the plot are the corresponding
maximum baseplate leveling imperfection stresses as determined by finite element
analysis. Note the finite element and experimcntal results both show that baseplatc
flcxibility does influence the hotspot stress induccd in imperfcction loading. A rough
linear relationship appears to cxist, as shown in the plot in Tablc 4.2.2.4. As shown in
the plot the finite clemcnt predicted bascplatc lcvcling impcrfcction stresscs arc a
slight undcr-prediction of the experimental strcss valucs.
Section 4.2.3: Mast-Arm Test Results
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The mast-arm specImen experimental testing program consisted of three
components: The first component was a static load testing of the mast-arm specimen,
similar to the static tests perfonned on the three pole specimens. The second
component of the mast-ann testing was a series of tests termed "spacer tests". These
tests used a similar static load testing, but examined the behavior of the mast-ann
specimen with a washer "spacer" preventing contact between the mast-ann endplate
and the flange plate of the pole specimen. The final component of the mast-ann
testing involved examining the resulting stress behavior in the mast-arm tubewall
when a tension bolt was removed.
Static Cantilever End Load Testing
As the pole to baseplate welded socket connection was the primary concern of
the study, the welded socket connection between the mast-arm and endplate was a
secondary concern. The socket connection of the mast-ann and endplate was only
studied by experimental testing, as no finite element analysis was perfonned.
However, as discussed previously a considerable number of strain gages were used to
capture the behavior of the welded connection as well as possible. The difficulty of
this objective was increased by the fact that no gages could be applied to the inside of
the mast-arm tubewall. (See the discussion of the mast-ann strain gage plan for more
details in Section 2.3. Prior to the experimental testing of the mast-arnl socket
connection it was believed that the behavior of the mast-arnl socket connection would
be similar to the behavior observed experimentally and through finite element study of
the pole socket connection to the baseplate. Because the mast-ann endplate has
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different fixity conditions than the pole baseplate, the flexibility induced behavior in
the pole tubewall as discussed earlier, might not be observed to the same degree in the
mast-arm connection. The endplate is less flexible than the baseplate for two primary
reasons: First on the compression side of the mast-arm, the endplate bears against the
flange plate of the built-up box, which is less flexible than the conditions of the
baseplate, in which the baseplate can deflect freely. Also, the four mast-arm bolts
provide a clamping force, holding the endplate fixed to the flangeplate, which is much
more stiff than the baseplate fixity. At the leveling nut to baseplate connection, due to
the flexibility of the stand-off length of the anchor rods, the baseplate is much more
free to rotate, than the endplate.
That is not to say that the behavior of the mast-arm to endplate welded socket
connection can be influenced by endplate flexibility. Though the fixity of the endplate
decreases the flexibility effect the geometry of the endplate and mast-arm when
compared to that of the baseplate and pole can actually increase the flexibility effect.
Two aspects of the endplate and mast-aml geometry primarily contribute to the
flexibility effect. First, due to the general design of the built-up box detail, the flange
plate must be wider than the diameter of the pole to allow for the mast-ann bolts to be
tightened. Essentially the nature of this design spreads out the spacing between the
mast-aml bolts, to a distance comparable the baseplate anchor rod spacing. In addition
the diameter of the mast-aml at the endplate is decreased. Thus referring back to the
simply supported beam analogy, the increase in span length produces a more flexible
endplate. which allows increased endplate deflection and rotation causing an increase
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in local bending stresses. The second aspect of the endplate and mast-arm geometry
that contributes to the flexibility effect is the tubewall thickness. Because mast-arm
spans can be quite long, it is often essential to use a thinner tubewall thickness, than in
a pole section. This thinner tubewall is much more flexible, and does not prevent
endplate deformation as well as a stiffer, thicker tubewall. Because of these two
particular aspects of endplate geometry, the effect endplate flexibility plays in mast-
arm welded socket connection behavior must be considered.
To begin the discussion of the experimental results of the mast-arm testing it is
first helpful to compare the endplate geometry with the pole specimen baseplate
geometry of the 1 Yz" thick baseplate specimen. As discussed in the paragraph above
the endplate bolt spacing and thinner tubewall thickness both contribute to the
flexibility effect. The geometry comparison is shown in Table 4.2.3.1. Note the
difference in baseplate and endplate geometry. While the mast-arm endplate is
slightly thicker than the pole baseplate (1.75" compared to 1.5"), the bolt/anchor rod
spacing is slightly greater in the mast-arm specimen (14.75" compared to 14.19").
The flexibility of the mast-aml endplate is also increased because the tube diameter
and tubewall thickness is only 11.0" and 0.18" compared to the 13" diameter and
0.23" thickness for the pole specimen. This tube geometry is countered by the fact
that the mast-aml endplate has a greater width of endplate to bend. Since the mast-
ann endplate side lengths are slightly bigger than the pole baseplate and the mast-ann
tube diameter is slightly smaller. there is more endplate material to bend. Referring
back to the analogy of a simply supported beam at the sides of the endplate between
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the tube circle cutout and the sides, the width of the beam is larger, and thus less
flexible. There is one final aspect of the structure geometry influencing the
comparison of the flexibility of the endplate and baseplate. In comparing the
experimental results, the fixity of the two nutted connections may also influence the
comparison. The mast-arm bolts were mechanically tightened to their full capacity,
while the baseplate anchor rods were hand tightened only. Thus the tightening method
used would likely influence the mast-arm endplate to be stiffer, comparatively with the
baseplate connection.
Because no finite element analysis was performed on the mast-arm connection
the mast-arm experimental data and behavior must be compared to the corresponding
pole data and behavior. The comparison of mast-arm and pole experimental stress
profile is shown in Figures 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3 respectively. Note that in both the
mast-arm and pole profile experimental outer tubewall stresses are given in distance
away from the top of the baseplate or endplate. Both figures plot the outer stress in
the tension radial locations under a static 100 pound cantilever end load. Figure
4.2.3.3 additionally plots the outer stress distribution at the 45 degree tension radial
location for comparison. The tube wall stresses of the 1 12" thick baseplate pole
specimen and the mast-aml specimen compare very well in both magnitude and shape
of the stress profile. The outer stress at the tension radial location of the mast-aml
connection. shown in Figure 4.2.3.2 follows the flexibility induced pattem as
discussed previously in Section 4.2.1. Note that directly above the weld toe of the
mast-ann socket connection. the outer stresses are considerably elevated frOI11 the
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nominal stress. With increasing distance away from the endplate the outer tubewall
stress decreases until it reaches a minimum at a distance approximately 2" away from
the endplate. From this minimum it slowly begins to approach nominal value for
tubewall stress. This stress profile behavior is exactly the same as was observed in the
pole socket welded connections. The one primary difference in the profiles is that as
shown in Figure 4.2.3.3 the outer stresses measured 8" above the baseplate are
beginning to diverge as the hand access hole reinforcing is influencing the stress
profile.
The magnitudes of the outer tubewall stress profile are also very similar to
those of the pole socket connection. The magnitudes of the experimental outer
tubewall stress profiles of the two connections can be compared by two stress
parameters, the value of the hotspot stress and the stress profile difference, the
difference between the hotspot outer tubewall stress and the minimum outer tubewall
stress at the "valley" location. Note that as discussed above it is difficult to quantify
the baseplate flexibility effects in the tubewall stress profile as other effects, primarily
the stress concentration of the weld toe influence the stress profile. Note the hotspot
stress locations, or the gage locations closest to the weld toe, are not necessarily
consistent between different pole and mast-ann specimens due to differences in weld
geometry. The valley location of stress determined by experimental testing, though
close, is not necessarily at the exact 2" gage location also. However the difference in
the somewhat arbitrarily located hotspot stress and the valley outer stress as discussed
in Section 4.2.1. does reasonably well in indicating the degree baseplate flexibility
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influences tubewall stresses. The tension hotspot outer stress of the mast-ann is
approximately 4.5 ksi, compared to the tension hotspot outer stress of the pole of
approximately 3.0 ksi. As would be expected the comparatively more flexible pole
socket connection, shows the greatest outer tubewall stress difference of
approximately 3.5 ksi, compared to the stress difference of approximately 2.0 ksi of
the mast-ann connection. In Figure 4.2.3.3 the pole outer tubewall stress profile at the
tension 45 degree radial location is also shown. Note the magnitude of the hotspot
stress is much greater than the tension radial location, as well the magnitude of hotspot
stress of the mast-ann hotspot tension outer stress. As seen in Figure 4.2.3.5, the
similarity in the pole 1 Yz" baseplate specimen tension 45 degree radial location stress
magnitudes at the hotspot and valley locations are very similar to those of the mast-
ann specimen at the tension radial location. This is significant in that for theses two
particular stress profiles, one represents the maximum experimentally measured
tensile stresses on the pole specimen and the other the maximum tensile stresses on the
mast-ann specimen. Thus from the perspective of elastic stresses adjacent to the weld
toe, the experimental data shows that: Both welded socket connections, at the mast-
arm and at the baseplate, develop similar magnitudes of outer stresses, though at
different locations. Additionally the stress profiles in the tubewall adjacent to the
mast-ann to endplate socket connection follows the same pattem of the pole to
baseplate welded socket connection discussed in Section 4.2.1.
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Washer "Spacer" Static Load Tests
In order to examine the influence that the contact between the endplate and
flangeplate has on the mast-arms tubewall stresses, static load tests were repeated with
common washers preventing contact between the endplate and the flangeplate
surfaces. This same method, placing a "spacer" between to prevent the stiffening
effect when endplate's compressive side is allowed to contact the flangeplate was also
used in the University of Texas mast-arm fatigue testing program, as discussed in
Section 1.5. The static load tests were performed identically in procedure as the static
load testing discussed previously, except with spacer washers. Additional information
regarding the testing procedure is discussed in Section 2.4.
Given the previous discussion of the mast-arm specimen experimental outer
tubewall stress profiles, the discussion of "spacer" test results will begin by examining
the difference in the stress profiles of the two different endplate fixity conditions.
Outer tubewall stress profiles are shown in Figures 4.2.3.4-7. Note each stress profile
shows the experimental stress results of the 99 pound cantilever end load test. And
each plot represents the stress profile local to the endplate to mast-aml socket
connection, at each of the four radial locations gaged, including the direct compression
and direct tension radial locations, and the tension 45 and compression 45 radial
locations both located in line with the mast-ann bolts, oriented 45 degrees from the
direct tension or compression locations. In each plot the stress profiles of the two
different endplate fixity conditions are compared. The results clearly show that the
more flexible endplate fixity condition (with the washer spacers pre\'enting cndplate
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contact), consistently produces greater hotspot stresses, and also has considerably
larger stress profile differences. Note that in Figure 4.2.3.7 the 2" stress data (gage
#53) for the spacer fixity condition is shown as zero due to a instrumentation problem.
Also note that as seen in Table 4.2.3.8, at gage locations symmetric about the mast-
arm axis 48/49 and 54/55 duplicate stress data was recorded. In addition, a very
reasonable, opposite symmetry condition between corresponding tension and
compression gage locations is also shown in Figure 4.2.3.7. Given this symmetry it is
reasonable to believe that if gage #53 was working properly it would have measured a
strain equivalent to approximately 1.5 ksi, as indicated by the asterisk in the plot in
Figure 4.2.3.7. The comparison of the "with spacer" stress profile results with the
simple beam theory nominal outer stresses should also be noted. In all the stress
profiles the experimental "with spacer" values of outer stress are less than the values
determined by simple beam theory analysis. This trend is supported by the strain
measurements 3" from the weld toe (Which would correspond to a distance of
approximately 3 3;4" away from the endplate) made in the University of Texas fatigue
research, discussed in Section 1.5.
Tables 4.2.3.8 and 4.2.3.9 show the resulting stress data comparison discussed
above in a tabular fom1. Table 4.2.3.9 provides a summary of the stress profile data
for the static mast-aml testing with and without spacers. Beginning with the without
spacer results, the radial distribution of experimental hotspot outer stress roughly
foIlO\ved simple beam theory. The largest stresses were located at the direct gage
locations (tension and compression), or the locations the furthest away from the
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neutral axis. The average ratio between the stresses measured at the direct and 45
degree locations was 0.71, which equates well to the ratio of calculated simple beam
theory stresses, the cosine of 45 degrees or approximately 0.707. In addition the
without spacer experimental outer tubewall stress profile data also showed an expected
trend regarding stress profile difference. Stress profile difference was a minimum at
the 45 degree radial locations, as would be expected due to their proximity to the bolts.
In addition the direct tension radial location stress profile difference is slightly larger
than that of the direct compression radial location. As expected the compression
location would likely be a stiffer local endplate fixity due to the contact between the
endplate and the flangeplate. This stiffer connection would slightly limit the local
bending behavior on the compression side, as indicated by the smaller stress profile
difference.
The outer stress experimental results of the mast-arm connection with spacers
also follow the same trends in flexibility. As the spacer connection detail increases the
endplate flexibility, all of the experimental hotspot stresses increase compared to the
standard bolted endplate connection. The increase in experimental hotspot stresses
was measured to be approximately 0.5 ksi and 0.9 ksi for the direct
compression/tension and 45 degree tension/45 degree compression radial locations,
respectively. This increase represents a greater than 10% increase in experimental
hotspot stress. The uneven increase in stress at the two different regions skewed the
ratio of 45 degree to direct radial locations to approximately 0.S2. Thus the stresses
measured were not following the simple beam theory distribution. similar the behavior
discussed previously in the pole specimens. The increased flexibility caused by the
endplate fixity had a drastic effect in changing the hotspot stress magnitudes and
distribution. In addition to altering the hotspot stress data, the increase in endplate
flexibility was also evident in the dramatic increase of the stress profile differences,
which increased more than 60% of their non-spacer original values.
One other significant experimental result, obtained in the mast-arm spacer test
was the recording of bending stress in the uplift and down lift portions of the endplate.
As discussed in the instrumentation and gage plans in Section 2.3, two strain gages
were placed on center, with gage length parallel and directly in line with the centerline
of the anchor rods; one gage on the tension (uplift) side and the other on the
compressive (downlift) side. These gages are numbered 56 (uplift) and 57 (downlift).
Strains at similar locations on baseplate specimens were also measured, however the
discussion of those results have been omitted due to the lack of clarity in the data,
possibly due to local fixity conditions of the hand-tightened leveling nuts. The strains
measured at these locations on the mast-arm endplate show vcry good results. The
stresses measured with the endplate in a contact type fixity are relatively small, as seen
in the bottom of Table 4.2.3.8. In addition under the non spaccr fixity condition the
magnitude ofthc stress in the compressive location is smaller than the similar stress in
the tcnsion region. This is also as expected due to the fact that thc flexibility and local
bending behavior of thc comprcssivc rcgion is limitcd by contact. In the more flcxiblc
cndplate fixity condition with the washcrs prcscnt. thc strcsses mcasured drastically
increased. to ncarly four times the stresses measured in thc typical cndplate bolted
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fixity. The uplift and downlift stresses also show a very good equal and opposite
relationship as would be expected.
Mast-Ann Bolt Removal Testing
Another practical problem involving the mast-arm to endplate welded socket
connection detail that was studied was the loss or loosening of a mast-arm bolt. The
condition arises when over time or due to improper tightening during erection, a mast-
arm bolt loosens, altering the stresses in the mast-arm tubewall. Surprisingly this
condition is not that uncommon in field inspection. To determine the stresses
generated by this type of loading, and how the mast-ann distributes stress upon
loosing tension in a mast-arm bolt, two simple static tests were performed using the
same instrumentation and loading. These tests were only concerned with the two bolts
in tension. The first test simply involved recording the strain history generated when a
tension anchor rod was loosened. All mast-arm bolts, as previously discussed in
Section 2.2, were tightened with sufficiently to preload the bolts. This release test was
performed twice once on the left tension bolt and then again on the right tension bolt.
Additionally a static load test using the standard 100 pound cantilever end loading was
perfornled twice once on the structure with left and right mast-ann bolts abscnt.
The results of the bolt rcmoval mast-arnl tcsting are fairly straight forward and
do not directly pertain to the baseplate flexibility relationship. Thus the data will be
discussed fairly quickly. Figures 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2 arc related to thc mast-ann bolt
removal test. Figurc 4.2.3.1 show the data record of the rcleasc of a tcnsion bolt.
Notc that fairly large stresses are induced. howc\"cr the largest stresscs induced in thc
tubewall are compressive. Figure 4.2.3.2 shows a photograph of the gap developed by
the release of the left tension bolt. Note that the gap was measured to be 4/64", and
the gap developed when the right tension bolt was released was measured to be 2 to
3/64".
Table 4.2.3.10 shows the result of mast-arm bolt removal test and Table
4.2.3.11 shows the results of the static load testing of the mast-arm with an absent
tension bolt (for both the left and right bolts). As mentioned earlier upon the release
of a tension mast-arm bolt, strain measurements show that at a majority of the gage
locations, compressive stresses are induced. An interesting change in stress is shown
at the uplift gage (#56) previously discussed. When the mast-arm is erected, the stress
distribution in the endplate is bearing its' own self weight, hence tension stresses are
locked into the uplift location at erection. Upon release of both the left and right
tension mast-arm bolts, that stress is released as indicated by the fairly equal and
sizable stress induced in both cases. The same response is also shown at the 45 degree
tension location (gage #54), in which the locked in tensile stress of approximately 17
ksi is released when the left tension bolt is released. The most import trend in the new
stress distribution pattern in the mast-aml under an absent tension bolt condition is
shown in Table 4.2.3.11, in the far right column. It shows that the outer tubewall
tensile stresses due to absent tension bolts at both the left and right tension 45 degree
radial locations increases on average by 60% of the stress under nomlal fixity
conditions. Thus, as common sense would suggest. a missing mast-ann bolt is a
serious condition raising tubewall stresses. The test shows that a missing tension
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mast-ann bolt would increase the stress by approximately 60% of its' typical value at
that location. This maximum tensile stress experimentally measured in an absent
tension bolt endplate fixity of 5.4 ksi is nearly I ksi larger than the maximum
experimentally measured tensile stress in a typical endplate fixity condition, of 4.5 ksi.
Section 4.3: Improvements to Finite Element and Experimental Setup
In the course of the study, both in the finite element analysis and analysis of
experimental data it was realized that certain improvements could have been made.
As part of the natural experimental process, unfortunately these improvements could
not have been foreseen, prior to examining the results of the various components of
the study. Observations and conclusions were made that indicated that such steps
may have improved the data agreement between analytical and experimental results.
In hindsight, two adjustments to the experimental test setup, would be made
given the analysis of the finite element and experimental data. Initially it was thought
that local leveling nut to baseplate fixity conditions would have little or no effect on
structural behavior and tubewall stresses. The test setup, the procedure used to erect
and level the baseplate structure on the leveling nuts mimicked the simple procedure
used in the field.
Given some of the problems with data agreement. two alterations to the test
setup would be added to the experimental testing program. These alterations would
not be intended to better represent real in service conditions, but to aid in producing
structural fixity conditions that would more closely represent the simplified approach
uscd to model thc leYcling nut conncctions.
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The first would be to eliminate any possible influence of baseplate out of
straightness or baseplate leveling imperfection loading. Using some type of laser
leveling equipment, the baseplate and leveling nuts could be leveled much more
effectively, than the simple levels used to adjust the nuts and baseplate. The second
step would be to perform static load testing with leveling nuts that were hydraulically
tightened, to the capacity of the anchor rod. This would nearly eliminate any
questions as to the fixity of the leveling nut connections, and much better represent the
solid modeling technique used to model the leveling nut to baseplate interface.
In addition to altering the fixity of the leveling nut connection a few simple
improvements to the instrumentation plan would also be helpful in measuring these
local effects. Maximum baseplate deflection was only measured at the maximum
down-lift location, because there was a strain gage applied on the opposite tensile
location. This deflection is very significant in comparison to the finite element model,
as it clearly suggests the model's baseplate flexibility relative to the experimental
baseplate flexibility. It is also a very small deflection to experimentally measure, thus
it would be recommended that several Linear Variable Displacement Transducers be
included in the instrumentation plan. Another shortcoming of the gage plan involves
the assumption that stresses would be symmetric about the mast-arm axis. Local fixity
effects that may influence tubewall stresses were not considered, thus there is very
little room for verification of tubewall stress symmetry. Thus it would also be
recommended that additional duplicate stress data be supplied by the instrumentation
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plan. Matching gages at symmetric locations not just at gage locations just off the
weld toe, but a couple inches above the weld toe as well.
Given the discussion of possible improvements, it is worth noting that instead
of altering the fixity conditions of the test setup, improvement to the finite element
model could also be made. The use of contact elements may improve data agreement.
However the preload force and initial gap between the leveling nut elements and the
baseplate would have to be defined. This complicated, and likely somewhat arbitrary
definition of these parameters may not improve data agreement, and thus was not
considered. However the use of these elements are likely necessary for accurate
analysis of the mast-arm welded socket connection.
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FINAL DATA COMPARISON: 3/4" Thick Baseplate
Height Exp. FE FIN* Exp. Inner FE FIN*Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage# Stress Stress Gage # Stress Stress[in] [ksil [ksil [ksi] [ksi]
8 C.; 180; 3 -1.58 -1.68 4 -1.55 -1.62
5 C.; 180; 5 -1.32 -1.44 6 -1.18 -1.28
3 C.; 180; 7 0.50 0.03 8 -2.17 -2.26
2 C.; 180; 9 2.34 2.13 10 -2.39 -2.49
0.75 C.; 180; 11 -2.49 -5.10 12 5.07 8.70
Height Exp. FE FIN* Exp. Inner FE FIN*Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage # Stress Stress Gage # Stress Stress[in] [ksil [ksi] [ksi] [ksil
36 T.; 0; 1 1.91 1.62
8 T.;O; 13 0.96 1.04 14 1.13 1.13
5 T.; 0; 15 0.95 0.96 16 0.90 0.88
3 T.; 0; 17 -0.69 -0.67 18 1.90 1.86
2 T.;O; 19 -2.52 -2.45 20 2.38 2.13
0.75 T.; 0; 21 3.88 4.60 22 -8.51 -8.62
Height Exp. FE FIN* Exp. Inner FE FIN*Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage # Stress Stress Gage # Stress Stress[in] [ksi] [ksil [ksi] [ksil
8 C.;45; L 25 -1.50 -1.51 26 -1.44 -1.45
5 C.;45; L 27 -1.82 -1.83 28 -1.61 -1.61
3 C.;45; L 29 -0.94 -1.19 30 -2.93 -2.78
2 C.;45; L 31 -0.38 -0.55 32 -2.87 -2.91
0.75 C.; 45; Avq. 33/45 -11.11 -8.76 34/46 8.85 7.04
Height Exp. FE FIN" Exp. Inner FE FIN*Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage # Stress Stress Gage # Stress Stress[in] [ksil [ksil [ksi] [ksil
36 T.; 45; L 2 1.35 1.37
8 T.;45; L 35 1.81 1.71 36 1.67 1.57
5 T.; 45; L 37 1.99 1.91 38 1.74 1.66
3 T.; 45; L 39 1.25 1.16 40 2.84 2.90
2 T.; 45; L 41 0.60 0.46 42 2.86 2.99
0.75 T.; 45; AVQ. 43/23 9.76 9.24 44/24 -7.86 -7.69
Table 4.2.1.1: Final Data Comparison: 3/4" Thick Baseplate
+ "FIN" refers to final finite elment model series. with alterations sumarized in
Section 4.1 including weld concavity. "partial" leveling nuts. and individually
measured pole and weld profile geometry
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FINAL DATA COMPARISON: 11/2" Thick Baseplate
Height Exp. FE FIN* Exp. Inner FE FIN*Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage # Stress Stress Gage # Stress Stress[in] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi]
42 C.; 180; 1 -1.99 -1.75
8 C.; 180; 6 -1.54 -1.68 7 -1.59 -1.65
5 C.; 180; 8 -1.35 -1.55 9 -1.34 -1.46
3 C.; 180; 10 -0.43 -0.64 11 -1.93 -2.03
2 C.; 180; 12 0.64 0.37 13 -2.04 -2.20
0.75 C.; 180; 14 -3.03 -3.68 15 4.14 4.26
Height Exp. FE FIN* Exp. Inner FE FIN*Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage# Stress Stress Gage # Stress Stress[in] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi]
42 T; 00; 2 -1.99 1.64
36 T; 00; 3 -1.54 1.57
8 T; 00; 16 0.89 1.09 17 1.21 1.17
5 T; 00; 18 1.17 1.10 19 1.16 1.09
3 T; 00; 20 0.40 0.25 21 1.81 1.69
2 T; 00; 22 -0.56 -0.73 23 2.02 1.88
0.75 T; 00; 24 3.00 3.33 25 -3.14 -4.50
Height Exp. FE FIN* Exp. Inner FE FIN*Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage# Stress Stress Gage# Stress Stress[in] [ksi] [ksil [ksi] [ksi]
8 C;45 ; 36 -1.61 -1.46 37 -1.46 -1.39
5 C;45; 38 -1.86 -1.64 39 -1.63 -1.47
3 C;45 ; 40 -1.55 -1.33 41 -2.36 -2.04
2 C;45 ; 42 -1.17 -0.99 43 -2.38 -2.12
0.75 C;45; 44 -5.01 -4.61 45 1.90 2.37
Height Exp. FE FIN" Exp. Inner FE FIN"Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage# Stress Stress Gage# Stress Stress[in] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi] [ksi]
42 T;45;R 4 1.40 1.35
36 T; 45; R 5 1.48 1.36
8 T;45:R 26 1.76 1.66 27 1.51 1.51
5 T; 45; AVQ. 28/46 1.96 1.71 29/47 1.60 1.51
3 T;45;R 30 1.23 0.00 31 2.05 0.00
2 T; 45; Avg. 32/48 1.11 0.92 33/49 2.21 2.15
0.75 T; 45; Avg. 34/50 5.06 4.76 35/51 -2.65 -2.65
Table 4.2.1.2: Final Data Comparison: 1 112ft Thick Baseplate
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FINAL DATA COMPARISON: 3" Thick Baseplate
Height Exp. FE FIN* Exp. Inner FE FIN·Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage # Stress Stress Gage# Stress Stress[in] [ksil [ksil [ksi] [ksil
5 C.; 180; 2 -1.66 -1.79 3 -1.61 -1.70
2 C.; 180; 4 -0.58 -0.87 5 -2.12 -2.14
0.875 C.; 180; 6 -2.44 -2.48 7 -1.17 0.57
Height Exp. FE FIN· Exp. Inner FE FIN·Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage # Stress Stress Gage# Stress Stress[in] [ksil [ksi] [ksi] [ksi]
36 T.; 0; 1 1.83 1.55
5 T.;O; 8 1.23 1.37 9 1.24 1.34
2 T.; 0; 10 0.42 0.53 11 1.89 1.84
0.875 T.;O; 12 2.17 2.11 13 0.75 -0.79
Height Exp. FE FIN* Exp. Inner FE FIN·Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage # Stress Stress Gage # Stress Stress[in] [ksil fksil [ksi] fksil
5 C.;45; L 14 -1.53 -1.42 15 -1.39 -1.33
2 C.;45; L 16 -1.20 -1.07 17 -1.78 -1.60
0.875 C.; 45; AVQ. 18/20 -2.81 -2.33 19/21 -0.99 0.08
,
Height Exp. FE FIN· Exp. Inner FE FIN*Rad. Outer Outer Inner
above Bp. Location Gage # Stress Stress Gage# Stress Stress[in] [ksi] [ksil [ksi] [ksil
5 T.; 45; L 22 1.71 1.49 23 1.48 1.36
2 T.; 45; L 24 1.17 1.02 25 1.83 1.61
0.875 T.; 45; AVQ. 26/28 2.66 2.29 27/29 0.96 -0.16
Table 4.2.1.3: Final Data Comparison: 3" Thick Baseplate
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Left Tension
Gage Location Data Test: Anchor Rod
Up 3/32"
Height Average FiniteInside / Radial Above Gage Induced ElementOutside Location Baseplate Number Stress [ksi] Stressfksi]
0 C.; 180; 0.75 CH 14 -1.16 -1.17
I 0.75 CH 15 0.86
0 0.75 CH 24 -0.71 2.8
I
T.; 0;
0.75 CH 25 1.81
0
T.;45; R
0.75 CH 34 18.33 19.98
I 0.75 CH 35 0.55
0 C.;45; L 0.75 CH 44 17.66 20.36
I 0.75 CH 45 1.85
0
T.; 45; L
0.75 CH 50 -21.84 -14.23
I 0.75 CH 51 3.73
0
T.; 22.5; R
0.75 CH 56 11.22
I 0.75 CH 57 1.11
0 NA.; 90; L 0.75 CH 62 1.07 2.54
I 0.75 CH 63 2.16
**
***
***
**
By Symetry #1! For Left Tension Anchor Rod Imperfection:
** NA Left should equal Tension 00
*** Compression 45 Left should equal Tension 45 Right
Compression 180 should equal Neutral Axis Right
Table 4.2.2.2: Baseplate Leveling Imperfection Testing Symetry Comparison:
Part 1; 1 1/2" Thick Baseplate
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Left Left
Compression TensionGage Location Data Test: Anchor Rod Anchor
Up 3/32" Rod Up3/32"
Height Average AverageInside / Radial Above Gage Induced InducedOutside Location Baseplate Number Stress [ksi] Stress[ksi]
0 C.; 180; 0.75 CH 14 -0.09 X -1.16I 0.75 CH 15 2.87 0.860 0.75 CH 24 -1.13 -0.71T.; 0;
I 0.75 CH 25 0.57 1.81
0
T.;45; R
0.75 CH 34 -23.17 18.33
I 0.75 CH 35 2.86 0.55
0
C.;45; L
0.75 CH 44 -28.05 X 17.66I 0.75 CH 45 0.94 1.850 0.75 CH 50 21.26 -21.84
I
T.; 45; L
0.75 CH 51 0.74 3.73
0
T.; 22.5; R
0.75 CH 56 -13.62 11.22
I 0.75 CH 57 2.35 1.11
0 NA.; 90; L 0.75 CH 62 -0.92 1.07
I 0.75 CH 63 2.27 2.16
By Symetrv #4, given the available experimental gage locations
Data from Left Compression Up
Compression 180 Should Equal
Tension 00 Should Equal
Compression 45 Left Should Equal
Tension 45 Left Should Equal
Data from Left Tension Up
Tension 00
Compression 180
Tension 45 Left
Compression 45 Left
TabeI4.2.2.3: Baseplate Leveling Imperfection Testing Symetry Comparison:
Part 2; 1 1/2" Thick Baseplate
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Baseplate Averaged Finite Element
Specimen Experimental Hotspot Stress •Hotspot Stress ••Thickness [ksi] [ksi]
3/4" 28 26
1 1/2" 23 20
3" 18 15
(Y=0.75")
(Y=0.75")
(Y=0.875")
•• Maximum experimental stresses taken only at hotspot gage locations
that are 0.75"/.875" above the top of the baseplate. Maximum stress
values averaged for all different baseplate imperfection tests, disregarding
outlying test data records.
• Maximum finite element stresses taken at corresponding gage locations,
which typciacally closely represent the maximum outer tubewall stress
for the given hotspot vertical gage height.
Baseplate Leveling Imperfection (3/32") Hotspot
Stress vs. Baseplate Thickness
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Table 4.2.2.4: Baseplate Leveling Imperfection Testing Summary
Finite Element vs. Average Experimental Maximum Stress
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Endplate and 1 1/2" Thick Baseplate Specimen
Mast-Arm Pole
Dimensions Dimensions
[in] [in]
Endplate/Baseplate Square Side 17.25 17.0Lenqth
Endplate/Baseplate Thickness 1.75 1.50
MA Bolt/Anchor Rod Spacing 14.75 14.19
M.A./Pole Outer Diameter at Base 11.0 13.0
M.A./Pole Tubewall Thickness 0.18 023
~
Table 4.2.3.1: Endplate and 1 1/2" Thick Baseplate Specimen Comparison
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Mast-Arm "Spacer" Testing Results.
w/spacers
P=100# P=100#
Height Absolute
Gage # Location Radial Lac above Tubewall Tubewall StressBaseplate Stress Stress Increase
[in] [ksi] [ksi] [ksil
34 M.A. 8 -3.17 -3.28
35 M.A. 5 -3.11 -3.26
36 M.A. C; 180 3 -2.67 -3.01
37 M.A. 2 -1.56 -2.54 -0.98
38 M.A. 7/8 -4.92 -4.36 0.56
39 M.A. 8 3.23 3.26
40 M.A. 5 3.14 3.23
41 M.A. T;OO 3 2.77 3.02
42 M.A. 2 1.69 2.51 -0.81
43 M.A. 7/8 4.91 4.46 0.45
44 M.A. 8 -2.40 -2.39
45 M.A. 5 -2.51 -2.47
46 M.A. C;45;L 3 -2.29 -2.27
47 M.A. 2 -1.61 -1.92 -0.31
48 M.A. 7/8 -4.05 -3.19 0.87
49 M.A. C;45;R 7/8 -3.99 -3.20 0.79
50 M.A. 8 2.36 2.35
51 M.A. 5 2.47 2.40
52 M.A. T;45;L 3 2.28 2.17
53 M.A. 2 -0.01 ** 1.85 -1.85
54 M.A. 7/8 4.08 3.04 1.05
55 M.A. T;45;R 7/8 4.01 3.22 0.79
56 Endplate Uplift T;OO 1.96 0.57Top 1.39
57 Endplate Oownlift C; 180 -1.97 -0.36Bottom 1.61
LVOT [mils] -1.28 -1.41
Spot fin] -5.06 -5.06
** Instrumentation Problem - Bad Gage
Table 4.2.3.8: Mast-Arm "Spacer" Test Results
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Experimental "Hotspot" Stress and Stress Profile Difference Summary of
"Spacer" Test Comparison
Stress
Radial "Hotspot" "Hotspot" Stress Profile Profile
Location Outer Stress Outer Stress Difference Difference[ksi] w/Spacer [ksi] [ksi] w/Spacer
rksil
Compr.; 180 -4.4 -4.9 1.8 3.4
Tens.; 00 4.5 4.9 2 3.2
Compr.; 45 -3.2 -4 1.3 2.4
Tens. ;45 3.1 4 1.3 NA
NA - Not available due to instrumentation problem.
Table 4.2.3.9: Experimental "Hotspot" Stress and Stress Profile Difference Summary
of "Spacer" Test Comparison
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Mast-Arm Experimental Testing Results: M.A. Bolt Removal Test
M.A. Outer Tubewall Stress Induced Upon Removal of Bolt
Induced Induced
Stress Stress
[ksi] [ksi]
Radial Height Left Top Right TopGage# Location Location above M.A. Bolt M.A. BoltBaseplate Released Released
34 M.A. 8 -1.04 -0.56
35 MA 5 -1.70 -0.91
36 MA C; 180 3 -1.89 -1.13
37 MA 2 -1.53 -0.94
38 MA 7/8 -4.50 -2.41
39 M.A. 8 0.15 0.45
40 M.A. 5 0.72 0.84
41 M.A. T; 180 3 1.62 1.87
42 M.A. 2 4.79 4.32
43 M.A. 7/8 -2.06 -0.39
44 M.A. 8 4.76 -2.25
45 M.A. 5 5.62 -2.34
46 M.A. C;45;L 3 6.56 -2.20
47 M.A. 2 9.94 -2.24
48 MA 7/8 5.63 -3.05
49 M.A. C;45;R 7/8 -6.03 3.66
50 M.A. 8 -5.28 2.82
51 M.A. 5 -7.04 3.29
52 M.A. T;45;L 3 -7.67 3.47
53 M.A. 2 0.00 0.00
54 M.A. 7/8 -16.99 2.62
55 M.A. T;45;R 7/8 5.31 -11.68
56 Endplate Uplift T;OO -7.85 -7.39Top
57 Endplate Oownlift C; 180 -0.09 0.31Bottom
LVOT mils -0.87 0.01
StringPot In. -0.78 -0.39
Table 4.2.3.10: Mast-arm Experimental Testing Results: MA Bolt Removal Test
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Mast-Arm Experimental Testing Results: M.A. Bolt Removal Test
M.A. Outer Tubewall Stress Due to Static Load
99# 99#
Cantilever Cantilever
End Load End Load
Test Test
No Left Top No Right 99#Height Cantilever
Gage # Location Radial above M.A. Bolt- Top MA End LoadLocation Outer Bolt- OuterBaseplate Stress [ksi] Stress [ksi] Test- OuterStress [ksi]
34 MA 8 -3.83 -3.57 -3.28
35 MA 5 -4.00 -3.63 -3.26
36 MA C; 180 3 -3.72 -3.39 -3.01
37 MA 2 -2.98 -2.73 -2.54
38 MA 7/8 -6.42 -5.58 -4.36
39 MA 8 2.73 2.85 3.26
40 MA 5 2.65 2.76 3.23
41 MA T; 180 3 2.26 2.48 3.02
42 MA 2 1.23 1.64 2.51
43 MA 7/8 4.23 4.33 4.46
44 MA 8 -1.38 -3.32 -2.39
45 MA 5 -1.21 -3.53 -2.47
46 M.A. C;45;L 3 -0.77 -3.31 -2.27
47 MA 2 0.32 -2.92 -1.92
48 M.A. 7/8 -2.05 -4.83 -3.19
49 MA C;45;R 7/8 -5.32 -1.87 -3.20
50 MA 8 1.32 3.20 2.35
51 M.A. 5 1.17 3.44 2.40
52 M.A. T;45;L 3 0.90 3.37 2.17
53 MA 2 0.00 0.00 .. 1.85
54 MA 7/8 1.70 4.84 3.04
55 M.A. T;45;R 7/8 5.38 1.92 3.22
56 Endplate Uplift T;OO 2.07 1.35 0.57Top
57 Endplate Downlift C; 180 -0.62 -0.45 -0.36Bottom
LVDT mils -1.39 -1.37 -1.41
StrinQPot In. -5.35 -5.16 -5.06
.. Bad Gage!
Table 4.2.3.11: Mast-Arm Experimental Testing Results: MA Bolt Removal Test
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Percent
Increase
59%
67%
Axial Rods: E, A constant
E=oo
Figure 4.2.1.1 A: Static example problem conceptually illustrating flexibility and load path
affect. Due to flexibility of center axial rod F1 < F2• similar to the mid-plane
stress in the tubewall adjacent to the direct tension
and compression radial
locations.
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Tensi
Radi,
Tension 45
Radial Location
Compression 45
Radial Location
Figure 4.2.1.2A: Model Cross-Section through Diagonal Axis
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000
o(iDOl
.1] [(10'::
See Close-Up
(next figure)
Tension 00 Radial
Location
Compression 180
Radial Location
Figure 4.2.1.3A: Model Cross-Section through Mast-Aml Axis
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-)
Negative
Bending
Positive
Bending
Figure 4.2.1AA: Close-Up View of Tension Side Tubewall Adjacent to Weld Toe
(shown in previous figure)
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Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Compression
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Figure 4.2.1.4: Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Specimen
Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Compression
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Figure 4.2.1.5: Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3{4" Baseplate Specimen
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Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Compression 45
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Figure 4.2.1.6: Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate. Compression 45
Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Compression 45
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Figure 4.2.1.7: Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3W Baseplate. Compression 45
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Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Tension
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Figure 4.2.1.8: Final FE Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate. Tension
Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Tension
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Figure 4,2.1.9: Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3W Baseplate. Tension
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Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Tension 45
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Figure 4.2.1.10: Final FE Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Tension 45
Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3/4" Baseplate Tension 45
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Figure 4.2.1.11: Final FE Stress Profile: 3f4" Baseplate Tension 45
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Final F.E. Stress Profile: 11/2" Baseplate Tension
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Figure 4.2.1.12: Final FE Stress Profile: 1 1/2" Baseplate Tension
Final F.E. Stress Profile: 11/2" Baseplate Tension
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Figure 4.2.1 .13: Final FE Stress Profile: 1 1/2" Baseplate Tension
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Figure 4.2.1.14: Final FE Stress Profile: 1 1/2" Baseplate. Tension 45
Final F.E. Stress Profile: 1 1/2" Baseplate Tension 45
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Figure 4.2.1.15: Final FE Stress Profile: 1 1/2" Baseplate, Tension 45
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Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3" Baseplate Tension
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Figure 4.2.1.16: Final FE Stress Profile: 3" Baseplate, Tension
Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3" Baseplate Tension
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Figure 4.2.1.17: Final FE Stress Profile: 3" Baseplate, Tension
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Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3" Baseplate Tension 45
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Figure 4.2.1.18: Final FE Stress Profile: 3" Baseplate Tension 45
Final F.E. Stress Profile: 3" Baseplate Tension 45
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Figure 4.2.1.19: Final FE Stress Profile: 3" Baseplate Tension 45
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Radial Stress Profile Diagram: 3/4" Baseplate Specimen
Y=O.75" (Note stress plotted as abs. values)
-Outer Stress [ksi]
- - - Inner Stress [ksi]
- Local Bending Stress [ksi]
--==ty1Jd-pl~~e Str~ss [ksi] _
To Mast-arm
o
Figure 4.2.1.20: Radial Stress Profile Diagram: 3/4" Baseplate
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o
o
Radial Stress Profile Diagram: 3" Baseplate Specimen Y=O.87S"
(Note stress plotted as abs. values)
To Mast-arm i
[ksi]
-3- .
r-----~~--- .-
, -Outer Stress [ksi]
-Inner Stress [ksi]
- - - Local Bending Stress [ksi]
_---==-- Mi~-r:lane Stres~[k~iL _
Inner Stress
Figure 4.2.1.21: Radial Stress Profile Diagram: 3" Baseplate
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Radial Stress Profile Diagram Comparison: Mid-Plane Stress,
3/4",1 1/2", and 3" Baseplate Specimen Y =0.75", 0.875"
To Mast-arm i
[ksi]
_---5 --.
.'
--=-aoMid-Plane Stress (3")
- - - Mid-Plane Stress (3/4")
--Mid-Plane Stress (1 1/2") :
_ ~ _J
Figure 4.2.1.22: Radial Stress Profile Diagram Comparison: Mid-Plane Stress
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Radial Stress Profile Diagram Comparison: Local Bending
Stress, 3/4", 11/2", and 3" Baseplate Specimen Y = 0.75",
0.875" (Note stress plotted as abs. values)
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Figure 4.2.1.23: Radial Stress Profile Diagram Comparison: Local Bending Stress
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Radial Stress Profile Diagram Comparison: Outer Tubewall
Stress, 3/4", 1 1/2", and 3" Baseplate Specimen Y =0.75",
0.875" (Note stress plotted as abs. values)
To Mast-arm r
[ksi]
10 .
--Outer Stress (3")
-SST Outer Stress [ksi]
-Outer Stress (3/4")
• Outer Stress (1 1/2")
--_.~-~._--- -~. -- --
Outer Stress 3/4" Spec.
Figure 4.2.1.24: Radial Stress Profile Diagram Comparison: Outer Tubewall Stress
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11/2" Baseplate Specimen Leveling Imperfection Tubewall
Stress Radial Diagram; Left Tension Anchor Rod Up 3/32"
To Mast-Arm
C180
-1 ksi
T45R
18 ksi
T22.5R
11 ksio
0 30 020
10 .~ ",," ,,"\ Axis of Stress
-10 Profile Symetry
Q Baseplate Displacement: Up 3/32"
T45L
-22 ksi
-+- Outer FE Stress [ksi]
TOO
-1 ksi
Figure 4.2.2.1: Baseplate Leveling Imperfection Tubewall Stresses
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Figure 4.2.2.1A: Sample Data Record of Baseplate Leveling Test
(Please note that the chart's text size does not conform to
L.U.'s Thesis requirements as the figure is intended
for illustrative purposes only).
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To Mast-Ann
Symmetry 1: Symetry in Stress profile
about diagonal imperfection
displacement axis.
o Pt.\. _.--r____
\. •..••.
............;:\;...
\.
o
B
o
cr6BP PTI cr6BP PT2
Symmetry 2: Anti-symmetry, equal
and opposite stresses produced by
equal and opposite enforced leveling
imperfections.
o
o
To Mast-Ann
o
o
~BP = -1 * ~BP
To Mast-Arm
cr6BP_up_PT1
cr6BP down PT1
- -
-1 *
..1BP ..1BP*
Symmetry 3: Symmetry of Loading
Location about Mast-arm Axis.
cr..1I3P PT1 = cr..1I3P* PT2
Figure 4.2.2.2: Baseplate Leveling Imperfection Behavior Symetry Diagram
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Symmetry 4: Symmetry of Loading
about Neutral Axis.
6BP
To Mast-Ann
Pt. 2 0
.-.---.
oPt. 1
To Mast-Ann
6BP = 6BP*
cr6BP PTl cr.6BP* PT2
o
,
,
o
Symmetry 5: Symmetry of Loading
Location about Diagonal Axis.
c,BP = c,BP*
cr~BP PTI = cr.0.BP* PT2
Figure 4.2.2.2: (Continued) Baseplate Leveling Imperfection Behavior Symetry Diagram
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Horizontal Plane of Enforced Vertical Nodal Displacements
Figure 4.2.2.3: Baseplate Leveling Imperfection Loading Test Model.
Section through anchor rod showing location of nodal
enforced displacements.
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Left Tension Anchor Rod Raised 3/32"
Right Tension
Anchor Rod
7!
~-(
;!-
I:
~ ~
i;
,J
F:'
l- );~
; n
Figure 4.2.2.4: Baseplate Leveling Imperfection Model
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Right
Compression
Anchor Rod
-00028
·00037:
-0 OO~71
-00057
I) (lOS?
Figure 4.2.2.5. Section through diagonal axis, from the left tension to the right
compression anchor rods of imperfection loading model.
Note the different flexibility behaviors at each side of the baseplate to
tubewall connection.
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Figure 4.2.3.1: Sample Data Record of Mast-Arm Tension Bolt Removal Test
(Please note that the chart's text size does not conform to L.U.'s Thesis
requirements as the figure is intended for illustrative purposes only).
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Figure 4.2.3.2 Photo of Gap betvween Endplale and Flangeplale induced upon removal of
Left Tension Mast-Arm Bolt
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Figure 4.2.3.2: Experimental Stress Profile: Mast-Arm. Tension
Experimental Stress Profile: 1 1/2" Baseplate Tension
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Figure 4.2.3.2: Experimental Stress Profile: 1 1/2- Baseplate Tension
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Experimental Stress Profile: Mast-Arm Compression
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Figure 4.2.3.4: Experimental Stress Profile: Mast-Arm, Compression
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Figure 4.2.3.5: Experimental Stress Profile: Mast-Arm, Tension
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Figure 4.2.3.6: Experimental Stress Profile: Mast-Arm, Compression 45
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Chapter 5
Chapter 5, the final chapter of this report, functions as the final step in the
objective of the study, to determine the effects of baseplate flexibility on the
fatigue performance ofwelded socket joints in cantilevered signal structures.
Chapter 5 begins with a summary of the finite element parametric study conducted
and a discussion on the assumptions made within that process (Section 5.1). The
next subsection (5.2) discusses the results of the four geometric variables beginning
with baseplate thickness, baseplate side length, anchor rod spacing, and finally
tubewall thickness. The final two sections of the report cover the conclusions and
implications of the entire study. Subsection 5.3 focuses on the conclusions of
parametric studies including implications of the results as they relate to design,
with an emphasis on incorporating the effects of baseplate flexibility (as a
measured quantity) into the current nominal stress fatigue design approach.
Subsection 5.4 then discusses the conclusions of the entire study and
recommendations for future research.
Section 5.1: Introduction to Parametric Study
As the title of the study suggests the end goal of this project is to examine
baseplate flexibility's influence on fatigue performance. Prior to this section, the
report has discussed the work perfonncd regarding the experimental and finite
element studies, the analysis and comparison of these results, the resulting stress
behavior in the tubewall adjacent to the socket conncction, as wcll as background
infonnation on cantilevcred sign structures, including the results of previous fatigue
research. Given the information learned in the experimental and finite element
studies, the results ofpast fatigue research, and the conclusion made in the
calibration study of satisfactory agreement between finite element and experimental
static data, a finite element parametric study has been organized and performed.
The details of this parametric study have been carefully considered based on
the understanding of the structural behavior and the experimental data. Several
rational assumptions still need to be made in order to transform finite element
analysis results to fatigue performance. The following paragraph summarizes the
parametric study and some of the more basic assumptions made. Afterwards, the
following two paragraphs discuss some of the finer points including a discussion of
the linear elastic assumption of the stress field and the selection of the most
appropriate vertical location on the tubewall to take as the maximum fatigue stress.
Section 5.1 concludes with a brief description of the parametric study plots used to
illustrate the effect baseplate and tubewall flexibility has on fatigue stresses.
In summary of the study, and the assumptions made, four different basic
baseplate to pole socket connection geometry alterations were studied. The
parametric study variables included the baseplate thickness, side lengths, anchor
rod spacing, and the tubewall thickness. The simple approach to the study was to
use the same I Y2" thick baseplate specimen geometry for all of the parametric
study, altering the spccific geometric variable to produce a series of nearly identical
modelcd gcometries. This process of creating identical models except for the
particular gcometric variable is vCl)' significant. Because the weld profile
geometry, baseplate fixity conditions, and mesh refinement are consistent for the
different models of the parametric study, comparison between the results of
different variables cancels out the effects of stress concentration, fixity, and mesh
refinement issues. That is not to say that the results of the individual parametric
study models do not give reasonable results on an individual basis, as the
calibration study has shown that the same identical modeling procedures do provide
very reasonable stress results over a very large range of baseplate flexibilities. It is
important to realize that many factors affect the baseplate flexibility and the
structural behavior. Thus the maximum tensile stress results given by the
parametric study for a 1 12" thick baseplate with side lengths of20 inches likely
will not compare well to an actual structure with the same baseplate geometry, with
different anchor rod spacing or pole diameter. Figure 5.1.1 displays the geometries
of the different models analyzed in the different geometry variable studies, as well
as lists the structural and as modeled geometric details common to all the models of
the study.
A common approach to studying the performance of welded fatigue
sensitive connection details is to examine the connection using linear elastic
analysis. This approach is refcrred to as lincar clastic fracture mechanics (Barsom
and Rolfe, 1987). Duc to the residual stresses created by the hcating and cooling
process of welding, locations ncar the weld metal will likely bc plastic, including at
the tips ofthc sharp flaws created in thc wclding proccss (Barsom and Rolfe 1987).
These very local locations of plastic bchavior though must follow the kincmatic
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constraints of the surrounding elastically behaving structure. Thus the strain field
will be constant throughout the tubewall even at the plastic regions, due to an
applied fatigue loading (Barsom and Rolfe, 1987). For this reason, an elastic
analysis can be applied to determine the stress range at the connection, and elastic
static load experimental testing results also apply to the fatigue behavior of the
structure.
Thus given the validity of the linear elastic fracture mechanics approach,
there are two ways that elastic stress can be related to fatigue performance. The
first involves the threshold stress-intensity factor which is nearly identical to the
stress-intensity factor as discussed in Section 1.5. The threshold stress intensity
factor range (6KTl1 ) is given by:
6KTII = 60' * (a) v, * f(g)
Where 60', is the stress range applied to the initial flaw size a and f(g) is a constant
based on the loading, structural, and crack geometry. The threshold stress intensity
factor range then represents the allowable intensity of stress range, or likelihood of
fatigue cracking initiating at the flaw due to the stress range, geometry, and flaw
size (Barsom and Rolfe 1987). The critical value for the stress intensity factor
range is determined based on the material properties of the steel. Thus assuming
the same crack size and geometry fatigue performance is directly a function of the
maximum stress range applied to the welded detail. AASHTO specifications for
sign structures specify infinite life dcsign. in which maximum stress ranges at
fatigue details should Ilcyer exceed the critical threshold yalue of the stress
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intensity factor. Thus the comparison of fatigue perfonnance of two welded socket
connection geometries of various baseplate flexibilities, simply reduces to a
comparison of the maximum tensile stresses developed in elastic loading. These
tensile stresses have been shown to be a drastically related to baseplate flexibility,
thus fatigue perfonnance is also related to baseplate flexibility. The other second
way that that elastic stress can be related to fatigue perfonnance is through the
relationship between stress range and number of cycles using the well established
nominal stress finite life approach by AASHTO:
N=A/SR3
One of the major decisions made in the parametric study was the vertical
location of stress to be used in the study. Referring back to Section 4.2.1 and the
associated vertical stress distribution visual aids, several observations can be made
regarding the appropriate vertical location. To begin as discussed in Section 1.5,
research consistently shows fatigue cracking to occur in the tubewall adjacent to the
vertical fillet weld toe. The finite element outer tubewall stresses in the plots
shows stresses are maximum at the weld toe edge, or very near to the edge. (Note
the plotted stresses begin at the edge of the vertical weld toe). The finite element
stresses are very linear just above the weld toe, with increasing height above the
baseplate. This linear gradient according to the finite element analysis results, is
quite severe in the thin and flexible baseplate specimens (16 ksi per inch), but is
much less in the thicker less flexible baseplates (4-5 ksi per inch). Experimental
and finite element data show very good correlation. especially in the valley location
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of the profiles. Experimental data shows similar steep strain gradients. The
characterization of this gradient is limited because the gage placement just above
the weld toe, since only two gages would fit in that short linear region just above
the weld toe. The use of a strip gage, with multiple strain sensors closely spaced
together would be recommended to verify this steep finite element linear stress
gradient, down to the edge of the vertical weld toe.
The main problem is that there may be some question as to whether the
finite element results are accurate so close to or directly at the geometric edge of
the vertical weld toe and tubewall. However, stresses used in the parametric study
will be taken at the edge of the vertical weld toe. As shown in the vertical stress
profiles there is not a major jump or serious discontinuity in the plotted stress at
this location, instead the stress continues on the same linear gradient right to the
edge of the weld toe. As noted in a concluding remark in the vertical stress profile
discussion in Section 4.2.1, depending on the size and inertial properties of the
upper fillet weld, outer tubewall stresses may not be perfectly linear over the small
distance, approximately 1/10" or less above the weld toe. The stress directly at the
weld toe is slightly reduced, as would be expected, as the weld profile inertia acts
to inhibit the local deformations of the tubewall in the very small vertical region
just above the weld toe. This effect is very minute, and thus it is felt that it is still
appropriate to take the maximum stress at the weld toe edge. Justification of this
point includes: the small magnitude of the difference, the fact that ma:ximum
stresses do often occur at the weld toe. and the lack of a better understanding of this
'")--
_1/
stress concentration effect, which is consistent for all of the models of the
parametric study
Additionally the various stress gradients have been shown to be very
different depending on the thickness and flexibility of the baseplate. Using stresses
from a consistent distance away from the weld toe (for example %") would allow
for possibly more reliable finite element data, further away from a modeled
geometric discontinuity and with corresponding experimental data. In this approach
the comparison could be made between the different models, to gauge the reduction
or amplification of stress at the weld toe, assuming a consistent strain gradient.
The consequence of performing the study with stresses from a consistent vertical
distance away from the weld toe, would become apparent in the comparison of
baseplate specimens with different flexibilities, and different stress gradients.
Using a simple numeric example to illustrate this point, imagine two baseplate
specimens with different flexibilities. The flexible specimen has an outer stress
gradient of 16 ksi per inch, and the stiff specimen has an outer stress gradient of 4
ksi per inch. At a point one-quarter of an inch above the weld toe the stiff and
flexible specimen have tubewall outer stresses of 3 and 7 ksi, and thus have outer
stresses of 4 and 11 ksi at the edge of the weld toe. The reduction in fatigue critical
tubewall stresses (which are at the weld toe) due to the stifTer baseplate compared
to the more flexible baseplate, is not accurately accounted for by measuring stresses
anywhere else other than at the edge of the weld toe. because of the variation in
stress gradient. The coneem that at the very edge of the weld toe. the good
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agreement between the finite element and experimental data may not exist is a valid
concern. As mentioned earlier the use of strip gage to experimentally measure the
gradient directly above the weld toe, could further verify the finite element results
and may provide additional assurance. However it is felt that the abundance strain
data obtained and the good agreement with the finite element data is sufficient to
suggest that the finite element stresses at the weld toe are appropriate. In addition,
as mentioned before the primary purpose of the parametric study is to provide a
relative comparison between different baseplate flexibilities, thus in this
comparison process the effects on stress due to the finite element mesh, if any do
exist, will be canceled out.
Prior to beginning the discussion of the results of the parametric study, the
procedure used to organization the maximum fatigue stress data must be explained.
Because the fatigue performance is typically based on simple limit state criteria, it
is essential that the stress at a particular fatigue sensitive location must remain less
than the critical value. This simple principle, was previously discussed in terms of
threshold stress intensity factor, if the stress range and thus the threshold stress
intensity factor range are above a critical value, fatigue crack initiation occurs. The
same principle is used in the nominal stress approach to fatigue design, that a
nominally calculated stress range due to prescribed fatigue loading must be less
than the constant amplitude fatigue limit for the particular detail. Thus the most
appropriate approach to the parametric study is to compare the maximum stress in
the tubewall adjacent to the weld toe. relative to simple beam theory nominally
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calculated maximum stresses. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, in the radial stress
diagram section, and with other finite element study (which is not provided) two
major remarks can be made about the maximum tensile stress. First the maximum
tensile stress in the pole always occurs on the outer surface ofthe pole, as an outer
tubewall stress. Second, the maximum outer stress always occurs at or near the
weld toe, the radial position around the tubewall varies due to baseplate flexibility.
Thus for every model specimen in the parametric study the maximum
tensile outer tubewall stress was determined at the weld toe and recorded. For
additional information on the flexibility trends, outer stress data was also recorded
at the direct tension, and 45 degree tension radial location at the weld toe, and
baseplate displacement was also measured. The baseplate deformation was
measured on the compressive side along the mast-arm axis of the baseplate l" in
from the edge. The plots present these trends in baseplate deflection and tubewall
stresses over the different baseplate geometric variables. Stresses are now
presented nomlalized by the maximum nominal stress, l.76 ksi due to the standard
100 pound cantilever end gravity static load. This maximum nominal stress is
consistent for all of the modeled geometries except the tubewall thickness finite
element specimens. These tubewall thickness specimens, were nomlalized by their
respective simple beam theory stresses as well, as indicated.
Section 5.2: Discussion of Parametric Stud" Results
Prior discussion has described the behavior of welded socket connections.
particularly the effect of baseplate flexibility. The following section presents the
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results of the parametric study. In each of the individual parametric studies, the
geometry variables alter the flexibility of the welded socket connection. As
indicated in previous discussions, there are many other aspects of the geometry that
can alter the flexibility of the connection. Only the four with the most meaningful
results have been selected. Several other key aspects of the structure geometry and
their effects on flexibility are discussed in the next section. The four different
baseplate and pole geometry variables are discussed in the following subsections:
baseplate thickness Section 5.2.1, baseplate side length Section 5.2.2, anchor rod
spacing Section 5.2.3, and tubewall thickness Section 5.2.4. As will be discussed
in greater detail in the next section (5.3), the first three baseplate parametric
geometry variables define the quantities of the simply supported beam calculation
of stiffness. These quantities are span length and cross sectional inertial properties,
depth and width.
The objective of this section is to simply present the results of each study.
As the previous section concluded, the simple limit state for fatigue design
typically involves producing nominal stresses less than a critical fatigue stress vale.
Thus the main focus of each subsection will be showing the maximum fatigue
stress plotted over the particular parametric geometry variable, as well as the
baseplate displacement. This simple presentation will allow for comparison of
ma.ximum fatigue stress reduction between the four variables and be the basis for
the discussion in Section 5.3.
Section 5.2.1: Baseplate Thickness
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The first parametric baseplate geometry variable to be discussed is baseplate
thickness, which has been discussed in the results of the previous experimental and
finite element studies. The previous discussion has already concluded that
baseplate thickness is a strong contributor to the structure's overall baseplate
flexibility, and thus drastically raises fatigue stresses at the weld toe. The results of
this particular parametric study, which may seem repetitive, are very significant
and necessary as they provide a means to compare the baseplate thickness related
flexibility influenced behavior that has been studied experimentally and
analytically to the three remaining parametric geometry studies. The trends in
stress behavior of the three remaining parametric studies are assumed to behave
similarly to the thickness study. For this reason it is beneficial to examine the
stress behavior a little bit more thoroughly than the following individual parametric
studies.
Figure 5.2.1.1 shows the relationship between baseplate thickness and
baseplate deflection. The analytical and experimental data again corresponds to the
standard static cantilever end load test of 100 pounds. Note the deflection of the
baseplate is measured on the compression side of the pole or the downlift side of
the baseplate. The point, where both the finite element and experimental baseplate
deflections were taken, is located on the mast-arm axis, approximately one inch
away from the edge of the baseplate. In future studies of different baseplate
geometries. baseplate deflection is taken at the same point. on the mast-ann a.xis.
though at a consistent distance away from the line bctwecn the center of the
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compression anchor rods. Note the relationship that exists between baseplate
deflection and increasing baseplate thickness is not linear. Approximately at a 3"
thick baseplate, increasing baseplate thickness provides very little decrease in
baseplate deflection, as the deflection becomes nearly constant. Also note that the
experimental deflection results are shown. Again in comparison, it is seen that the
finite element results for the thinner specimens (the W' and 1 Y2" thick baseplate),
over predict the stiffness of the baseplate, most likely due to the leveling nut fixity
conditions. These leveling nut fixity conditions were hand tightened
experimentally and thus produced a baseplate fixity resulting in a more flexible
baseplate than in the analytical model.
As discussed in Section 5.1, the parametric study is concerned with the
stresses at the fatigue critical location, the vertical weld toe of the upper fillet weld,
which corresponds to a height of 0.559" above the baseplate. However for the sake
of comparison to existing experimental data, stress results will also be presented,
which were located at a height of0.75" above the top of the baseplate. This
vertical location corresponds to hotspot experimental stress data, which for the %"
and 1 Y2" thick specimen data was measured 0.75" above the weld toe. The 3"
specimcn hotspot data, to be shown in the next thrce plots was recorded at 0.875"
above thc bascplatc. Anothcr inconsistcncy between the cxperimental and
ana1)1ical data, is that all three upper fillet weld profiles of the experimcntal tcst
specimcns were slightly diffcrcnt. Though thesc cffects do influencc strcss
bchavior. the ovcrall trcnd due to increasing baseplatc thickncss should roughly be
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the same for the experimental and analytical data. Note that the non linear trend in
deflection with baseplate thickness is similar to the deflection of a beam, which is
proportional to the cube of the beam depth.
Figures 5.2.1.2 - 5.2.1.2.4 compare the results of the finite element
parametric study with corresponding experimental data, located slightly above the
weld toe. In Figure 5.2.1.2, the maximum outer stress 0.75" above the baseplate is
plotted over increasing baseplate thickness. Since this position varies radially
around the pole, no corresponding experimental data has been included. The plot
shows that for very thin baseplates, the maximum stress can be nearly seven times
larger than the nominal stress, calculated by simple beam theory. Again the
relationship between stress and baseplate thickness varies non-linearly. At a
baseplate thickness of2 W' to 3", the trend in maximum stress becomes nearly
constant. The stress amplification toward the very large baseplate thickness,
representative of a perfectly fixed condition, is approximately 1.5. Thus due to
stress concentration the stress measured is 50% greater than the nominal stress.
Referring to Section 4.2.1, as shown in the radial diagram discussion, outer
tubewall stress is typically quite constant from the 45 degree tensile radial position
to the direct tension radial position. Thus the trends in the 45 degree radial location
stress data, which does have corresponding experimental data should be very
similar.
Figure 5.2.1.4 displays the trend in nomlalized stress at the 45 degree
tensile radial location oycr incrcasing bascplate thickncss. Note that the
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corresponding experimental data, shows good agreement. The magnitudes of the
nonnalized stress are very close to those presented in the Figure 5.2.1.2. However
it is noted that the magnitudes particularly for the very thin and very thick
baseplates are less than the maximum stress data presented in Figure 5.2.1.2. This
is because the shape of the radial stress profile changes with increasing baseplate
thickness. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the location of maximum stress changes
with increasing baseplate stiffuess (thickness). Thus for thinner baseplates as
shown in the two plots, the 45 degree radial location data, is slightly less than the
maximum data, which occurs a small distance away radially. For the thicker
baseplates shown in the plots, the radial distribution of stress begins to behave
more like simple beam theory and hence, the maximum stress does begin to occur
at or close to the distance furthest away from the neutral axis. Thus the 45 degree
nomlalized stress data is less than the maximum normalized stress data, which
occurs at or near the direct tension radial location. This concept of changing
locations of maximum stress is also evident in the behavior ofthe normalized stress
above the weld toe at the direct tension location. Note there is very little decrease
in stress. This occurs due to the fact that for thinner baseplates, the outer stress is
very small at the direct tension location, as it is located in the dip in outer stress,
shown in radial stress distribution diagrams in Section 4.2.1. for the thicker
baseplate shown in the plot, the direct tension radial location is the maximum outer
stress, though stresses at the thicker baseplate specimens are much less due to the
reduction in bending defonnation of the stiffer baseplate.
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Figures 5.2.1.5 - 5.2.1.7 show identical plots to those just discussed. The
new plots show the trends in the various nonnalized stresses over increasing
baseplate thickness, however at a different vertical location on the tubewall. As
discussed and justified in Section 5.1, the vertical location the parametric study is
concerned with is directly at the weld toe. The trends in nonnalized stress at the
weld toe are exactly the same as those discussed previously which were just above
the weld toe. Note that the corresponding behavior and magnitudes of the stress at
the two different locations also adds justification for the selection of critical point
in the parametric study. The similar behavior shows that as long asJ-he geometry
and location of stress data is consistent through out the parametric stu~alytical
models, the relative behavior and trends with flexibility will be valid, and
improvement in stress reduction can be represented by a ratio of two corresponding
nonnalized stresses.
Section 5.2.2: Baseplate Side Length
The next aspect of baseplate geometry examined in the parametric study
was baseplate side length. As shown in Figure 5.1.1, all pole and anchor rod
geometry remained constant and a wide range of side lengths were examined. Thus
an increase in baseplate side length corresponds to extra material to be defornled by
the load. Increasing baseplate side length, while maintaining the poles outer
diameter thus increases the width between the outer edge of the pole and the edge
of the baseplate. Baseplate side length is somewhat different to the previous
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baseplate geometry variable discussed. Baseplate thickness is a geometry variable
that really has no consequence to any of the other main baseplate geometry
variables. Unlike thickness, the side length of a baseplate does have a practical
limit, compared to the other aspects of baseplate geometry, especially the pole base
diameter. From a design point of view baseplate side lengths are controlled by the
pole base diameter as to provide a certain minimum length of material between the
edge of the baseplate and the edge of the pole baseplate cut-out. This distance
typically varies between different designers or manufacturers, but affects the
stiffness of the baseplate in a manner similar to baseplate thickness, as will be
discussed in Section 5.3.
Figures 5.2.2.1 - 5.2.2.4 present the same normalized stress and baseplate
deflection data as discussed in Section 5.2.1, though now in terms of increasing
baseplate side length. As would be expected overall the trends in deflection and
stress are quite linear, with increasing baseplate side length, similar to the
deflection of a beam. The deflection of beam is linearly proportional to the
thickness of the beam. Over the range of baseplate side lengths provided (17" to
26"), a very small linear varying reduction in baseplate deflection occurs of slightly
less than one milli-inch, which is corresponds to a 25% reduction in original
deflection. In a manner different from the previous discussion on baseplate
thickness, the stress at the direct tensile location actually increases, with increasing
baseplate side length. This increase, as shown in Figure 5.2.2.3, is very minor and
linear but is unexpected as with increasing baseplate thickness and hence baseplate
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stiffness the stress at the direct tension location had decreased. Also unexpected is
the fact that the maximum normalized maximum stress as shown in Figure 5.2.2, is
reasonably non-linear with respects to increasing baseplate side length. A straight
line is shown to illustrate this non-linearity. This non-linear trend with increasing
side length goes against the idea of a simply supported beam approximation of the
baseplate cross section as will be discussed. It is important to note that the non
linearity of the trend occurs in the very wide baseplates, which is not representative
of typical baseplate geometry. These non-typical geometries obviously have more
complex stress behavior, as the increasing side lengths may begin to alter the
typical stress distribution trends seen in the baseplate thickness study. In addition
these wide baseplates, with the extreme baseplate side lengths do not have a large
influence on reducing the maximum stress. The maximum normalized stress or
stress amplification due to the extreme baseplate side length is 2.7 compared to 1.6
due to the extreme baseplate thickness.
Section 5.2.3: Anchor Rod Spacing
The third aspect of baseplate geometry exanlined in the parametric study
was anchor rod spacing. As shown in Figure 5.1.1, all pole and baseplate geometry
remained constant for all three of the different anchor rod configurations studied.
When considering possible geometry alterations to the typical baseplate geometry,
alterations to the anchor rod spacing is very limited, as well as very interrelated to
the other aspects of baseplate geometry, as discussed in the previous subsection.
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Anchor rod spacing can not be considerably reduced in most typical baseplate
geometries as to allow adequate clearance with the pole for tightening the leveling
nuts. Anchor rod spacing can only be increased if the baseplate's side lengths are
wide enough. Typically, the pole would likely be larger also, which would dictate
that the anchor rod spacing must be increased. In this study a 20" baseplate was
examined, with a smaller pole base diameter which was typical for the 17"
baseplate. This large baseplate allowed for 3 different anchor rod positions. This
geometry used in the parametric study is not entirely realistic, though useful in
giving insight to the influence of this parameter. Though the anchor rod spacing
configurations studied provide more than an adequate or practical range of anchor
rod spacings for the study, as anchor rod spacings are very limited.
Figure 5.2.3.1 plots baseplate deflection over increasing anchor rod spacing.
As previously discussed baseplate deflection is taken along the mast-am1 axis, at a
consistent point located 0.41" away towards the edge of the baseplate and from the
line from the center of the compression anchor rods. This point corresponds to the
original experimental set up, which measured the baseplate deflection 1" from the
edge of the baseplate, due to the pole geometry. The trend in baseplate deflection
provides somewhat of unexpected results. As seen in the Figure, the baseplate
deflection increases linearly with increasing anchor rod spacing. This linear trend
is surprising at the trend was expected to exhibit a similar non-linear response to
anchor rod spacing as was shown to occur due to baseplate thickness. In a simply
supported or doubly fixed end beam the deflection is proportional to the span
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length cubed. Thus it was believed that the response to increasing anchor rod
spacing would produce much more drastic trends in baseplate deflection and stress.
The baseplate deflection is shown to be increased by less than 1 milli-inch
over the range of spacings studied. Upon closer inspection it is seen that the trend
in baseplate deflection is not completely linear, as the rate of increase in deflection
per additional anchor rod spacing does increase very slightly with increasing
anchor rod spacing. As shown in Figures 5.2.3.3, stresses at fatigue critical stress
locations at the weld toe, at both the direct tension and the tension 45 radial
locations increase with increasing anchor rod spacing. This is very expected as the
baseplate becomes more flexible as the distance from the pole to the anchor rods
increases, thus greater baseplate deformations occur at both locations which
corresponds to increasing stresses.
Figure 5.2.3.2 displays the trend in the normalized maximum outer tubewall
stress at the weld toe over increasing anchor rod spacing. Note that the trend is
nearly perfectly linear with increasing anchor rod spacing. Also note that the over
the plotted anchor rod spacing (from 14.19" to 17") the increase in maximum
tubewall stress is only 0.49 times the nominal stress, or less than 0.9 ksi. This
difference in maximum stress is much less than the difference in maximum stress
due to the range of baseplate thicknesses observed, and is slightly greater than that
for the baseplate side length study. As will be discussed later, it is somewhat
unexpected that anchor rod spacing has such a gradual and linear effect on stress
and baseplate displacement.
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Section 5.2.4: Pole Tubular Thickness
The intent behind the study of tubewall thickness in the parametric study
was intended to determine whether a thicker tubewall could reduce the amount of
baseplate deformation and thus reduce the amplification of the tubewall stress
relative to the corresponding nominal values. It is very critical to understand the
concept behind the nominal stress design approach, as it relates to changing the
nominal dimensions of the pole base. Using a thicker tubewall pole section in a
design will always increase fatigue resistance, simply because the section is larger
and nominal stresses are smaller. A more common situation occurs in fatigue
testing and analysis, is a situation where two identical details with different
nominal dimensions, receive the same nominal stress. Considering this situation,
with pole socket connections, the pole with the larger nominal dimensions is
applying more load to the baseplate and the welded connection, than the smaller
nominal dimension pole specimen, with the same connection detail and baseplate
geometry. The baseplate which is receiving more load does not have an
appropriately scaled up baseplate, thus the defon11ations and flexibility behavior
which is not considered in the nominal design approach, are greater in the
specimen. Due to these larger deformations, stresses are also greater, and thus the
fatigue resistance is decreased.
Figure 5.2.4.1 shows the relationship between baseplate deflection and
increasing pole tubewall thickness. Note that the same 100 pound cantilever end
loading is applied to all of the structures. regardless of the dimensions of the pole.
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As would be expected with increasing pole tubewall thickness, the baseplate
deflection increases. Figure 5.2.4.5 first shows the relationship between the
maximum stress over increasing tubewall thickness. Note here the maximum stress
is normalized in name only, instead all of the stress results for the different pole
cross section geometries are normalized by one consistent nominal stress. Thus the
plot shows the point just discussed, that for the same loading, stress decreases with
increasing pole thickness. This in contrast to Figure 5.2.4.2, which plots the true
normalized maximum outer stress at the weld toe over increasing baseplate
thickness. Note here the stress results were normalized with their respective
nominal stresses. This effectively applies the same exact nominal stress to every
pole specimen, to allow for comparison. Thus the effects of increasing tubewall
thickness can be thought of in two ways. First that with increasing tubewall
thickness more load is applied to the baseplate. The second way to illustrate the
effect of increasing tubewall thickness is that the baseplate becomes increasingly
deficient to resist the deformation due to the increased loading of the stiffer pole.
In both cases, the behavior is primarily controlled by the baseplate flexibility.
Greater defomlation and hence greater stress amplifications occur in the thicker
tubewall specimens. thus this indicates the thicker tubewall has little to no effect in
stiffening the baseplate, and only acts to apply more load to the baseplate, than a
detail with smaller nominal pole dimensions.
Section 5.3: Fatigue Design Recommendations
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The results of this study find baseplate flexibility to be very important to the
behavior and design of welded socket connections used in cantilevered sign
structures. Previous research on the subject, including fatigue testing which fatigue
specifications are based, has limited understanding of the influence of baseplate
flexibility. Through experimental and analytical study emphasizing behavior the
influence of baseplate flexibility has been clearly shown.
The term fatigue performance, which appears in the study's title, relates to
understanding the behavior such to be able to design welded socket connections to
be more effective in resisting fatigue. Fatigue problems exist in cantilever signal
support structures. These problems can partially be accounted for by the poor
understanding of the influence of baseplate flexibility on the stress behavior in the
tubewall, especially at fatigue sensitive locations, such as the vertical weld toe of
the upper fillet weld. The solution to the problem is to incorporate flexibility into
the specifications, with appropriate commentary such that designers can understand
the importance of baseplate stiffness. Efficient, economic, and safe designs can not
be made without considering baseplate flexibility.
In order to incorporate baseplate flexibility into the nominal stress fatigue
design approach two possible methods were developed and will be discussed.
These two methods follow the results of the parametric study. The results of the
parametric study are believed to provide a good rcpresentation ofbascplate
flexibility induced behavior. Howcvcr it is recommcnded that, the study is limitcd
as it only examines one typical bascplatc sockct connection geometry. As will be
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discussed in the next section, the previous parametric study would need to be
greatly enlarged examining a wide range of typical geometries, including different
weld profiles, pole, anchor rod, and baseplate dimensions. Again it is strongly felt
that the trends in baseplate flexibility will be very similar for different geometries.
The two possible approaches to incorporating baseplate flexibility into the fatigue
design process will be discussed, using the limited though representative results of
the parametric study. The analytical flexibility amplification ratio method will be
discussed in Section 5.3.1 and the beam approximation flexibility amplification
ratio method will be discussed in Section 5.3.2.
Section 5.3.1: Analytical Flexibility Amplification Ratio Method
A simple method to incorporate the effects of flexibility into the nominal
stress approach to fatigue design is the flexibility amplification ratio method. This
method provides a simple ratio which can be used to account for the increased
fatigue resistance of "stiffer" baseplate geometry or the decreased fatigue resistance
ofumore flexible" baseplate geometry. (The following discussion will clarify this
relative comparison of flexibility). This simple approach relies entirely on
analytical results, similar to the parametric study discussed in Section 5.2. These
analytical results would certainly need to examine additional baseplate and pole
geometry, in order to provide an envelope of nomlalized nominal stress. These
additional analytical results needed, should also include experimental load testing
as necessary to establish the relevance of the finite element modeling. Once the
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details of the flexibility amplification ratio method were finalized, fatigue testing
could be performed to verify the method.
The major advantage of this method is its' simplicity. It is most convenient
to consider only one aspect of baseplate geometry as a variable in baseplate
flexibility. Thus the only logical choice for a baseplate geometry variable, is
baseplate thickness. As shown in the parametric study in Section 5.2, baseplate
thickness has the greatest influence on tubewall stress. There are many options as
how to implement this method, but it would seem that the multiple options can be
divided into two approaches. The first approach involves allowing designers to
have the option of using many different baseplate thicknesses. This option would
present the designers with wide range of nonnalized stress envelope data and a
simple procedure to calculate flexibility amplification ratios. In addition this
approach would make clear the concept andimportance of flexibility in a way that
the next approach might not. The second approach involves the creation of
multiple categories or ranges ofbaseplate thickness and giving flexibility
amplification ratios for each category ofor range of baseplate thicknesses. This
second approach is more of "black box" type approach, and may not as effectively
emphasize the importance of baseplate flexibility to fatigue design. These two
approaches to implementing the amplification ratio method, incorporating baseplate
flexibility into the nominal stress approach to fatigue design will be discussed in
the following discussion.
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The first approach as mentioned, provides the designer the ability to select
any baseplate thickness and determine a corresponding flexibility baseplate
thicknesses. A plot similar to Figure 5.2.1.5, as discussed in Section 5.2
would be provided. This plot provided to the designer, would provide envelope
values of normalized maximum outer tubewall stresses plotted over increasing
baseplate thickness. These envelope values would represent the maximum stresses
of various baseplate thicknesses, including the effects of all practical baseplate
geometry, such as weld profile stress concentration effects, pole base diameter, pole
tubewall thickness, baseplate side lengths, anchor rods spacing, etc. In addition as
discussed in Sections 5.2.4 and 5.4.4, restraints on the tubewall thickness must be
made, though current pole tubewall thicknesses used in industry appear to be
sufficient to avoid problems related to baseplate flexibility as discussed. These
envelope values of normalized stress are nothing more than representations of the
maximum fatigue critical stresses as amplifications of the nominal stress.
Given these envelope values of normalized maximum stress as functions of
increasing baseplate thickness, values corresponding to the design baseplate
thickness must be compared with the envelope normalized ma.ximum stress
corresponding to the baseplate thickness which was used to derive the E' fatigue
detail category. Unfortunately due to a lack of understanding of the baseplate
flexibility issue and a shortage of available fatigue data on welded socket pole to
baseplate connections this is somewhat of a grey area. In fact it is not unreasonable
to consider the available fatigue data to be insufficient to provide a reasonable
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fatigue resistance for just one specific baseplate thickness. As will be discussed in
Sec 5.4.4 and 5.4.5, these design methods are also very valuable in the process of
obtaining the necessary fatigue data library, by reducing the number of different
tests performed on different geometries. However given the baseplate and endplate
flexibility conditions of the research performed by Fisher (Fisher and Slutter,
1981), and the 1.5" thick endplate specimens tested with a "washer spacers" by
Koenigs and the University of Texas (Koenigs, 2003), (Section 1.5), it is
reasonable to associate the 1.5" thick baseplate with the Category E' fatigue detail,
and a constant amplitude fatigue limit of 2.6 ksi. Thus in order to calculate the
baseplate flexibility amplification ratio, the envelope normalized stresses of the
design and fatigue test cases are compared and applied to the constant amplitude
fatigue limit to give a modified fatigue stress range limit for design, as shown in
Figure 5.3.1.1. The premise of the design calculations is that in the fatigue test a
nominal stress was determined for which fatigue life was infinite. However due to
baseplate flexibility the actual stress applied to the welded connection was not
necessarily the same value as the constant amplitude fatigue limit. In fact this
variation of the actual stress applied to the welded connection drastically varies
with baseplate thickness as shown in Figure 5.2.1.5, to the degree that it must be
included in order to produce effective economical fatigue designs. By setting the
actual stress applied to the fatigue test and the design structure equal, the modified
stress range for design SRDES can be determined as a ratio of the envelope
nonnalized maximum stress for the design structure NDES and the fatigue test
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structure NFT. The stress range for design SROES, is nominally calculated and
represents the limiting stress range accounting for the relative variation ofbaseplate
flexibility. (Note notation does not refer to N as number of cycles).
NOES * SROES = crACT_OES = crACT_FT = NFT * CAFL, and thus
SROES = (NFT / NOES) * CAFL
As simply illustrated in the example in Figure 5.3.1.1 all that a designer
needs to do is rearrange these simple equations to produce the flexibility
amplification ratio, in which to adjust the constant amplitude fatigue limit to
accommodate the flexibility of the baseplate. As seen in the figure the thinner 1"
thick baseplate requires that the designer select a pole section that will have a
nominal stress less than 1.7 ksi, which is less than the constant amplitude fatigue
limit given currently in the specifications. Using the thicker 2" baseplate increases
the design stress range to 3.7 ksi which is greater than the current CAFL.
The second approach to incorporating the flexibility amplification ratio
method is to simplify the first approach discussed above. The second approach
transforms the first approach into a tabular fomlat, such that it only examines a few
different ranges of baseplate thickness. This method removes most of the
participation of the designer and takes away some of the underlying information
regarding the baseplate flexibility. A sample table which could be used to
implement this second approach is shown in Figure 5.3.1.2. Note three ranges of
baseplate thickness were selected. those greater than or equal to 1", those greater
than or equal to 1.5" and those greater than or equal to 2.5". Note that the second
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column in the Figure would not necessarily be provided to the engineer but is
shown to document how the other values were determined. At each of these
baseplate thickness cutoffs, the envelope value of normalized maximum stress
would be determined, as was discussed previously. This value corresponds to the
values plotted in Figure 5.2.1.5 as discussed above, and as an envelope value would
represent the maximum due to other geometric variations as determined by further
analytical results, as discussed previously. Using the simple equations relating the
actual stress on the design structure and the actual stress on the fatigue specimen,
the appropriate flexibility amplification ratio can be determined. Previously this
ratio was described as (NFT / NDES). This flexibility amplification ratio is applied to
the CAFL, to produce a modified fatigue limit stress range for design. This stress
range for design represents the most conservative flexibility amplification ratio, for
the baseplate thickness range. This method is also very simple and could be
expanded to include more baseplate thickness ranges, as the most economic design
will always be using the cutoff baseplate thickness value.
Section 5.3.2: Beam Approximation Flexibilitv Amplification Ratio Method
The results of the parametric study have already, (particularly the format
used to present the nomlalized stress data) proved to be very useful in the
implementation of the flexibility amplification ratio method, used to incorporate the
effects of baseplate flexibility into the nominal stress fatigue design approach. The
parametric results can also be manipulated slightly to suggest another plausible
method to incorporate the effects of baseplate flexibility into the fatigue design
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process. This particular method is based on a beam approximation approach, and
provides a rational explanation of the flexibility based behavior. The primary
concept behind this method is to correlate the flexibility of a beam in bending to the
stress amplification in the tubewall due to baseplate flexibility. Thus the designer
is provided a tangible analysis method, based on simple statics, rather than a list or
plot of abstract values. In order to correlate the behavior of the baseplate to a beam
section finite element analysis must be used. As discussed in Section 5.3.2,
additional finite element analysis will be necessary to develop an envelope of the
stress behavior, which examines the baseplate flexibility effect simultaneously with
other baseplate geometries. The results of the parametric study discussed in
Section 5.2, are a good base and likely very indicative of the influence of baseplate
flexibility considering slightly different geometries. These results again will be the
basis for the discussion of the beam approximation method. Note that the same
concept utilizing a beam approximation, has been discussed in the literature review,
with regards to research on baseplate design, authored by Hag-Elsafi, Alampalli,
and Owens (1999).
Figure 5.3.2.1 illustrates schematically the main concept behind the beam
approximation method of incorporating baseplate flexibility into the fatigue design
process. Note that as shown in the top left of the figure, a baseplate can very much
be thought of as four inter locking beams surrounding the base of the pole,
connected at the four anchor rods. And thus without a great deal of imagination,
the uplift and downlift sides can be thought of as either a simply supported beam or
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a doubly fixed end beam. The fixity conditions of the assumed beam are obviously
a combination of those two fixity cases. Additionally the loading of the assumed
beam is likely to be a combination of evenly distributed and concentrated loading.
The distribution of loading on the assumed beam very likely may be quite different
depending on the flexibility of the baseplate, as can be inferred by reviewing the
discussion of radial distribution of stress in Section 4.2.1. However the exact
loading is not imperative, to the method. The assumed beam dimensions are shown
in the figure. The depth, is represented by T, and is simply the thickness of the
baseplate. The width of the beam approximation, noted as B is obtained by
subtracting the base pole diameter from the baseplate side length and dividing by
two. The span given by S, is calculated by subtracting the anchor rod spacing by
the diameter of the leveling nut.
The maximum deflection at mid-span of this assumed beam is shown for
the four different cases. Most notably the deflection for a simply supported beam is
given by (5/384)*(w*LlE)*(L3/I). Note the w*L term is replaced by P, the
concentrated load depending on the loading assumption. Thus the w*L term can
really thought of to be a constant value, that does not change with increasing span
length. (If the span length, L, is increased, the distributed load, w, will decrease.)
As shown in the se~ond page of Figure 5.3.2.1 a quantity temled the geometric
flexibility can be detemlined. As shown in the figure displacement is force divided
by stiffness and flexibility is the inverse ofstiffiless. As shown in the first page of
Figure 5.3.2.1 the general fonn of the midspan deflection of the assumed beam is:
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6. = (l2*S3!B*T3)*(l/E)*(Loading Constant Fraction)* (w*L or P)
Removing unnecessary constants including the loading constant fraction and
Young's modulus, E, the geometric flexibility can be defined as:
Sgeom. = 12 S3 / B*T3
Given simple beam behavior displacement should vary linearly with this parameter,
with the slope being determined by the loading, the material constants, and the
distribution of loading and fixity on the beam.
Figure 5.3.1 shows the results of the parametric study, plotting baseplate
deflection over increasing geometric flexibility of the assumed beam (times 10-2 for
plotting purposes only). The results of each individual parametric study examining
baseplate thickness, side length, and anchor rod spacing are shown. The
relationship is quite linear considering that the assumption of simple beam theory is
not entirely expected. Note that by far the baseplate thickness covers a wider range
of flexibility. This is not a result of poor planning ofthe parametric study, but
indicative of the geometry itself. The other parameters especially anchor rod
spacing can't reasonably or practically be increased to the same degree that
baseplate thickness. Figure 5.3.3 shows the same plot, in a close up, over the small
range of flexibility included in the baseplate side length and anchor rod spacing
parametric studies. Note the good agreement and linear behavior in baseplate
deflection bctwecn the three different parametric study. Figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.4
show corresponding plots of maximum nonnalized stress over increasing gcometric
flcxibility ofthc bcam approximation. Notc again that therc is good agrccmcnt
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between the data. The baseplate side length somewhat diverges from the linear
trends of the other two parametric studies. This may be expected as the large side
lengths studied were very much out of the range of typical baseplate dimensions.
Additionally in both Figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.1 a non linear trend begins to develop in
the very flexible baseplate thickness specimen studied. This is very reasonable as
the thickness was small enough such that the weld profile which was constant for
all models, may have began to limit the linear increase in baseplate deflection, as
its' stiffness began to make a larger percentage of contribution, to the overall
stiffness of the structure.
As seen in Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 the dominant trait influencing the
geometric flexibility is the baseplate thickness. Thus in order to further simplify
the approach of incorporating the baseplate flexibility into the fatigue design
process, it may be more convenient to consider the stress relationship over the
quantity 1 1T3 , instead ofthe geometric flexibility which is, 12 S3 1B*T3 .
Figures 5.3.6 similar to the previous four plots, show the trend in baseplate
deflection, and normalized maximum stress over increasing values of (1 1T\ Note
again that the behavior is mostly linear, again the outlier in which the major non-
linear trend begins is due to the most flexible baseplate studied. Also note that the
results of the non-thickness parametric studies, are mostly below the thickness plot.
This is because increasing the baseplate side lengths only introduced increasing
stiffness to the typical baseplate geometry. The study of anchor rod spacing used a
20" baseplate (compared to the 1T' typical baseplate). which counteracted the
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effects of increasing anchor rod spacing, which added flexibility to the geometry.
The final model with the maximum anchor rod spacing was the most flexible, and
thus is the only non-thickness geometry to shows up above the thickness parametric
study plot.
The plots of normalized maximum stress with increasing geometric stiffness
and inverse of baseplate thickness cubed, both are shown to be very linear,
considering that the assumed beam sections in the baseplate are not really beams.
And thus the behavior of the baseplate is more complex, though quite adequately
captured by the assumption. Another key point is that the non linearity trend in
stress begins at very flexible, thin baseplates. Over the realistic range of baseplate
flexibilities and thicknesses the trend in maximum stress is very linear. A linear
approximation can capture the stresses over this realistic range very well. In
addition this linear approximation would force the designer to include the extra
stress at the unrealistically flexible and thin baseplate geometries, thus compelling
the designer to use a thicker or stiffer baseplate.
Figures 5.3.5 and 5.3.8 show the normalized maximum outer tubewall stress
at the weld toe plotted over increasing geometric flexibility and the inverse
baseplate thickness cubed. Note the good agreement between the linear
approximation and the actual plotted values of the baseplate thickness parametric
study. The bascplate thicknesses of the specimcns of the parametric study are
indicated to aid in undcrstanding the flexibility of the structure. Note that good
agreemcnt with the linear approximation exists at the I Y2" thick baseplate
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specimen. With increasing baseplate flexibility and decreasing baseplate thickness
less than the 1 W' thick baseplate the linear approximation conservatively predicts
the maximum stress.
As discussed in Section 5.3.1 additional finite element studies would be
required to completely examine all of the different baseplate geometries. It is
confidently felt that the parametric results, which only consider one single typical
baseplate geometry, are indicative of the flexibility effect for all common baseplate
geometries. Also discussed in the previous section was the concept of the
flexibility amplification ratio method. The same procedure is used in the beam
approximation flexibility amplification ratio method as discussed previously. The
primary difference between the two method, is the procedure used to determine the
NDES, the normalized maximum tubewall stress at the weld toe, or the amplification
the particular baseplate design geometry imparts over the nominally calculated
stress range. In the beam apprQ.ximation method, design stress amplifications can
be calculated based on the geometric properties of the baseplate or the assumed
beam section.
One simple design example is shown in both plots. Given the geometric
properties of the baseplate, the nomlalized maximum stress, NDES , for design can
be calculated. Note both methods adequately predict this value. The Nn , the
amplification factor, which multiplied by the nominal fatigue stress range, would
give the actual stress on the fatigue specimen. can either be detemlined with the
beam approximation fonnula for NDES. or could be a constant value prescribed by
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the specifications. Both of the beam approximation methods, using the geometric
flexibility and the inverse of baseplate thickness cubed, provide an increased design
stress range, SRDES of 3.8 and 3.7 ksi. This design stress range would be the
nominal calculated stress range that the designer would use to size the pole
diameter.
5.4: Conclusions
The main result of the study, "Investigation of Influence of Baseplate
Flexibility on the Fatigue Performance ofWe1ded Socket Connection, in
Cantilevered Signs Structures", has been defining the structural behavior and
influence of baseplate flexibility in these connections. Prior to the beginning of
this study the behavior of welded socket joints of cantilevered signs structures was
marginally understood. Through an extensive experimental testing program, the
validity of finite element modeling of the structure was studied and verified.
Additional experimental tests were performed to examine different behavior
relating to the baseplate flexibility and fatigue. Given the understanding of this
behavior, and the verified finite clement procedures a preliminary parametric study
was conducted, using typical structure geometry. This study gives very
representative results of the flexibility induced behavior though further analytical
work is required to cover the wide range of possible baseplate geometry.
The results of this parametric study and the previous components of the
study show very clearly that the baseplate flexibility must be considered in order to
produce fatigue designs that are efficient. economic and safe. Bascd on the limited
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but representative parametric study results two procedures to be used in
conjunction with the existing nominal stress fatigue design approach are presented.
These two procedures to be added to the nominal stress approach, adequately
provide a consistent, simple, rational method to safely and economically design the
baseplate and pole geometry, of the welded socket connections in cantilevered sign
structures. These procedures have another considerable benefit in that they can be
used to considerably reduce the magnitude of fatigue testing effort required to
provide necessary updated sign structure fatigue testing data, as will be discussed
further in Subsection 5.4.5.
Subsection 5.4.1 discusses the conclusions and summary of the flexibility
induced structural behavior of socket welded cantilever sign structures. Subsection
5.4.2 discusses the results of some interesting additional experimental testing,
which have some serious implications to fatigue design and testing. Subsection
5.4.3 discusses some general conclusions on the finite element modeling of these
structures and some of the major issues determined influencing model calibration.
Subsection 5.4.4 discusses the results of the parametric study and the proposed
fatigue design methods to be added to the nominal stress fatigue design approach.
5.4.1: Structural Behavior Conclusions
• In summary of the structural behavior observed in local to welded socket
connections in cantilevered sign structures, the nominal stress or simple beam
theory predicted stress behavior does not occur in magnitude or distribution.
Structural behavior was adequately discussed in Section 4.2.1. An experimental
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testing program consisting of the static vertical load testing of three specimens each
with different baseplate thicknesses, as well as an extensive analytical study was
used to study the structural behavior. Fatigue cracking almost exclusively occurs at
the vertical weld toe of the upper fillet weld in the pole tubewall (Fisher, 1981;
Koenigs,2003). Thus the study was primarily concerned with baseplate
flexibility's influence on stresses in the tubewall adjacent to the baseplate. In
general the behavior of the structure increasingly deviates from the nominal stress
magnitudes and distribution with increasing baseplate flexibility.
• The vertical distribution of axial stress in the pole is characterized as
distinctive peak and valley stress plot. This peak occurs at the weld toe and
includes the inner, outer, and local bending tubewall stresses, and increases with
increasing baseplate flexibility. For typically sized baseplates this maximum stress
can be as much as four times the nominal stress depending on the baseplate
flexibility. This maximum is also clearly shown to exist separately from the stress
concentration effects of the connection. At the direct tensile or compressive
locations, the outer and local bending stresses are of opposite sign expected, for
example the outer stress at the traditional direct tensile side of the pole is
compressive. In between the peak stress at the weld toe to the valley stress point,
which is fairly consistently located 1 Y2" above the weld toe a very linear vertical
stress gradient exists. This linear stress gradient can be quite steep for flexible
baseplates. The valley stress especially at 45 degree radial locations on the
tubewall can represent a sign change in stress. Continuing upwards all stresses
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begin to converge towards nominal stress magnitudes and distributions. At 45
degree radial locations stresses decrease in their convergence towards simple beam
theory predicted values. But at the direct tensile and compressive radial locations,
stresses increase in their convergence towards simple beam theory values.
Convergence on the compressive side of the pole occurs at approximately 7-8"
above the baseplate. Where as convergence is usually interrupted by the hand
access hole induced behavior on the tension side of the pole.
• In addition to the vertical distribution of stress the radial distribution of
axial stress does not behave accordingly to simple beam theory either. Maximum
outer stress in the pole tubewall, especially in flexible baseplates occurs positioned
in line with the anchor rods, or at the 45 degree radial positions. In flexible
baseplates, the outer stress also considerably decreases at the direct tensile and
compressive radial locations, where simple beam theory would predict the
maximum stress. Local bending stresses rapidly increase from the neutral axis to
the 45 degree radial locations, and then very gradually reaches a maximum at the
direct tensile and compressive radial locations. Mid-plane stress is also at a
maximum at the 45 degree radial locations, with the expected sign convention,
compressive local to the compressive anchor rods, etc.
• There are two separate flexibility related parameters that simultaneously
affect the structural behavior of welded socket connection behavior in cantilever
sign structures. Both cumulatively make up the flexibility effect. The first and
dominant is the local bending defonnation effect, which alters tubewall stress
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through local bending stress. This behavior is simply the result of local out of
plane deformation of the tubewall and baseplate. Section 4.2.1 adequately
describes and illustrates this behavior. The local bending behavior in the tubewall
varies throughout the tubewall due to the different local baseplate flexibilities as
result of being further away from the leveling nut imposed baseplate fixity. The
second component is the mid-plane effect. This behavior involves the influence of
flexibility on load path. As the baseplate at the direct tensile and compressive
radial locations is considerably more flexible than that adjacent to the anchor rods,
the axial load in the pole is diverted away from the direct locations and goes
directly to tubewalliocations near the anchor rods. This is indicated by the fact
that the mid-plane stresses near the anchor rods have the correct sense of stress,
compressive adjacent to the compressive anchor rods.
5.4.2: Additional Experimental Testing Conclusions
• Supplemental experimental testing was performed, in addition to the static
vertical load testing which was a key part of the study. The static vertical load
testing was primarily used to understand the structural behavior of the connection
and to study and verify the finite clement modeling used in the parametric study.
These additional tests, though not the main focus of the study are also important.
These tests involve the flexibility effect in less general way and look at more
complex loading and constraint behavior. The results of these additional tests are
strongly related to fatigue as well as the flexibility effect.
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• Baseplate leveling imperfect induced loading was the first additional test
discussed (See Section 4.2.2). The main reason to study this type ofloading is that
as experienced in the laboratory in the experimental set-up, it is difficult to
perfectly level all the leveling nuts. Thus by tightening the leveling nuts it is very
possible to lock in a tensile stress, into the tubewall adjacent to the weld toe. By
performing a simple test, in which an enforced baseplate displacement or leveling
perfection is introduced to the structure, the values of stress induced can be
measured. A leveling imperfection measured at the center line of the anchor rod of
3/32" was enforced by a hand tightening leveling nuts as to lower and raise the
baseplate. A simple finite element loading was used to simulate the experimental
testing and good data agreement was obtained. It was noted that due to the loading
of the very symmetric structure, the stress distribution exhibited may different
types of symmetry. However due to the influence of local fixities of the leveling
nuts, this symmetry was roughly observed, and the data was somewhat scattered.
Through multiple testing at different locations, and the use of the symmetries a
very good estimate of the tensile stress induced due to the loading were achieved.
For example a 1 Y2" baseplate was experimentally shown to experience an induced
stress of 23 ksi due to an enforced baseplate leveling imperfection of 3/32".
• Though the study primarily focuses on the behavior in the pole to baseplate
welded socket connection, much of the behavior and conclusions completely or
partially apply to the mast-ann to endplate connection. Mast-ann experimental
testing was perfonned without corresponding finite clement study, and is discussed
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in Section 4.2.3. The experimental results of statically loading the mast-arm with
vertical load, as performed on the pole, showed very similar stress behavior
adjacent to socket connection. In addition to the static load testing of the mast-arm
under typical completely bolted conditions to the pole, experimental testing was
performed under incomplete bolting conditions which are know to occur in the
field. The first of these bolting conditions examined the difference in stress when
the mast-arm was bolted using washers as spacers to prevent contact between the
endplate and the flange-plate ofthe built up box of the pole. This is the same
condition used in mast-arm fatigue testing. Experimentally the stresses measured
just above the weld toe showed a greater than 10% increase with the washer spacers
preventing contact. In addition the mast-arm was statically tested with non load
carrying tension mast-arm bolt. Experimentally the maximum difference in tensile
stress due to the absent bolt condition was observed to be a 60% increase in the
normal bolted condition stress.
5.4.3: General Finite Element and Calibration Conclusions
• Using a combination of parabolic solid, shell, and beam elements, in a
finely meshed model, which simplifies the complex leveling nut baseplate
connection and the anchor rod concrete constraints, it is possible to fairly
accurately model the behavior ofcantilevered sign structures.
• Data agreement in general was very good. as multiply discussed in Section
4.1. 4.2.1, and Chapter 3. Some strain data measured at gage locations just off the
weld toe would be classified as fair. with slightly poor strain data agreement at the
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direct tensile and compressive radial locations, just above the weld toe. Though at
the 45 degree radial locations, strain data was in good agreement, at the gage
locations positioned just above the weld toe. Their seemed to be a slight problem
in data agreement with the 3" thick baseplate specimen at the gage locations just
above the weld toe at the direct tensile and compressive radial locations. The other
strain data, at gage locations not directly above the weld toe was very good at all
locations measuring inner stresses. The problems in data agreement are attributed
to the very high strain gradient resulting in experimental error. In addition error in
data agreement also is caused by simulating the hand tightened leveling nuts, with
their different local fixities with a simple solid element model.
• Calibration study efforts showed that there wasn't a simple modeling
solution to correct some of these minor problems in data agreement. Two trial
solutions did show an ability to influence tubewall stress. The weld profile
including the concavity of the weld metal was shown to influence stresses, as a
stress concentration effect. Due to the mild variability in the weld profile, the
approach taken was to model the weld profile as close to the most accurately
measured values as possible. In addition the way that the leveling nuts were
modeled seemed to be ofconcern, as several different option showed an ability to
considerably alter tubewall stresses. More complex contact and pre-stress clements
were not included in the finite element study. It is believed that these more
complex elements, which would require estimates of initial gap, and prestress
force, are not necessarily the solution to the data agreement problems.
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5.4.4: Parametric Study and Design Conclusions
• The research has shown that baseplate flexibility has considerable
implications to the fatigue design procedure of cantilevered sign structures, as
discussed in Section 5.1-5.3. Unlike other fatigue details the magnitude of stress in
socket welded baseplate and endplate connections in cantilevered sign structures
are nearly influenced by one single geometric parameter, the baseplate flexibility.
One primary assumption of the nominal stress design approach that the pole is
considered fixed at the baseplate. Baseplate flexibility, especially when
considering the practical limitations on the different aspects of baseplate geometry
primarily is dependent on baseplate thickness. Stress at fatigue sensitive locations
in the tubewall increases drastically with increasing baseplate flexibility. The trend
is too great to not be considered in the fatigue design ofcantilevered sign
structures.
• Results of the parametric study show the major influence of baseplate
flexibility is baseplate thickness, followed by anchor rod spacing, then the
baseplate side lengths (which is primarily a measure of the width between the outer
edge of the pole and the edge of the baseplate. The parametric study shows good
linearly increasing trends between the maximum tubewall stress and 1) increasing
geometric flexibility (which is quantified based on an assumed beam
approximation as discussed) and 2) the inverse cube of the baseplate thickness
cubed (lrr\
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• These two trends can be used to establish two proposed methods to
incorporate baseplate flexibility into the nominal stress approach to fatigue design.
These two trends discussed in detail and illustrated by quick examples are termed
the analytical flexibility amplification ratio method and the beam approximation
flexibility amplification ratio method. Behind both add-ons to the nominal stress
design method is a simple concept of equating the actual maximum stress
experienced by the fatigue test and design detail. Normalizing the analytically
determined maximum stress in the tubewall (normalized with the maximum
nominal stress for that location), effectively represents the maximum stress by an
amplification factor (N not to be confused with the number of cycles) times the
nominally calculated stress. These values for N using direct analytically obtained
plots of different baseplate geometries, or the linear relationships existing between
maximum stress and geometric flexibility and (1IT\ can allow a rational
determination of maximum stress for any baseplate geometry. Thus the actual
stress on a fatigue test specimen can be simplified as the amplification factor (NFT)
times the nominal stress range, which can be considered the CAFL. Similarly the
actual stress on the design structure connection can be given as the product of the
amplification factor (NOES) and the design stress range (SROES). Thus equating
these two products the nominally calculated stress range for design modified to
accommodate diffcrcnces in flexibility is simply the ratio the fatigue test
amplification factor oycr the design amplification factor multiplicd by the constant
amplitude fatigue limit (ofE' fatigue detail. 2.6 ksi). This proposcd method is very
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conservative and assumes infinite life. Another possible approach would be to
consider finite life, in which the ratio applied to the CAFL would be cubed.
Fatigue testing would be necessary to evaluate this less conservative approach.
• This indicates a very serious problem in fatigue test data, as no matter what
method could be used to incorporate baseplate flexibility into the fatigue design
process, reliable fatigue data that includes accurate and consistent baseplate
flexibility conditions will be required. The next section discusses
recommendations on future research. To summarize the future needs for fatigue
research of socket welded connections in cantilevered sign structures, similar finite
element and additional parametric study must be conducted to draft a specification
incorporating baseplate flexibility, similar to those methods presented. Then a
fatigue testing must be performed to confidently determine the fatigue resistance of
a common baseplate geometry, to be used as a base reference, and more limited
testing of more and less flexible baseplate specimens would need to be performed
to verify the specification. Thus these new design methods also can be extremely
valuable in reducing the amount of fatigue testing required.
• Stand-off length, the length between the top of the concrete foundation and
the bottom of the leveling nut was shown both through experimental testing and
analytical finite clement modeling, to not be a factor in altering tubewall stresses.
• Tubewall thickness was shown to have no beneficial effect of stiffening the
baseplate, and thus reducing tubewall stresses. Instead increasing tubewall
thickness or base diameter increases the amount of load defonlling the baseplate.
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Thus in order to obtain the same fatigue resistance between two differently sized
poles, the larger pole must have it's baseplate enlarged to resist the extra load of the
larger pole.
• Anchor rod spacing was shown to have a minor and linear effect on
tubewall stress and baseplate displacement, especially when compared to the same
results for increasing baseplate thickness. Considering the beam mid span
deflection both variables are proportionate to deflection by a cubic function, 1/T3
and L3. Thus a greater and less linear trend between baseplate deflection and
tubewall stress was expected for the anchor rod spacing, as was the case for
baseplate thickness. Given the practical constraints in possible thicknesses and
anchor rod spacing, it is important consider the numeric effect of these ranges.
Aside from economic considerations, an increase in baseplate from 1.25" to 2.5" is
very possible. Where for anchor rod spacing going from 17" to 14" spacing is a
reasonable range. For the thickness and anchor rod spacing ranges the respective
changes in dimension are 2 and 1.21. When these two factors are cubed this idea of
a practical range really becomes apparent, as the thickness range is 8 times stiffer
and the anchor rod spacing reduction is 1.8 times stiffer.
5.4.5: Future Experimentation Conclusions
• The results of the study, in particular the parametric study have some very
strong implications to the fatigue design and testing of welded socket connections
in cantilevered sign structures. Neglecting to consider the results and conclusions
of this study, by not advancing the research. would be neglecting safety in some
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existing flexible baseplate designs, and neglecting economy in stiffer baseplate
designs. Currently no consistent approach addresses the design of the baseplate,
the results of this study provides a basic outline of a simple procedure to design
both the nominal dimensions of the pole and size the baseplate. Additionally
since the endplate to mast-arm connection has been shown to be a less severe case
due to the added endplate stiffuess created by the contact pressure on the endplate,
the results for the pole connection could easily be extended to the mast-arm
connection given the appropriate attention. The simple design approaches which
incorporate baseplate flexibility also have the benefit of providing a considerable
reduction in required fatigue testing. The following recommendations for future
study, follow in a rational order as to most effectively make use of limited
resources for sign structure research.
• The first phase of recommended future research would focus on the finite
element analysis performed, especially the parametric study as discussed in
Section 5.1,5.2, and 5.3. As discussed many times, the results of the parametric
study represent well the trend in flexibility ofonly one standard baseplate base
diameter and baseplate side length geometry. These results and trends with
flexibility are indicative of the behavior of slightly different geometries, though
they still need to be considered. Thus a fairly large task of expanding this
parametric study to envelope the stress behavior of different typical baseplate
geometries is needed.
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• With this newly acquired envelope of stress behavior of increasing
baseplate flexibility and thickness, the same procedures introduced previously to
incorporate baseplate flexibility could then be used with this new stress envelope
data. The two main methods discussed in Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 respectively are
the analytical flexibility amplification ratio method and the beam approximation
flexibility methods. The analytical method is very simple and relies entirely on
finite element data, and can be broken down into a tabular form, effectively
creating ranges ofbaseplate thickness with corresponding flexibility modified
limiting fatigue stress ranges. At this time additional factors of safety could be
adopted into the procedure chosen if deemed necessary. As shown in Section
5.3.1 and 5.3.2, this envelope data using either method would provide a
relationship between baseplate geometry and the resulting amplification factor.
Thus for any baseplate geometry the finite element base guidelines would be able
to provide a amplification factor, either for design (NDES) or fatigue testing (NIT).
• The final phase of the recommended future research would be fatigue
testing, and would have two separate objectives, which would be necessary to
incorporate baseplate flexibility into the fatigue design process. The first
objective would be to confidently define the constant amplitude fatigue limit of
the "standard" baseplate geometry. A rccommendation of the approximate
baseplate geometry would be a IT' bascplate, with I W' thickncss and a 13" outer
pole diameter. as it would seem that this may be similar to the geometry
previously focused on by prcvious testing. Gi\'cn this well defined standard the
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flexibility amplification (NFT) of the fatigue testing specimen can be determined
by the baseplate geometry as shown in Section 5.3. Then given the possible new
constant amplitude fatigue limit and the N FT and NOES the modified stress range
for design could be determined as shown in Section 5.3. Using a limited amount
of fatigue testing the newly drafted fatigue specification could then be verified.
Thus a considerable amount of fatigue testing could be avoided. Without the use
of finite element based analysis it would be very difficult to test all of the required
numbers of different baseplate geometries, as in fatigue testing it necessary to
duplicate tests on the same geometry_
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Figure 5.1.1
Parametric Study Model Geometry Worksheet
1 Bit Th" kaseola e IC ness
Baseplate Baseplate Anchor Rod Tubewall Inner BaseThickness Side Length * Spacing [in] Thickness [in] Diameter [in]fin] fin]
1 0.625 17 14.1875 0.23 6.32
2 1
3 1.5
4 2.25
5 3.5
2 B SOd L thaseOlae I e em
Baseplate Baseplate Anchor Rod Tubewall Inner BaseThickness Side Length Spacing [in] Thickness [in] Diameter [in][in] [in]
1 * 1.5 17 14.1875 0.23 6.32
2** 17
3** 18.5
4** 20
5** 22
3A h RdSnc or 0 ioacma
Baseplate Baseplate Anchor Rod Tubewall Inner BaseThickness Side Length Spacing [in] Thickness [in] Diameter [in][in] ** [in]
1 1.5 20 14.1875 0.23 6.32
2 15.25
3 17
4 Tubewall Thickness
Baseplate Baseplate Anchor Rod Tubewall Inner Base TubewallThickness Side Length * Spacing [in] Thickness*** Diameter [in] Thicknessfinl finl finl **** finl
1 1.5 17 14.1875 0.23 6.32 0.23
2 0.18 0.18
3 0.28 0.23
4 0.28 0.28
5 0.33 0.23
* Square Side Length. With 1"x1" Isoscoles Triangle Clipped
Comers (unless noted othel\vise)
.. No clipped comer
*** Pole Tubewall thickness from 0 up to 11" above top of baseplate
.... Remaining Pole Tubewall Thickness of Pole
Chart 5.1.1 Continued on Next Page.
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Figure 5.1.1 (Continued)
Parametric Study Model Geometry Worksheet (Continued)
All Models:
Material Properties
1 ......:E::..J[..;.;,;;ks:..:.L.i] ......1......:2;;;,,;;9..;;.,;00;.,,;;.0--11
t IL d·eome ryl oa Ing
Pole Height [in] 210
Mast-Arm LenQth [in] 526
Cantilever End Load [pound] 100
Global G
Anchor Rod
Diameter [in] 1.08
Stand-off LenQth [in] 1.625"
Restrained Length (with surface 15
constraints applied) [in]
LevelingI-'N...;.;u;..;.ts;;...*__--::-:--_~::_:_----..,..___:~:"""""_1
GConnection eometry
Upper Fillet Weld Height [in] 0.56
Upper Fillet Weld Width [in] 0.42
Lower Fillet Weld Included
Gap between Pole Baseplate Cutout and Included
outer tubewall
Socket
Hand Access Hole
I Hand Access Hole ** I Included I
** See discussion of typical hand access hole geometry
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Figure 5.2.1.1 * Weld Toe located 0.559" above top of baseplate (Y=0.559")
- -_._--~-----~--
Baseplate Deflection vs. Baseplate Thickness
0,---------------------------,
2 3 4
_P'":::::.~~~~~--- ~__
---------------------- -~~-l
•
i -Baseplate Deflection I
• Experimental
-1 0 L.- --_._.---_-._--_-_.--_-~_-_-_-_- ----'
-2 -------
-8 --
~ -4 - ---- -~----
c
:!
E -6 ---
....
Thickness [in]
Figure 5.2.1.2 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
Normalized Maximum Outer Tubewall Stress Above* Vertical
Weld Toe vs. Baseplate Thickness (at Y=O.7S")
8
7 --
6
5
.-.
: 4z
....
3
2
o
o 2 3 4 5
Thickness [in]
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Figure 5.2.1.3 * Weld Toe located 0.559" above top of baseplate (Y=0.559")
-- ----------
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress Above* Vertical Weld Toe, at
Direct Tension Radial Location vs. Baseplate Thickness (at
Y=O.75")
8 .-------;,=-====c-=-================l,------,
!~-Q~!~r ~tress Direct Tension [ksi] • Experimental (N**) J
7 ------------
6 ---------
5 ------ ---------
....
..Z 4
....
•--------------
5432
01-----------------------.,.--------'
o
Thickness [in]
Figure 5.2.1 .4 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress Above* Vertical Weld Toe, at
Tension 45 Degree Radial Location vs. Baseplate Thickness (at
Y=O.75")8r-...,.------------~----------___,
i-Outer Stress 45 degree Tension [N**] • Experimental (N**)
7 ------------------------
6
5
....
: 4z
....
3
2
o
o 2 3 4 5
Thickness [in]
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Figure 5.2.1.5 * Weld Toe located 0.559" above top of b8:~lat~JY=0.559")
Normalized Maximum Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld
Toe vs. Baseplate Thickness
8.----.------------------------.
7
6
5
....
•Z 4
....
3
2
543
Thickness [in]
21
Ol-------------------------~
o
Figure 5.2.1.6 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe, at Direct
Tension Radial Location vs. Baseplate Thickness
8
7
6
5
....
: 4z
....
3
2
5432
01--------------------------'
o
Thickness [in]
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Figure 5.2.1.7 * Weld Toe located 0.559" above top of baseplate (Y=0.559")
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe, at
Tension 45 Degree Radial Location vs. Baseplate Thickness
8
7
6
5
:4z
......
3
2 ------ -- --- ~---_ ........~~~~~~-
5432
o l- ~
o
Thickness [in]
** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
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Figure 5.2.2.1
~._.
* Weld Toe located 0.559" above top of baseplate (Y':=Q:..559") _~
Baseplate Deflection vs. Baseplate Side Length
2524232221201918
o .r-----,.------,------,.------,-----,----------,
1
....
oJ:
U
c
:!
E
....
-2 . -- .. _---..
-3 L...- --J
Side Length [in]
Figure 5.2.2.2 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
Normalized Maximum Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld
Toe vs. Baseplate Side Length
262524232221201918
2.0 1-- ---'
17
3.0
3.5
2.5
....
«
«
Z
....
Side Length [in]
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Figure 5.2.2.3 Weld Toe located 0.559" above top of baseplate (Y=0.559"L__,
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe, at
Direct Tension Radial Location vs. Baseplate Side Length
3.5 -.----------------------------,
.....
«
«
Z
....
3.0---------------
2.5
... _-~
2.0
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Figure 5.2.2.4
Side Length [in]
.. Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe, at
Tension 45 Degree Radial Location vs. Baseplate Side Length
3.5 .-------------------------,
3.0
.....
«
«
Z
....
2.5
2.0
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Side Length [in]
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Figure 5.2.3.1 * Baseplate Deflection measured along mast-arm axis and at
constant position relative Anchor Rod Center Line
Baseplate Deflection* vs. Anchor Rod Spacing
--_._~---_._~_._--
-------~-~ -_. _._--
---_._-------- -_.--~-
0.0
1~ 15
-0.5
-1.0
....
J:
-1.5u
r:::
:r
E -2.0
.....
-2.5 ~-
16 17 1~
-3.0_~_~_n~_ __un
-3.5 .'-------------------------'
Spacing [in]
Figure 5.2.3.2 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
Normalized Maximum Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld
Toe vs. Anchor Rod Spacing
3.5 ,..-----------------------,
....
..
z
.....
3.0
2.5
2.0
14 15 16
Spacing [in]
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17 18
Figure 5.2.3.3 Weld Toe located 0.559" above top of baseplate (Y=0.559")
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe, at Direct
Tension Radial Location vs. Anchor Rod Spacing
3.5
3.0 --------~--_._----
2.5 --~- --------------------.._-.-- -
2.0
14 15 16
Spacing [in]
17 18
Figure 5.2.3.4 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
----------- --
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe, at
Tension 45 Degree Radial Location vs. Anchor Rod Spacing
3.5
3.0
....
..
..
z
....
2.5
181716
~
Spacing [in]
15
2.0 L-- ----J
14
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Figure 5.2.4.1 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum. Nominal Stress Values
Baseplate Deflection vs. Pole Tubewall Thickness
-2.6 .
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05
•
-2.8
.....
•J:UI:
:!
E •.....
-3.0 ---~---~
•
-3.2
FiglJre 5.2.4 ...2
Thickness [in]
Tubewall thickness:
Max. nominal stress:
Normalized Maximum Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe
vs. Pole Tubewall Thickness
4.0
•
3.5
•
.....
~ 3.0
.....
•
•
2.5
0.50.40.30.20.1
2.0 '- --1
o
Thickness [in]
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~ure 5.2.4.3~.~ ** Stress Normalized with Maximum. Nominal Stress Values
i Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe, at Direct
Tension Radial Location vs. Pole Tubewall Thickness
3.5 ,...-------------------------,
3.0 ~-- -.----~~-~.. - ~ ~
......
~ 2.5
.... •
• •
•
2.0 ~ _._----~~~-~~_ .... ~
0.50.40.30.20.1
1.5 L..- --1
o
Thickness [in]
Figure 5.2.4.4f- _.~- -_.. -~-
Tubewall thickness:
Max. nominal stress:
Normalized Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe, at
Tension 45 Degree Radial Location vs. Pole Tubewall Thickness
4.0
3.5 .~
..~ 3.0
•
•
2.5
•
0.50.40.30.20.1
2.0 L..- ----J
o
Thickness [in]
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£igure 5.2.4.5
I
Normalized Maximum Outer Tubewall Stress at Vertical Weld Toe
vs. Pole Tubewall Thickness
3.5 ~---------------------,
•
....
..
~ 3.0
.....
•
----------~---~------l
•
•
2.5
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
i .L-_.. _
Thickness [in]
*** All stress normalized with consistent value, the nominal stress
of the 0.23" thick tubewall specimen. (1.76 ksi)
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Figure 5.3.1 * Flexibility refers to geometry of beam approximation, as explained
Baseplate Deflection vs. Flexibility
0.0 -,--------------------.,.--------,
-1.0 ------ 200 400 600 800 1000
- ----------1
--Baseplate Side Length (B)
--+- Anchor Rod Spacing (S)
1----
I -+- Baseplate Thickness (T)
\.-------------
------ -- -------- ~ ------_._--_.~. - -- .-- ~ - - --,
,
i
---------- ---"""---~-- ----
-5.0 -1---""~------------ - .-- -------
-9.0
-10.0 -'-----------~
.- -4.0
c:
:r
.s
-6.0
-7.0 -
-8.0
(12 * S"3 1 B*P3) * 10"·2
--------------~--- ----- - -----------------
Figure 5.3.2 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
-----~-------------------
Normalized Maximum Tubewall Stress at Weld Toe vs.
Flexibility
1000800400 600
(12 * S"31 B*P3) * 10"·2
200
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
o
9.0 r--------------- -+- Bas~plate-Thi-ck-n-e-ss-(-T-)
8.0 -- Baseplate Side Length (B)
--+- Anchor Rod Spacing (5)7.0
6.0
r 5.0
~ 4.0
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Figure 5.3.3 __.. * Flexibility refers to geometry of beam approximation, as explained
I
II Baseplate Deflection vs. Flexibility
I
I
t
0.0 .r------..,..------.,---------,-------,
-1.0
-2.0
-3.0 -
10
--
20
-
30
-
.... -4.0
c
:r
-5.0
E
....
-6.0
- ---------------------------1
----- -. ---------------r---
-7.0
~ Baseplate Thickness (T) r'
-8.0
- Baseplate Side Length (B)
-9.0 r-
-1 0.0 '--------------i, ~~_n.c_h_o_r_Ro_d_s_p_a_c_in_g_(S_) L
(12 * 5"3 I B*T"3) * 10"·2
Figure 5.3.4 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
I~~-·--·_--_· __ ·_-
!
Normalized Maximum Tubewall Stress at Weld Toe vs. Flexiblity
-----------_._--_._------------
~Baseplate Thickness (T)
_ Baseplate Side Length (B)
-1\- Anchor Rod Spacing (S)
. _.--------------------.
i
9.0 . --------------.,---------------,
8.0
7.0
6.0
..... 5.0
..
~ 4.0
403020
(12 * 5"'31 B*T"3) ·10 ... ·2
10
1.0
0.0 I..-- -----J
o
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Figure 5.3.5
--~
* Flexibility refers to geometry of beam approximation, as explained
- _. -
Normalized Maximum Tubewall Stress at Weld Toe vs. Flexiblity I E
9.0 !-~ Baseplate Thickness (T) ~....
8.0 --~ --- Baseplate Side Length (B)
! ---.AI- Anchor Rod Spacing (S)7.0 --.1===c_,,, __ , 'c~' .=~=~~="'----
110 !90 1008070
1" BaseQla!e Thickness !
60
----------------=~---------
2.0
1.0 L-~_-_-_--_--_,-"=2=.2=5_"B=a::;:.:s::.::e=la:.:.:;te::....T.:....:h..:.:.ic=k.:..;;n=e=ss=----.,....---_--_-_-··.,....-_--_-~~_~_.,....-=~_-_--_- _---'
0.0
o 10 20 30 40 50
3.0 . --------
6.0---
..... 5.0 - ----- .-----
«
«
Z
..... 4.0 -----
(12 * S"3 I B*T"3) * 10"-2
** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
NDES = 1.75 + 5.25/100 * (12 * 8 3 / 8*T3)*(10·2)
Example Problem: What is the maximum fatigue stress due for a 16" baseplate with pole
base diameter 12", baseplate thickness of 2.25", anchor rod spacing of 15"
and leveling nut diameters of 2".
T = 2.25"
B=(16-12)/2=2" (12*S3/B*T3)*(10-2; 11.57
S=15-2=13"
Noes = 2.2
As discussed in Section 5.3.1
SRoes * Noes = Actual Fatigue Testing Stress Applied =CAFL * NFT
Thus given NFT =3.1,
SRoes = 3.1 + 2.6 ksi /2.2 = 3.7 ksi
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-----~------___J
_----.:~.~---~ --------------
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Baseplate Deflection vs. 1rr3
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Figure 5.3.7
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Normalized Maximum Tubewall Stress at Weld Toe vs. 1rrJ
7-.---------------------------.
6 --------
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Figure 5.3.8 ** Stress Normalized with Maximum Nominal Stress (1.76 ksi)
Normalized Maximum Tubewall Stress at Weld Toe vs. 1rr3
1.21.00.80.6
1/ T"3
0.2 0.4
----~..-------~·--·-------------l
l------~---·-~
2
----11 -+- Ba~~plat~Thickness (T)
__~I""'-AnChorRod Spacing (S)
I --Baseplate Side Length (B) Io !---- -i .__
0.0
6 ------- - ---. -
7 .,----------------------------,
.... 4
..
Z
.... 3
.. -----_._-~~_.._----_ - . ---------------- . --- --_._-_.._-----_.~~- .J
NOES = 1.75 + 4.75 (1 I T3)
Example Problem: What is the maximum fatigue stress due for a 16" baseplate with pole
base diameter 12", baseplate thickness of 2.25", anchor rod spacing of 15"
and leveling nut diameters of 2".
T = 2.25"
NOES = 2.1
As discussed in Section 5.3.1
SROES * NOES = Actual Fatigue Testing Stress Applied = CAFL * NFT
Thus given NFT = 3.1,
SROES = 3.1 • 2.6 ksi /2.1 = 3.8 ksi
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Fatigue Test
Bp. t = 1.5"
SBT: Sr =2.6 ksi
Act: Sr = 8.1 ksi
N = 3.1
I
\~~CA~F...!::.L..::..==.:.2.6~k~si!...-- E'
sr_
Design
Bp. t = 1.0"
SBT: Sr = 2.6 ksi
Act: Sr = 12.5 ksl
N=4.8
Bp. t =2.0"
SBT: Sr = 2.6 ksi
Act: Sr =5.7 ksi
N=2.2
p
p
Sample Calculation
S 3.1<- *2.6RrlA~ 4.8
SRrlA~ < 1.7 ksi
S 3.1<- *2.6Rrla. 2.2
SRrl.~ < 3.7 ksi
Figure 5.3.1.1: Flexibility Amplification Ratio Example
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Modified
Baseplate NOES. Normalized Maximum Flexibility ConstantThickness Stress Envelope Value Amplification Amplitude[in] Ratio Fatigue
Limitrksil
4.8
~ 1.0" 0.65 1.7 ksi(@ Bp. Th. =1")
3.1
~ 1.5" 1.00 2.6 ksi(@ Bp. Th. =1.5")
2.0
~ 2.5" 1.55 4.0 ksi(@ Bp. Th. =2.5")
Figure 5.3.1.2: Tabular Fonn of Flexibility Amplification Ratio Method
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sa o
£--1
!1 = (5/384)* (w*L/E)*(L3n)
(1/384)* (w*LIE)*(L3n)
(1/48)* (P/E)*(L3/I)
(1/192)* (P/E)*(L3/I)
Depth: T, The thickness of the Baseplate
Width: B, (Side Length - Base Diameter)/2
Span: S, (or L) Anchor Rod Spacing - Diameter of Leveling
Nut
Figure 5.3.2.1: Diagram Illustrating Beam Approximation
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!J. = F / K ; where K is stiffuess, and s is flexibility
s = 1 / K
Given the assumed beam geometry from the previous page
!J. = (12*S3/B*T3)*(l/E)*(Loading Constant Fraction)* (w*L or P)
Removing the loading fraction and Youngs Modulus the geometric
flexibility becomes:
Figure 5.3.2.1: (Continued) Diagram Illustrating Beam Approximation
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